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Preface 
Originally the work of this thesis was intended to be on the stability of ionic 
and molecular crystals A possible driving mechanism for a structural instability 
in these crystals is the so called polarisation catastrophe It is therefore impor­
tant to have a knowledge of the local electric fields and of the dielectric 
behaviour 
In real crystals, stability is recovered through the mechanism of a phase tran­
sition The polarisation catastrophe signals the onset of a new structure, which 
is very often a periodic deformation of the high temperature crystal structure 
This mechanism is fairly well understood Indeed, according to the sott mode 
theory, an unstable excitation becomes frozen-in as a static modulation 
Much less clear is the problem of stability of the low temperature modulated 
phase The point is that the periodicity of the modulation does not necessarily 
fit with the underlying (high temperature) crystal lattice If it does fit in the 
sense that the periodicity of the modulation matches some multiple of a period 
of the underlying lattice, the modulation is called commensurate When there is 
a global mismatch of these periodicities one has an incommensurate modulation 
Mathematically speaking, one deals with tcnsonal properties of physical quanti­
ties (charge density, dielectric susceptibility etc ) which reflect the symmetrv of 
the crystal In the incommensurate case, the symmetry of the crystal is not an 
ordinary three-dimensional space group, and the symmetry problem just men­
tioned is not a trivial one A possible approach is that of De Wolff, Janner and 
Janssen, whereby the fundamental periodicities (four or more) are embedded as 
lattice periodicities in a higher dimensional space (called superspace) Such an 
embedding procedure was developed in order to recover crystallographic svm 
mctry in the incommensurate case, but it can be useful for commensurate modu­
lations as well 
Following a microscopic approach, it is necessary to superpose the fields due 
to the charges of a displacively modulated crystal, in order to find the local 
electric field as a function of the modulation parameters (wavevector, polarisa­
tion and amplitude) 
R Bhnc from the university of Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, brought to our atten­
tion some NMR-data on the electric field gradient (a second rank tensor 
hereafter abbreviated as FFG) at the Rb-sites in Rb2ZnCl4 and Rb^ZnClj These 
crystals exhibit transitions to commensurate and incommensurate phases of the 
type mentioned above Experimentally, it was found that these ью tensors ex­
hibit a systematic vanishing of certain tensor elements, when de\ eloped in 
powers of the incommensurate order parameter (the modulation amplitude) It 
appeared that this could be explained within the context of the local four-
dimensional superspace symmetry at the Rb-sites, when applied to the (micros­
copic) tensonal fields of modulated crystals 
vu 
For the stability problem however, a quantitative knowledge of the nonvan-
ishing tensor elements is required as well, which implies a computation of the lo­
cal electric field arising from the crystal as a whole Such a computation 
amounts to the evaluation of what will be called 'modulated lattice sums', ι e 
summations over the atom positions of a displacively modulated crystal For 
non-modulated crystals, having lattice translational symmetry, the evaluation of 
the corresponding 'perfect lattice sums goes back to the work of Ewald in the 
beginning of this century (—1912-1921) The treatment of perfect lattice sums is 
only part of Ewald's work In fact, he gave a dynamically self-consistent micros­
copic description of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in periodic struc­
tures This theory has a formal analogy with that of the elementary excitations 
in lattice dynamics It was recognised that for both dynamical problems an ap­
propriate generalisation of the theory of Ewald to the incommensurate modu­
lated case was of fundamental importance Hence it was decided to focus at­
tention on that aspect, and this forms the main subject of this thesis 
The generalisation consists in replacing the property of three-dimensional lat­
tice periodicity by a (3-t-d)-dimensional one in superspace Essential then is to 
translate into physical terms this more abstract lattice symmetry in superspace 
It turned out that this generalisation was already a task by itself 
Ewald's theory deals with the dynamical interaction of scattered electromag­
netic waves and a crystal lattice Each lattice point of a crystal is considered to 
be occupied by an oscillating dipole the oscillation being driven by the radiation 
field of electromagnetic waves passing through the crystal An oscillating dipole 
emits radiation, producing a radiation field which affects the oscillations of all 
the other dipoles 
First, a crystal of infinite extent is considered It is assumed that the state of 
oscillation of the dipoles can be described by a plane wave with wavevector s 
The whole system is then required to be dynamically self-consistent, ι e the 
field as calculated from the dipole oscillations is required to be exactly equal to 
the field which would produce these oscillations Or, in other words, it is as­
sumed that the field that actually excites a particular dipole consists of the su­
perposition of the contribution of all the other dipoles This leads, for a given 
frequency of oscillation, to a dynamical equation with a corresponding disper­
sion equation determining the possible wavevectors s The solution of the 
dynamical equation yields the elementary electromagnetic excitations of the crys­
tal In the limit of long waves (optical region) the dispersion equation reduces 
to the equation of wavenormals of Frcsnel in terms of the macroscopic dielectric 
tensor 
Next, a semi-infinite dipole lattice with a plane wave incident on its boundary 
is considered Ewald then argues that a self consistent dynamical condition for 
this system is that the induced dipole fields cancel the incident wave in the inte­
rior of the crystal From this principle, which later became known as the 
Ш 
Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem, the laws of refraction and reflection could be 
derived for optical wavelengths. 
Finally, Ewald succeeded in applying his theory to the much shorter wave-
lengths as well, giving a dynamical theory of x-ray scattering going beyond the 
kinematical approach of Von Laue. 
The main part of this thesis concerns the adaptation of Ewald's theory to the 
case of modulated crystals. 
Summary 
The thesis is organised as follows First, in chapter 1, a general introduction 
to the symmetry aspects of tensors associated with modulated crystals, having 
more fundamental periodicities than the three responsible for lattice symmetry, 
is given Mathematically speaking, this leads to a Z-module (instead of a re­
ciprocal lattice) in Fourier space This chapter has a preliminary character, but 
it is useful in that it elucidates the framework of the subject A given modulated 
crystal has a (3+d) dimensional superspace group as symmetry group, which is 
its Euclidean symmetry when embedded (as explained above) in the superspace 
A corresponding embedding is also possible for any physical property, described 
by a tensor T, of such a crystal Τ can then be identified with the external com­
ponent of a tensor Tb invariant with respect to the superspace group of the crys­
tal This invariance implies restrictions on the physically relevant tensor Τ 
In chapters 2 and 3 the theory is applied to the case of Τ being the EFG ten­
sor The electric field at a particular site in a ionic crystal is a superposition of 
the Coulomb fields of all the ions constituting the crystal Since the Coulomb 
field has a long range, the evaluation of the EFG necessitates the calculation of 
infinite sums over the modulated positions of the ions In chapter 2 the method 
of Nijboer and De Wette for computing perfect lattice sums, which is a develop­
ment of the work done by Ewald, is extended to cover 'modulated lattice sums' 
as well In chapter 3, the results of the first two chapters arc combined and 
used for the interpretation of the NMR spectra referred to in the preface A 
similar application to sodium carbonate is given in chapter 2 
In chapter 4, the influence of a displacive modulation on the possible modes 
of propagation of plane electromagnetic waves in an infinite modulated crystal is 
examined The model used is a generalisation of a model of Ewald, in which 
the propagation of a plane electromagnetic wave (which is the appropriate Bloch 
form in an infinite crystal exhibiting lattice translational symmetry) is considered 
as the resultant of the superposition of spherical wavelets, radiating from oscil­
lating dipoles located at the atomic sites Each individual dipole is assumed to 
be excited by the field of all the other dipoles, which leads to a dynamical equa­
tion, with associated dispersion equation By restoring the broken translational 
symmetry in superspace and then using a Bloch Ansatz in that space, a dynami­
cal equation with corresponding dispersion equation for this problem is derived 
Numerical examples are given for waves with optical frequencies It is found 
that additional modes of propagation arise when the modulation wavevector q is 
near a commensurate value q
r
 of a superstructure of low index in the undis-
torted crystal 
Chapter 5 deals with the same problem, but now the symmetry aspect is 
highlighted It is possible to exploit superspace symmetry to simplify the 
dynamical equation, and classify the elementary excitations of the dynamical 
χ 
system according to the irreducible representations of a superspace group That 
corresponds to considering their transformation properties under operations be-
longing to the superspace symmetry group of the modulated crystal 
Chapter 6 treats the semi-infinite displacively modulated crystal which is 
bounded by a plane with Miller indices (h.k.l) This chapter gives insight into 
the question whether an additional dynamical mode, as found in chapter 4, can 
actually be activated A necessary condition for this to occur for optical fre-
quencies is given in terms of the component of the modulation wavevector 
tangential to the crystal surface A specific example is treated 
Finally, in chapter 7, the dynamical equation adapted to the x-ray domain is 
derived from its general expression With appropriate definitions of structure 
factor, atomic scattering factor and dielectric susceptibility, as given in this 
chapter, the resulting set of equations in the modulated case are identical in 
form to those in the non-modulated case The physical implications however, 
have not yet been worked out and a full dynamical theory of x-ray scattering of 
incommensurate crystals remains to be developed 
Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift belicht enkele kanten van het gedrag der electromagnetische 
velden in een gemoduleerd kristal In het bijzonder wordt hierbij gedacht aan 
een knstalstruktuur met een zogenaamde verplaatsingsmodulatie In een kristal 
met een dergelijke struktuur zijn de atomen verschoven ten opzichte van een 
onderliggend rooster, zodat de gewone drie-dimensionale roosterpenodiciteit 
niet meer aanwezig hoeft te zijn Is deze verschuiving zodanig dat nieuwe peno-
diciteiten ontstaan, dan spreekt men van een commensurabele (meetbare, 
samenvallende) modulatie In het andere geval heet de modulatie incommen-
surabel (onmeetbaar, niet samenvallend) Het kristal vertoont dan geen drie­
dimensionale roosterpenodiciteit Toch kan men in dit laatste geval een perio­
dieke struktuur herwinnen, zij het in een ruimte van meer dan dne, zeg 3+d, 
afmetingen, de superruimte Een ander aspect nu dat in dit proefschrift aan de 
orde komt betreft de toepassing van de superruimte-symmetrie op fysische 
tensoreigenschappen 
Hoofdstuk 1 heeft een inleidend karakter Enkele algemene punten betref­
fende de symmetne-eigenschappen van fysische tensoren, behorende bij gemo­
duleerde knstalstrukturen, worden belicht Een gegeven tensor Τ wordt gezien 
als de 'externe' component van een tensor T
s
 in de supcrruimte De bij een 
gemoduleerd kristal horende (3+d)-dimensionale ruimtegroep legt beperkingen 
op aan de componenten van deze T
s
, en daardoor ook aan Τ 
Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 passen dit formalisme toe op de gradient van het lokale 
elcctnsche veld in een gemoduleerd lonogeen kristal Dit is een tensor van de 
tweede rang Om deze tensor te kunnen berekenen moeten de Coulomb-velden 
van alle ionen gesuperponeerd worden, hetgeen neerkomt op de berekening van 
oneindige reeksen, waarbij gesommeerd wordt over de gemoduleerde posities 
van de ionen 
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft aan hoe dergelijke somrijen berekend kunnen worden 
Het betreft hier een veralgemening van de methode van Nijbocr, De Wette en 
Fortuin Deze aanpak wortelt in het werk van Ewald In hoofdstuk 3 worden 
de resultaten van 1 en 2 samengevoegd en gebruikt bij de interpretatie van 
NMR-spectra 
Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de invloed van de modulatie op de voortplantings-
wijzen van electromagnetische golven in een oneindig gemoduleerd kristal Het 
gebruikte model is een uitbreiding van dat van Ewald, waarin de voortplanting 
van een vlakke electromagnetische golf (hetgeen de juiste Bloch-vorm is in een 
systeem met roosterpenodiciteit) beschouwd wordt als de resultante van bolgol-
ven die door oscillerende dipolen op de atoomposities worden uitgezonden 
ledere dipool wordt geactiveerd door het gezamenlijke veld van alle andere di­
polen, hetgeen leidt tot een 'dynamisch gesloten systeem' waarvan de eigen-
tnllingen bepaald moeten worden In de genoemde uitbreiding wordt het 
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gemoduleerde kristal eerst ingebed in de superruimte waarna weer een Bloch-
vorm, maar nu in de superruimte, gebruikt wordt om opnieuw een dynamische 
vergelijking met bijbehorende dispersie vergelijking te verkrijgen Numerieke 
voorbeelden worden gegeven voor optische frequenties, waaruit blijkt dat 
nieuwe, toegevoegde voortplantingswijzen ontstaan als de modulatievector q 
vlak bij een commensurabele waarde qr ligt 
Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt hetzelfde probleem, maar nu met het accent op de 
symmetrie Het is mogelijk de symmetrie in de superruimte te gebruiken om de 
dynamische vergelijking te vereenvoudigen, en de elementaire excitaties te klas-
sificeren naar de irreducibele representaties van de superruimtegroep 
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het half-oneindige kristal bestudeerd, hetgeen een 
voortzetting is van hoofdstuk 4 Dit hoofdstuk geeft inzicht in de vraag wanneer 
een toegevoegde voortplantingswijze, als gevonden in hoofdstuk 4, geactiveerd 
kan worden Een voorwaarde hiervoor wordt geformuleerd voor optische fre-
quenties 
Hoofdstuk 7 tenslotte geeft de dynamische vergelijking voor het Rontgen-
gebied, uitgaande van de algemene theorie van de vorige hoofdstukken Met 
gepaste definities van struktuurfaktor, vormfaktor en dielectrische susceptibihteit 
verschijnt een vergelijking die identiek in vorm is aan de corresponderende ver-
gelijking voor met-gemoduleerde kristallen 
X l l l 

CHAPTER 1 + 
Tensorial properties of incommensurate crystals 
A Janner and В W van Beest 
Institute for theoretical physics, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
The problem of characterising the symmetry of tensor fields describing physi­
cal properties of incommensurate crystals is discussed in relation with the covan-
ance group symmetry of the crystals considered 
The invariance with respect to superspace group of tensor fields defined in 
the superspace (which is (3+d)-dimensional Euclidean) leads to necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the physical tensor fields to reflect crystal symmetry in 
the incommensurate case also 
t Presented at the Xlth International Colloquium on Group Theoretical 
Methods in Physics, Istanbul, August 23-28, 1982 
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1.1 The problem 
The number of independent components of a tensor (field) describing a phy­
sical property of a crystal may be greatly reduced by the symmetry of the crystal 
considered some components may even be zero because of that symmetry 
Indeed according to the Curie principle the 'effects' have at least the symmetry 
of the 'causes' In a more specific and precise form this means that the tensor 
field has to be invariant with respect to the symmetry group of the crystal, ι e 
its space group In the case of macroscopic crystal properties, this tensor field 
reduces to a constant tensor and the symmetry group to a crystallographic point 
group 
These standard views are explicitly based on the crystal lattice periodicity and 
implicitly on the covanance group of the physical phenomena considered The 
latter being non-relativistic and involving electromagnetic properties, this group 
is the intersection of the Galilei and of the Poincaré group, which is the so-
called Newton group, ι e the direct product of the Euclidean group in three di­
mensions E(3) and the time reversal group Θ Time reversal operations lead to 
'magnetic' symmetry groups and are not relevant for the aspects we want discuss 
and shall, therefore, not be considered here 
The problem we are concerned with is connected with the existence of incom­
mensurate crystal phases missing three-dimensional lattice periodicity their Eu­
clidean symmetry is therefore not a space group and is in general very low 
Despite that, the ideal crystal structure is highly ordered as revealed by the dif­
fraction pattern, and one is forced to conclude that this Euclidean symmetry is 
not the relevant one (See refs 1 to 3, in ref 4 one can find a more extended 
list of references ) 
The ordering which makes that such a condensed phase can still be con­
sidered a crystal is reflected in the Fourier spectrum of the crystal density func­
tion The necessary and sufficient property is that the Fourier wavevectors span 
a three-dimensional Z-module Ж of rank (3-l-d) The normal (commensurate) 
crystal appears to be a special case only, for which the 'internal dimension' d is 
zero In that case, TR' is a three-dimensional lattice, the well-known reciprocal 
lattice 
In the superspace approach Euclidean crystallography is recovered by consid­
ering CDÎ" as the orthogonal projection of a lattice Σ* in a (3+d)-dimensional Eu­
clidean space, the superspace The Fourier expansion of the density is extended 
accordingly, and one constructs a scaler density function in the superspace 
(describing a supercrystal) from which by intersection with the (real) space one 
gets back the crystal density 
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The Euclidean symmetry of the supercrystal is then a (3+d)-dimensional 
space group (the superspace group) and such a group is considered to be the 
relevant symmetry group of the incommensurate crystal Amazing enough such 
extended groups seem to be the appropriate ones even in the case of some com­
mensurate crystals Coming back to crystal tensorial properties, the discussion 
of these would be rather elementary if one would have a natural extension to su­
perspace of all physical phenomena considered, and, accordingly, an extension 
of their covanance group Although this approach seems to have promising 
features, it is not a straightforward one 
Furthermore, one can feel reluctant to engage himself in such a direction be­
cause even if a crystal is incommensurate, no new physical laws are involved, 
and the system still obeys to (non-relativistic) mechanics and to electromagne-
tism 
It is possible not to take into account inoommensurabihty either using a more 
or less well defined average symmetry, or by treating commensurate and incom­
mensurate crystal phases in a fundamentally different way the former bv consid­
ering their space group symmetry, the latter by describing its deviation from that 
by means of space group representations 
The present paper follows the superspace group approach, despite the lack of 
an explicitly worked out covanance group It has, therefore, a preliminary char­
acter only which admits alternative possibilities, but shows how useful this ap­
proach is for dealing with tensorial properties of incommensurate crystals in a 
way that reduces to the standard formulation for normal crystals 
1.2 Recalling superspace symmetry 
A crystal can be described by a scalar density function Q(T) defined on the 
three-dimensional Euclidean space V which has a Fourier series expansion with 
wavevectors к generating a Z-module ТЯ' of rank (3-l-d) 
e ( r ) = Σ Ô(k)e ,kr (1) 
ke'm 
The vectors к can thus be written as 
к = Σ ^«v* = (ζι,ζζ, ,z 1 + d ) (2) 
v = l 
with {a"} a (free) basis of ΊΙΪ* and z^  integral coefficients One now considers Ж 
as the orthogonal projection of a lattice Σ* in a (3+d)-dimensiondl Euclidean 
3 
space V
s
 having V as fixed subspace 
ь
 = v F © V, (3) 
def 
The subspace V, is called 'internal' whereds V = VF is also denoted as 'exter­
nal' Accordingly the elements r of V
s
 can be decomposed in externa! and in 
internal component 
г = (г,г,) with reV and r^V, (4) 
The embedding of Dì* in Vs is defined by a 1-1 relation between a basis of "TO" 
and one of Σ* 
a j ^ ^ a ; v=l,2, ,3+d, (5) 
so that for k€2" 
к = (kjo = 2 d z X (6) 
v = l 
has an external component 
3+d 
к = 2] Zväv" (same coefficients) (7) 
v = l 
The supercrystal density Qs(r) is obtained from the crystal density Q(r) by the 
identification of the corresponding Fourier components 
def 
ôs(k=(k1k1)) = ф(к) (8) 
Accordingly one has 
e,(r)= Σ ês(k)e , k r (9) 
with к r=k r+k, r, Note that the crystal then is the (real) space intersection of 
the supercrystal 
ρ5(Γ=(Γ,0)) = ρ(Γ) (10) 
The Euclidean symmetry group G5 of ρ5 is a (3+d)-dimensional space group 
4 
called superspace group (see ref. 3 for more details): 
0s(8s l r ) = Qs(r) for anyg
s
eG
s
. (11) 
The group G
s
 is reducible, i.e. 
G
s
 с E(3) ® E(d). (12) 
Writing the elements of G
s
 as g
s
={R
s
 11} one has R^R,!*.,) and t=(t,t I) for the 
rotational and the translational part, respectively. The elements ReO(3) and 
R^Oid) form the crystallographic point groups KE and K,. One can show that 
the point group K
s
 of G
s
 is a subdirect product of KE and K,: 
K
s
 = (KF,K,) с KE®K.r (13) 
Furthermore, and because of the incommensurability K
s
 and KE are isomorphic, 
Ks = KE, (14) 
and the usual three-dimensional classification in 32 crystal classes can be re­
tained. Because of the reducibility the elements g
s
 belonging to G
s
 can also be 
written as: 
gs = (gE,g,) e (Ο,,Ο,) = G
s
 (15) 
with gEeE(3) and g^Etd). The group GE is a space group, but this is not the 
case for G,. Very often GE is the symmetry group of the (high temperature) 
commensurate phase which undergoes the incommensurate phase transition: and 
in addition GE describes the symmetry of an averaged structure. The symmetry 
(11) expressed in terms of the Fourier coefficients ф(к) takes the simple form: 
0(к) = ^ к ) е і ( а д і (16) 
for any g
s
eG
s
 noted as above. 
5 
1.3 Crystal tensorial properties 
Consider a crystal tensorial property described by a tensor field T(r) on V 
This tensor field has to share the symmetry of the crystal In the case that this 
symmetry is a three-dimensional space group G this invariance condition can be 
expressed by 
(R TXg-'r) = T(r) (17) 
for any g={R|t}eG In particular for a rank zero tensor one recovers the same 
symmetry condition as for Q(r) 
In the case of an incommensurate crystal one first embeds the crystal as su-
percrystal in V
s
 determining the superspace group G
s
 One then considers a 
tensor field T
s
(r) on V
s
 invariant with respect to G
s 
(Rs TsXgs-'r) = T
s
(r) (18) 
for g
s
={Rs| t}eG
s
 Expressing now T
s
 in terms of tensor products of vector 
fields 
v
s
(r) = (v(r),v,(r)) (19) 
one can decompose T, into an external component TE, a mixed one TM and an 
internal one T, 
Ts = TE + TM + T, (20) 
where TE, TM, T, are the contributions obtained from tensor products of the type 
u® ®v, u® 0V, or u,® ®v, and u,® gv, respectively In particular the res-
tnction of TE to the (real) subspace V defines a tensor field T(r) 
TE(r=(r,0)) = T(r) (21) 
We claim that tensor fields T(r) obtained in this way have the good crystal sym­
metry and are the admitted ones for describing the tensonal properties of in­
commensurate crystals The symmetry condition (17) for the external com­
ponent simplifies to 
(R T ^ g r M = TE(r) (22) 
This implies that the Fourier series expansion involves the same Z-module ОТ* as 
the crystal density and that the Fourier coefficients for TE and for bold Τ are 
6 
correspondingly the same 
TF(k=(k,k,)) = t(k) (23) 
for 
T(r) = 2 t(k) e l k r (24) 
keif 
and 
TF(r) = Σ t ( k ) e'k r (25) 
kei 
Therefore one can express the superspace symmetry condition directiv in terms 
of the physical tensors f (к) by 
f (к) = (Я" 1 f )(Rk) е ' ( а д l (26) 
ι e for any кеОЯ* and g
s
={R
s
| t}eG
s
, where RS=(R,R,) 
In the case of a macroscopic tensonal property these tensors reduce to con­
stant ones and the symmetry condition simply becomes 
R Τ = Τ any ReKE (27) 
One sees that the external point group takes over the role of the point group of 
the normal case As in the non-symmorphic space group case where the point 
group is not the point symmetry of the (microscopic) crystal structure, but only 
of a kind of average now also the point group KE is a symmetry only in an aver­
aged sense, and only after having taken into account internal transformations 
also Indeed one can easily give examples of different symmetry conditions for 
tensors of incommensurate crystals having a same averaged space group, but a 
different superspace group symmetry 
1.4 Final remarks 
One can have the impression that the fully superspace embedding of a tensor 
as presented here is superfluous, as the 'physical' tensor only involves TE and 
not T, or TM The point is that despite the fact that if the interpretation of TE is 
a fairly straightforward one, whereas this is not the case for T, and TM, these 
7 
latters also may carry structural and physical information. The situation is quite 
analogous to that one finds by extending real functions describing physical pro-
perties to functions defined in the complex plane. Even 'non-physical' regions of 
the complex plane carry useful physical information. 
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CHAPTER 2 t 
Electric Field Gradient tensor in 
modulated ionic crystals 
В W van Beest and A Janner 
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
When calculating the Electric Field Gradient (EFG) of a displacively modu­
lated crystal, sums over the modulated atom positions have to be evaluated 
This can be done by an extension of the method of Nijboer and De Wette for 
computing perfect lattice sums Explicit formulae and a detailed derivation for 
the EFG in displacively modulated structures are given within the point atom ap­
proximation The symmetry properties of the EFG tensor are then examined in 
the framework of the superspace formalism, and applied to sodium carbonate 
At a given atomic position the superspace symmetry of the corresponding modu­
lation line imposes restrictions on the EFG tensor This replaces the ordinary con­
cept of local point symmetry and leads to a specific form of the EFG tensor, 
when developed into powers of the amplitude of the modulation wave 
t Physica 122A (1983) 263-276 North-Holland Publishing Co 
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2.1 Introduction 
The gradient of the electric field in ionic crystals is a tensor of the second 
rank which results from the contributions of all the individual ions In the case 
of an undistorted crystal, the lattice translational symmetry greatly reduces the 
'problem of calculating the electric field gradient (EFG) to its value within a unit 
cell only For each atom in the unit cell the contribution of all its lattice-
equivalent-ones leads to a so-called lattice sum A number of methods to calcu­
late such perfect lattice sums have been proposed and successfully applied, of 
which wc mention in particular the methods of Born—Ewald1 - see also Colpa2 3 
- and Nijboer and De Wette 4 - 7 The latter approach has been put on a rigorous 
basis by Fortuin8 In these methods the original lattice sum, which is in general 
slowly converging, is split in two rapidly converging subsenes, one in direct 
space and one in reciprocal space Surface effects depend on the behaviour 
around the origin in the reciprocal space, and it is convenient to express that 
contribution separately in a third term 
If the crystal is modulated, lattice translational symmetry is changed For 
commensurate modulations a new unit cell can be defined (that of the so-called 
superstructure) and in principle the old methods apply again In the case of in­
commensurate modulations however, this cannot be done since lattice transla­
tional symmetry is lost Nevertheless, one can make use of the periodicity of the 
modulation wave and of that of an underlying basic structure (which does have 
lattice periodicity) to extend these methods for the case of displacivcly modu­
lated crystals The approach in this paper is very similar to the one of Nijboer 
and De Wette4 ' It will be presented in section 2 
Another point of interest concerns the symmetry of the EFG tensor itself 
Although the three-dimensional crystallographic symmetry is strongly reduced in 
incommensurate systems (may even be reduced to the identity), lattice symmetry 
can be restored in a higher dimensional space, the superspace (see e g Janner 
and Janssen9 and references therein) In section 3 the consequences for the EFG 
tensor symmetry are examined The results are applied to sodium carbonate in 
section 4 Section 5 closes with a few remarks when an extended charge model 
is adopted instead of point charges as was assumed in the first four sections 
The EFG is a symmetric tensor, which may be defined with a trace equal to 
zero' as 
CkiM = 
82
 u»* 
ЭкЭІ 3 Jkl* V(x) (k,l=x,y,z) (1 1) 
or in a more concise notation 
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C(x) = (VV - | l V 2 )V(x) (1.2) 
where I is the 3x3 unit matrix. V(x) is the potential due to a charge distribution 
ρ(χ): 
2.2 EFG in the point atom approximation 
Let us assume we have a charge density of the form 
e W = t e , Σ ô (x- r (n , j ) ) (2.1) 
j = l пеЛ„ 
i.e. we have charges c¡ (j = l,2 s) located at positions r(n,j), belonging to a 
displacively modulated structure. Suppose we have a one-dimensional modula-
tion of the form 
r(n,j) = η + I-J + і;и(
Ч
(в+г,)+ф,). (2.2) 
The η denotes a vector of the lattice AQ of the basic structure, whereas r, gives 
the (basic structure) position in the unit cell of the j'th atom. The function u is 
a periodic function which describes the modulation. With this charge density, 
the EFG tensor can be written as: 
C(x) = 2 6, Cjix) (2.3) 
j 
with 
с,(х)« Σ' 
ΠΕΛΟ 
Here the prime in the summation sign means that if we choose χ to be an atom 
position r(n,j), the corresponding divergent term is omitted. Summations over 
modulated positions of the type (2.4) can be treated by a generalisation of the 
method of Nijboer and De Wette4·5 for lattice sums. In (2.4) we insert the 
identity 
3(x-r(n,j))®(x-r(n,j)) 
| x - r ( n , j ) | 2 - I 
1 
|x-r(n.j)l 
(2.4) 
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Γ(ρ,ω21 x-r(n,j) 12) + γ(ρ,ω2 [ x-r(n,j) | 2 ) 
Γ(ρ) 
= 1 (2 5) 
where Γ(ρ,χ) and γ(ρ,χ) are the incomplete gamma functions defined by 
X 
Γ(ρ,χ) = ƒ e - 1 tP-1 dt (2 6) 
γ(ρ;χ) = Γ(ρ) - Γ(ρ,χ) = Je- ' tP- 'd t , 
о 
in order to split the summation m two separate contributions The real parame­
ter ω determines the rate of convergence of each such subseries Following 
Nijboer and De Wette, the senes containing γ is now transformed to a summa­
tion in reciprocal space, but with the contribution around the origin separated 
out Accordingly С,(х) can be written as a contribution of three terms (details 
are given in the appendix)-
with 
q « = Σ' 
с,(ж) = c;(x) + c;'(x) + c;"(x) 
3(x-r(n,]))®(x-r(n,j)) 
where 
пел,, ι ι "-'•(n.j) 12 
erfc((u | x-r(n,j) | ) 
I W n j ) ! 3 
, 20),, 2
 2 | , Λ | 2 Ν 6χρ(-ω 2 1χ-Γ(η, ί ) | 2 ) 
+ ^ = ( l +
 T œ
2 | x - r (n , j ) | 2 ) • — — 
VÎT 3 |x - r (n , j ) | 2 
and erfc(x) is the complementary error function, 
3(K+mq)®(K+mq) 
c;(x) = - ^ -4π_ f 
о 
Σ Σ ' 
meZ КеЛц 
|K + mq| 
(2 7) 
(2 7а) 
х e 
¡(К+тяКх-г,) 
' '•G (2 7b) 
where 
12 
G = e lm<,r'+,,n,,'' AJ-CK+mq)^) exp(- | K+mq 12/4ω2). 
Finally: 
q»(x) = - ^ - lim 1 w
 3V0 h-.o 
3h®h _ , 
i h i 2 
x e
i l,(l
'"
r
'
)Ao(-lifJ) exp(- | h 12/4ω2) . (2.7c) 
Λο is the reciprocal lattice of A0. V0 is the volume of the unit cell. The func­
tions A
u
 are defined by 
e
i a u ( e )
 = Σ А
П1(а)е"пв (2.8) 
making use of the periodicity of u(9). In particular for u(9)=sin(9) one has 
A
m
(a)=J
m
(a), by definition of the generating function for Bessel functions. The 
periodic lattice distortion due to the modulation is reflected in reciprocal space, 
eq. (2.7b), by the appearance of an extra summation in addition to the summa­
tion over the reciprocal lattice vectors. The undistorted lattice result is restored 
if we put Г,=0, and use А
т
( 0 ) = о
т 0 , a property which follows from (2.8). From 
(2.8) we also conclude that Aoi-hfj) will tend to unity whenever h goes to zero, 
irrespective of f,. Hence the result (2.7) depends only on the way in which the 
origin is approached, or equivalently5, it depends only on the shape of the cry­
stal and not on the labeling j . This means that, for a neutral modulated crystal, 
the sum of the C^'-contributions in eq. (2.3) cancel each other and we arrive at 
the same conclusion as for unmodulated structures3,7: The EFG tensor is indepen­
dent of the crystal shape. 
If, in eqs. (2.7a,b,c), we take the limit ω —> », the term C^x) vanishes. 
After adding the contributions of the sublattices, one obtains the Fourier decom­
position of C(x). A few elementary manipulations and some rearranging of 
terms then cast C(x) in the form: 
C(x) = C
a v
(x)+ Σ [C
e
m(x)cos(mqx) - C0m(x)sin(mqx)] (2.9) 
m = l 
with 
Cav« = - з ^ - Σ e, Σ . Η(Κ)Αο(-ΚΙ)) e , K ( , - r ' ) (2.10) 
Ό j КеЛо' 
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C
e
m ( x ) = - - Σ е і Σ Н ( К + т
Ч
) А
т
( - ( К + т
Ч
) ^ 2 с о 5 ( К ( х - г ) ) + т ф ) ) 
^^0 J КеЛ«-
where 
3k®k 
H(k) = (2 11) 
СУЧх) is as C
e
m(x), but with the cosine replaced by the sine In deriving 
these equations, it is supposed that the coefficients A
m
 are real, which is true 
when the modulation и( ) is an odd function If this is not the case, eq (2 9) 
remains valid, but an extra phase shift should be included in the cosine and sine 
terms 
C
av
(x) can be interpreted, see section 5, as the EFG of a charge density con­
sisting of charges localised around the atomic positions of the average structure 
(which has lattice periodicity A0) Notice that C a v is independent of q, but still 
depends on the modulation amplitudes fj The sum in (2 9) expresses the contri­
bution of the 'satellites', (m^O), in the language of x-ray diffraction 
2.3 Z-module structure and superspace symmetry 
The charge density of the modulated crystal (2 1), (2 2) can be written as 
(see appendix, eq (A 8)) 
ρ(χ)= 2 ê(k)elkx (3 1) 
кеТЯ 
The vectors k belong to a Z-module ОТ' of rank (3+1) and are consequently of 
the form 
k = ha* + kb* + 1c* + mq = К + mq (3 2) 
with h,k,l,m integers, {a*,b*,c*,q} a basis of Ж and KeA0* The coefficients 
ê(k) in eq (3 1) are given by, with k=K+mq 
1 
«Ю = -è- Σ e, e"" , r ' с™*·*™*· A
m
(-kfJ) (3 3) 
J Vo 
where the functions A
m
 depend on the modulation according to eq (2 8) 
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In the superspace approach one considers Hî* as the orthogonal projection of 
a (3+l)-dimensional lattice Σ* m a Euclidean space VS=V©V1 of the same di­
mension onto the real ('external') three-dimensional space V9 The space V, is 
called the internal space and V
s
 the superspace After having defined a one to 
one relation between the elements of the bases {a\b\c\q} of Ж and 
{aj ,bs .с/,q
s
} of Σ", a one to one correspondence between reciprocal space vec­
tors кеЖ and k
s
eZ* can be established Accordingly 
k
s
 = (k.k,) = ha/ + kb
s
· + lc
s
· + тсц (3 4) 
has an external component к given by (3 2), with the same integers h,k,l,m 
This allows to consider the three-dimensional Fourier components ф(к) as 
(3+l)-dimensional Fourier components ôs(ks) of a density function in super-
space es(xs), called the supercrystal, by 
9s(xs)= Σ Q s04)e l M s (3 5) 
where 
def 
ф5(к5) = ê(k) (3 6) 
and 
1цх8 = kx + к л (3 7) 
The superspace symmetry of the modulated crystal is now defined as the Eu­
clidean symmetry of its corresponding supercrystal density As already discussed 
in previous papers, one gets for the present case a (3-l-l)-dimensional superspace 
group G
s
1 0 
Consider now an element g
s
={R
s
| t
s
} of G
s
, with RS=(R,R I) and t s=(t,t,) 
As it leaves ρ5 invariant one has 
Qs(sf 4 ) = OsW (3 8) 
In terms of the Fourier components this implies 
Q(k) = ô(Rk) e'(Rsk,),s (3 9) 
for к and kj as in eqs (3 2) and (3 4), respectively Comparing now expression 
(3 3) with the Fourier expansion of the EFG C(X), (cf (2 7b), with ω —» <χ>), and 
reminding the relation (3 2) with k=K+mq for КеЛ^', one sees that the EFG also 
has a Founer decomposition involving the same Z-module -Dî" as ρ(χ) 
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C(x) = Σ ' C(k) e1 
kclR 
ikx (3 10) 
with 
C(k) = - 4π 3k®k 
Ф(к) (3 11) 
The prime indicates that the term k=0 has been left out In fact, these are gen­
eral relations independent of the particular case considered here They could 
have been derived directly from eqs (1 1) and (1 3) for any (3-t-l)-dimensional 
incommensurate crystal 
Due to the same Z-module structure it is possible to extend the EFG tensor to 
a corresponding tensor field defined in superspace 
CE(Xs)= Σ CpíkOe' 'M , (3 12) 
by defining 
dei 
CE(ks) = C(k) for ks=(k,k,) (3 13) 
Note that we can consider CE as the external component of an appropriately de-
fined 'super EFG tensor' Cs(xs) in superspace It is now readily verified that the 
superspace symmetry group Gs of ρ5 is contained in the symmetry group of CE 
We have to show that11 
(КвГОСЛь-'х,) = CE(xs) (3 14) 
or equivalently, 
(R®R)C(k) = C(Rk) e , ( R ! k ' ) l ' (3 15) 
Indeed, the EFG tensor being a tensor of rank two, the left-hand side of (3 15) 
reads for the α'β' component 
4π P « D P 
- Τ
 κ
α
 K P 
З к Л 
α
κ
ρ 
2 ~ ό « β 000 
4π 
3 
3(Rk)
a
(Rk)p 
iRkl 
- δ , 
α ρ 
è(Rk) el(Rsks"' 
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= right-hand side of eq. (3.15), 
because of eq. (3.9), and because R being an orthogonal transformation one has 
| к | = | Rk | . In these expressions summation over repeated indices is under­
stood. This verifies the expectation that even if the crystal is incommensurate 
its EFG has at least the symmetry of the crystal, as required by the Curie princi­
ple. 
2.4 Application of superspace symmetry to sodium carbonate 
In this section we shall explicitly work out the invariance condition (3.14) for 
the compound sodium carbonate. 
According to Dubbeldam and De Wolff12, Na^COj has at room temperature 
a modulated structure with wavevector q=aa'+yc'. The basic structure has 
monoclinic symmetry with space group C^m(= C^,,). This group is generated by 
the translations of the C-centered monoclinic lattice Λη and by the point group 
transformations 
my : (x,y,z) —> (x,y,z) (ac mirror plane) (4.1) 
2y : (x,y,z) —> (x,y,z) (twofold rotation) (4.2) 
together with the centering translations (0,0,0;хЛ^Л,0)+. There are 24 atoms in 
the unit cell of the basic structure. Their positions r.=(x.,y„z.) are given by 
Na(l): r, = (0,0,0) 
Na(2): r2 = (Ο,Ο,'Λ) 
Na(3),C,0(2): .r, = (χ,,Ο,ζ,) (j=3,4,5) ( 4 · 3 ) 
0(1),0(3): r, = (х
г
у
г
г,) (j=6,7). 
These seven positions are given with respect to the conventional cell basis 
{a,b,c} of the lattice Лр. The position of the remaining 17 atoms of the unit cell 
are obtained by applying the appropriate space group elements on the given г.. 
The Na and С atoms, as well as the 0(2), are invariant under the mirror 
operation (4.1): 
туг, = r, 0 = 1.2 5). (4.4) 
Furthermore, for the Na atoms one has: 
17 
2yr] » τ) (mod Λο) 0 = 1,2) (4 5) 
The modulation causes the position of all but the O(l) and 0(3) atoms to be 
shifted parallel to the b-axis In fact, it is found that the positions of these atoms 
are given within the harmonic approximation by13 
r(ii,j) = η + г, + (O.Uj.O) (4 6) 
where 
Uj = fj siníqín+r,)) (j = l,2) and 
u, = f, s smfaCn+r,)) + f,
 c cosíqín+r,)) (j=3,4,5) 
which can be summarised as 
Uj = fj Μηίς^+Γ,ί+φ^ (j = U , ,5) 
The O(l) and 0(3) atoms are displaced in a more general way and shall not be 
considered in what follows 
In superspace, one gets the atom positions by the embedding defined through 
eqs (3 4) and (3 5) They are given by 
r(n,j) -» r
s
(n,],T) = (r(n,j,t),t) 
In particular, for j = 1,2, ,5 one has 
r
s
(n,j,t) = (n+Fj+fj 5ΐη(ς(η+Γ))+φ)+2πτ)>τ) 
= (x
r
fj β ι η ί ς Ο ι + ψ + φ ^ π τ ^ ζ , , τ ) (4 7) 
The components in this equation are given with respect to the so-called split 
basis of superspace, ι e {a
s
,b
s
,cS)ds}, where d s is a unit vector of the one-
dimensional internal space and where {a4,bs,cs} he in the external space and are 
correspondingly taken equal to the basis vectors {a,b,c} of the conventional 
monoclmic cell of the basic structure When τ runs through all real values, ex­
pression (4 7) represents a sinusoidal atomic string in superspace The super-
space group of the modulated crystal is given as Ρ γγ1 This group is generated 
by the following transformations expressed with respect to the split basis14 
gs m (x.y.z,T) -» (х,у,г, і +τ) (4 8) 
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gS2 (x .y .z j j^ íx .y .z , 1 ^- ! ) (4 9) 
and the translations of the lattice Σ in superspace dual to Σ" The latter is 
spanned by Λη and by q,=(q,qi) where for q, one can take d
s
* The origin in su­
perspace is chosen at a centre of inversion of the Nd(l) string This was already 
implicitly assumed in (4 7) Hence, the origin is a centre of total inversion sym­
metry of the supercrystal Operating now on the atom positions in superspace, 
we have 
gsmrs(n-J.T) = ( * r - f j βιη^Οι+Γ,ί+φ^πτΟ,ζ,,'/ίί+τ) 
= (Xj.f, βιηΜη+Γ^+φ,-^πΟΛ+τ^,ζ,,'Λ+τ) 
= r
s
(n,j,'/2+T) (, = 1, ,5) (4 10) 
For the Na(l) and Na(2) atoms in addition one obtains in a similar way. 
gs2rs(n.J,O = -r,(n.j,'/4+T) (] = 1,2) (4 11) 
We now apply eq (3 14), which we rewrite as 
CF(xs) = ( R - ' e R - i ^ g A ) , (4 12) 
to an atom position x
s
=r 5(n',j ',t ') The left-hand side reads, from (3 12): 
C ^ n ' . j ' . t ' ) ) = Σ Σ CE(K+mq) e , ( K + m 4 ) r ( n ' ' · χ ) + 2 m m T ' . 
КЕЛЦ τηεΖ 
Using (3 11) and (2 8) again, this can be written as 
CE(rs(n',]',T')) = - ~ Σ ^ Σ Σ H(K+mq)e(K,m,m') 
J V 0 ι KeA.'mmeZ 
X J J - Í K + m q ^ M Í K + m ' q ) ^ )e2:"<m+m> (4 13) 
with H(k) as defined in eq (2.11) and Θ given by 
©(Κ,ΐη,ΐη') = е " ' К ( Г " Г ' ) е і ( т ф і + т ф і )
 e
'(ni+m )q(n'+r,)_ 
From (4 13) one sees that we can split CE(rs(n'j',T)) in two parts, one even and 
one odd under transformation (4 10), according to whether (m+m') is even or 
odd. 
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CFe(r s(n ,]',τ')) = (myXm^CeeWn'j'.T')) 
CE 0(r s(n',]',T')) = -(m yxm y)CE O(r s(n',j ',T')) (j' = l, ,5) 
Consequently, they must have the corresponding forms 
CEe = 
CEo = 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
(4 14) 
(4 15) 
Here ' x ' means an element which can take a value different from zero Equa­
tion (4 11) does not yield extra conditions for the Na(l) and Na(2) ions because 
the difference with (4 10) is just the total inversion in superspace, which gives 
no restrictions for a second rank tensor 
The only place where the modulation amplitudes enter, is in the arguments of 
the Bessel functions From the power senes expansion 
Jm(Z) = (
^?o^(^) (4 16) 
one sees that even powers in the amplitudes IfJ are connected with (m+m') 
even, and odd powers with (m+m') odd Hence, if the EFG is developed into 
powers of an order parameter f, which may be seen as an average value of the 
various modulation amplitudes | fj | , the successive terms have a form as given 
by (4 14) and (4 15) respectively This has been confirmed in NMR experi­
ments15 
2.5 Generalisation to extended charges 
If, instead of point charges, we have extended charges at the various atomic 
positions 
Q W = Σ ej Σ QjO'-Kn,])) 
J пеЛо 
the generalisation is straightforward For the EFG tensor, we write 
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(5 1) 
C(x) = Σ e, |dV
e j (r) Σ Λ ( - І І )^ f ^ j ^ (5 2) 
Thus C(x) is seen to be a convolution of the charge distributions ρ, and a lattice 
sum similar to the one considered in the previous sections Again, we can write 
the EFG tensors explicitly in the Z-module form (3 10), with now 
C(k) = - i j L £ c, H(k) e-|kr< elm4r'+im<1>' A
m
(-kfJ)FT{e j(r)}(k) (5 3) 
for k=K+mq еТЯ", and zero elsewhere The functions H(k) and A
m
 are again 
given by eqs. (2 11) and (2 8) respectively 
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A. Appendix 
In order to derive the eqs (2 7b,c) we have to transform the expression 
γ ( ρ ω 2 | ξ | 2 ) 
Saß = Σ ' (3ξ
α
1ρ - Μ Τ ,
 4 | f c , i (a,ß=x,y,z) (АЛ) 
пел, Цр) Ι ξ I 
with ς shorthand for x-r(n,j) Here | indicates this vector when normalised to 
unity. The first factor in the sum can be written as a linear combination of 
spherical harmonics: 
3 ΐ α Ι ρ - δ
α
β = Σ с
а
уг 2 а ( | ) (A.2) 
a=-2 
It is easy to determine the coefficients c^ß, but their actual values are not impor-
tant for our purpose. Note that only spherical harmonics Y|a of order 1=2 are 
present. As suggested by Nijboer and De Wette4, (A 1) should be written as 
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Saß= Σ C¿pjd3r Σ δ(Γ+ξ) 3 · ( Α · 3 ) 
а=-2 пеЛ,, H P ) I ""I 
In (A.3) the prime at the summation sign has been dropped. This may be done 
because the possible extra term so introduced gives no contribution, as can be 
seen by integrating (A.l) over an arbitrary small sphere around the origin. 
Next, Parseval's relation 
Jf(r)g(r)d3r = jFT{f}(h)-FT{g}(-h) d3h (A.4) 
is applied with the functions: 
f(r) = Σ δ(Γ+ξ) = 2 в(г+ж-г(п,і)) 
η e Ли π e Λ(ι 
Y(p,œ2|r|2)Y2a(f) 
g(r) = m · 
We use for the Fourier transform the conventiont: 
FT{f(r)}(h) = — 1 ^ /f(r)e- 'h r d r^ . (A.5) 
The Fourier transform of f(r) is given by 
FT{f(r)}(h) = — L ç e,hx Σ e-M-j) 
(2nY'¿ „ел,, 
=
 ί
ψ ^ Σ Σ e ' ^ - ^ e ' ^ ^ ' ^ A J - h f ^ h - Í K + m q ) ) (A.6) 
V 0 meZ КеЛ,,-
where we used (2.2), (2.8) and 
Σ e
l h n
 = ^ - Σ ô(K-h) . (A.7) 
As a by-product of eq. (A.6), the following expansion of the point charge den-
sity Q(r)=XeJô(r-r(n)j)) is obtained, with k shorthand for K+mq: 
t Nijboer and De Wette use a different convention. To compare, one has to 
replace h by -2jih in (A.5), and drop the factor in front of the integral. 
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Q(r) = TT Σ e, Σ Σ e- lkr' e 1 " " · ^ ' ^ A j - l t y e' 
V 0 J meZKeA, 
ikr (A 8) 
The transform of g(r) is given in its general form by4 
_ f 7 ( n + l,a¿|r|2)Y,a(f) 
^ Г Т ^ м НИ = 
(-О' 
22n+l-3/2 
|2п+1-1 
-n + -
2 4ω2 
Yla(h) (A 9) 
This equation is needed for the values 1=2, n=1/2 of the parameters When ap­
plying eq (A4), special attention must be paid to the origin, since in that re­
gion Y|
a
(h) is not well defined Splitting the integral over whole (reciprocal) 
space into one over a small sphere в around the origin, and one over the exte­
rior of this sphere, the former gives a contribution 
- ^ L ^ h Σ Σ e*«-''* e " " · ^ ' - * . AJ-hfjWh-flC+mq)) 3 JB 
meZ КеЛ,, 
x e 
i h ''jAbì Y2a(h) (AIO) 
First, we consider q-values commensurate with Aj In this case we can take the 
radius of the sphere so small that it contains only the ò-singularity for K=0 and 
m=0 Expression (A 10) then immediately leads to eq (2 7c), while the in-
tegration over the exterior of в yields (2 7b) Next we consider the incommen­
surate case Now the vectors K+mq can approach the origin arbitrary close by 
taking sufficiently large K-vectors and m values Hence every sphere around the 
origin contains infinitely many singularities The origin itself can be treated as 
before, yielding (2 7c) We now show that the other singularities inside в give, 
when summed, a contribution which shrinks to zero as the radius of в decreases 
This will be demonstrated here for a sinusoidal modulation (ι e 
A
m
(z)=J
nl(z)) The proof is based on arguments of Dr Τ Janssen 
We must consider the series 
Τ = 2 e l k ( x - r ' ) е 1 т ч г ' + ' т ф ' JJ-kf j) e-1 k V*»' Y2!1(k) 
кевпИГ 
This series can be majorated as follows 
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| τ | « Σ lU-tf,)! · (A.ii) 
We have to sum over all vectors k=K+mq inside the sphere в with small radius 
ε. It is convenient to change the notation a little. To each kelK* inside the unit 
cell VQ* of Л0\ there is associated one and only one meZ. Writing km for such a 
keVj, one has: 
k
m
 = mq (mod Л0*) m = ± l , ± 2 (A.12) 
Expression (A. 12) can be seen as a sequence of points in R-1 filling up a subset 
V' of V0". Depending on q, V' is one, two or three-dimensional. The intersec­
tion of V' and в shall be called в'. 
The points k
m
 are distributed uniformly dense in V'16, which means that the 
number of points k
m
, with |m|=£N, inside the volume в' is given asymptotically 
(i.e. for large N) by 2NB'/V'=N'. Taking ε such that ε|Γ. | « 1, rearranging the 
terms in (A. 11) according to increasing order of the Bessel function, and finally 
after splitting the sum in groups of Ν terms each, with N arbitrary large but oth­
erwise fixed, we get: 
|τ| * Σ l-U-w,)! 
{m} 
«N'ielf j l + ( E | f J | r + 1 + (E| f J | ) 2 N + i + ...} 
=
 Ν
·
ε
| ί ι 1 
which vanishes as e goes to zero. 
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Abstract 
The form of the Rb electric field gradient tensors observed in the incommen­
surate phases of Rb2ZnBr4 and Rb2ZnCl4 suggests that the superspace symmetry 
group of the incommensurate phase in these systems is Ρ '™γ. The incommen­
surate phase thus represents a modulation of the structure of the high-
temperature phase and not a modulation of the structure of the low-temperature 
commensurate ferroelectric phase. The angular dependence of the 
8 7Rb lA —» —Vi NMR lineshape also suggests the above conclusion. 
t J Phys. C. Solid Slate Phys., 16 (1983) 5409-5416. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Recent measurements (Rutar et al 1981, 1982, Alexandrova 1982) of the 
electric field gradient (EFG) tensors at the Rb sites in incommensurate Rb2ZnBr4 
and Rb2ZnCl4 have shown that these tensors do not have a general form, but 
rather exhibit a systematic absence of certain tensor elements The Rb quadru-
pole perturbed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) lineshapes in the incommen­
surate (i-) phase similarly show a characteristic variation when the direction of 
the external magnetic field is varied with respect to the crystal axes (for a recent 
review see Blinc 1981) This variation shows that at certain orientations all odd 
terms in the expansion of the NMR frequency in powers of the incommensurate 
order parameter are identically equal to zero 
It is the purpose of this work to find out what are the implications of these 
results for the crystal structure of the incommensurate phase of Rb2ZnBr4 and 
Rb2ZnCl4 The average structure in the i-phase of Rb2ZnBr4 is usually assumed 
to be 02^ - Pcmn (De Pater 1979, De Jager 1980) but the structure refinements 
are still in progress The possibility exists that the average structure is not Pcmn 
but rather C^ — ?c2
x
n In the first of these two cases the i-phase represents an 
incommensurate modulation of the structure of the high-temperature phase 
(Djt! — Pcmn) whereas it represents an incommensurate modulation of the 
structure of the low-temperature ferroelectric phase (C^
v
 — Pc2in) in the second 
case The point group symmetry (De Pater 1978, De Jager et al 1980) is mmm 
in the first case, whereas it is mm2 in the second case Still another possibility 
that the point group symmetry is only 222 has also not yet definitely been ex­
cluded by -ray structural studies 
It is well known that a tensor field describing the physical properties of a cry­
stal has to be invariant with respect to the symmetry group of the crystal, ι e its 
space group For macroscopic properties the tensor field becomes a constant 
tensor and the symmetry group a point group 
The above mentioned analysis is straightforward for the EFG tensors in spa­
tially periodic crystals It has not been generally used so far for incommensurate 
crystals which have no three-dimensional lattice periodicity and cannot be 
described by three-dimensional space groups, though they exhibit perfect long-
range order The crystallographic symmetry of a one-dimensionally modulated 
incommensurate crystal is recovered (De Wolff 1977, Janner and Janssen 1977, 
1980) in a four-dimensional superspace, x=r a*, y=r b*, z=r c* and t = r q, 
where the vectors a*, b* and c* define the reciprocal lattice of the undistorted 
basic structure and q is the wavevector of the incommensurate modulation wave 
A change in the additional 'internal' coordinate t thus represents a shift of the 
phase of the modulation wave (De Wolff 1977, Janner and Janssen 1977, 1980) 
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In the following we shall use the superspace analysis of the tensonal proper-
ties of incommensurate crystals as developed in Janncr and Van Beest (1982) 
3.2 The structure of Rb2ZnBr4 
In the high-temperature phase Rl^ZnB^ is orthorhombic and belongs (De 
Pater 1979) to the space group D^ - Pcmn There are four molecules per unit 
cell and the lattice constants are a=13 386Â, b=7 679 Â and c=9 753 Â at 
T=373 К 
Below ^=355 К the crystal structure is deformed by a one-dimensional in­
commensurate modulation wave The modulation amplitude A is parallel (De 
Pater and Van Dijk 1978, De Pater et al 1979) to the b-axis and the modulation 
vector is q=YC*=0 3c* The temperature dependence of q differs from that of 
c* and the temperature dependence of the modulation amplitude can be 
described by (Rutar et al 1981, 1982) 
IAI « (Τ,-Τ)?, β = 0 35 ± 0 03 (1) 
In order to use superspace symmetry let us recall that an element g
s
 of a four-
dimensional superspace group G can be written as a pair 
g, = (fc.gi) = {R|»}. (2) 
where gE is an Euclidean transformation of the position space and g, one of the 
internal space These transformations consist of point group operations R and 
translations ν The superspace groups arc described by a two-line symbol The 
upper line contains the symbol of the basic space group with space group ele­
ments gE Below each generator gE of this symbol the corresponding transforma­
tion g, is written If the average structure of the i-phase of Rb2ZnBr4 is 
equivalent to the high-temperature structure, then the superspace group of 
Rb2ZnBr4 is Ρ ™γ Here s indicates the internal operation {g, | ν1} = {11 '/>} and 
1 indicates the operation {R, | ν
ι
} = {110} As a coordinate system in superspace 
the orthorhombic basis vectors a, b and с and the internal unit vector e are 
chosen (this is a so-called split basis) The above superspace group is generated 
by the superspace lattice Σ with the primitive basis 
(1,0,0,0),(0,1,0,0),(0,0,1,-γ),(0,0,0,1) (3) 
Note that in the present paper we do not express the superspace group opera­
tions {R|v} with respect to the lattice basis (3) 
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The positions of the Rb ions in the unit cell of the four-dimensional super-
space are in the incommensurate phase of F ^ Z n B ^ specified by: 
rs(j.t) = [Xj.yj+AjU^YZj-Kfrj+^O.Zj.t]. (4) 
Here и( + я ) = - и ( ) is the incommensurate modulation function and φ, is an 
initial phase. The positions of the ions in the real crystal are obtained from a 
section of the superspace for t=0, i.e. г(},0)=г(])=г.+А.и(ц-г.+ф.). If the 
average structure of the i-phase of RI^ZnB^ and Rb2ZnCl4 is Pcmn = D ^ , 
у;=!/4. If on the other hand, the average structure is Pcl^n - C | v , the yj coordi­
nate of the Rb ions is general. 
3.3 The Rb electric field gradient tensors 
Since the charge density of the incommensurate crystal is periodic in the 
four-dimensional superspace, the EFG tensor field V(r) can be expanded (Janner 
and Van Beest 1982, Van Beest and Janner 1983) in a Founer senes: 
V ( r ) = J V(k)e , k r (5) 
keDl' 
where 
к = К + vq = ha* + kb* + 1c* + vq. (6) 
Within the point charge model and the plane-wave approximation for the modu­
lation function u the EFG tensor field V(r) is equal (Van Beest and Janner 1983) 
to: 
V(r) = 2 e ) Z Σ F(K+vq,i-r J )e , ¥ ( , r ' + * ' ) J v (-(K+vq)-A J ) (7) j ν КеЛо' 
with 
Fik.r-r,) = - - £ 3k®k Jkfr-r,) 
where Ωο is the volume of the unit cell of the lattice AQ of the basic structure, I 
is the unit matrix, ei is the effective charge of the ion at the lattice site j , and J v 
is the Bessel function of order ν which can be expanded as: 
( - ζ 2 / 4 ί μ 
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The appearance of a sum of Bessel functions in expression (7) is characteristic 
for displacively modulated systems. 
The expansion of the EFG tensor in powers of the incommensurate order 
parameter (i.e. the modulation amplitude) thus involves the expansion of Bessel 
functions of all orders. Limiting ourselves to terms not higher than linear in the 
modulation amplitudes Aj the expansion can be stopped at v = ± l , μ=0 yielding: 
V(r) = VV) + V¿(r) Acosar) +
 5
1(г)А5Іпф(г) + ... 
= Voir) + Y , « + ... (9) 
where φ=—q-г and A is an average modulation amplitude. It should be noted 
that V i r ) is the expression one would get if no modulation were present, 
whereas V,.1 depends linearly on cos[K(r—г^+ф^q-rj terms summed over К 
and j , and Vj is the corresponding sine term. 
The phase factor ф) will be now redefined in such a way (φ.—>φ,-φο) that in 
equation (9) and for a given value of г the term proportional to А5іпф(г) van­
ishes. It should be noted that expansion (9) does not require that the wavelength 
of the incommensurate modulation is large as compared to the radius of the re­
gion where the contribution to the EFG tensor comes from. 
Let us first assume that the average structure of the i-phase is Ό^ - Pcmn 
so that in expression (4) у}=1А. In this case there is also among the generators 
of the superspace group Ρ '™ one which transforms the positions of the Rb 
ions according to: 
g
s
 = {Rt=my,-Rt=l I v=(0,V2>0,V2)} (10a) 
and 
gsOts.Ys'Zs.ts) = (Xs.'/z-Vs.Zs.^+ts). (10b) 
Using expression (4) for the Rb positions with yJ=1/4 we find: 
№ ( i . t ) = Γ,Ο,ΐ+ν*) (11) 
as 
(χ
Γ
1/ί-1/4-Α^(2πνζ )+φ )+2πΐ),ζ ),ΐ+1/2) = 
(χ,, Vi+Aìa(2xyzj+φ,+2π(ΐ + Vi)) ,ζ, ,t+V¡) 
in view of и( +л) = -и( ). 
The requirement that the EFG tensor field at the Rb sites should be invariant 
with respect to the symmetry operations of the superspace group (Janner and 
Van Beest 1982) 
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R V(gs-'rs) = V(rs) (12) 
with R being the homogeneous part of gs and gs being given by (10a) thus leads 
to 
n^Vteü,!)) = VfaCt+Vi)) (13) 
Since 
V0(rs(j,t+V2)) = «(г80,і)) (14a) 
whereas in view of the linear dependence of V1 on the modulation amplitude(s) 
VHr.O.t+Vi)) = -νν,Ο,Ι)) (14b) 
expression (13) results in the following restrictions for Vo and V1 at the Rb sites 
niyVVG)) = VVO)) (15a) 
-myV^rÜ)) = ЧгО)) (15b) 
The forms of VVQ)) and V^rQ)) are thus 
ÍVVV 0 Vx; 
Vyy 0 
0 V,, 
Пг(1)) = 0 yy (16a) 
and 
V4r(])) = 
0 
α 
.0 
α 
0 
Y 
0 
Y 
0 
Асовф (16b) 
as indeed observed (Rutar et al 1981, 1982, Alexandrova et al 1982) in both 
Rb2ZnBr4 and Rb2ZnCl4 If on the other hand, the average structure of the i-
phase were C |
v
 - Pc2in the coordinates yj in expression (4) would be different 
from VA and the above symmetry restrictions would not apply The forms of Vo 
and V1 would be quite general 
The same analysis can be applied to second-order terms in expressions (8) 
and (9) For the term quadratic in the amplitude one easily finds 
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V2(r(])) = 
V2 О ν 2 
ν
 XX " τ Χ7 
Ο v
2
y ο 
ν,
2
, ο ν
2 
А
2
со52ф (16с) 
Note that now the term V0, while keeping its form, also depends on the modula­
tion, and that again by appropriate choice of the initial phase one has sin ф=0 
The general conclusion is that, up to second order at least, for the superspace 
group Ρ ™γ all even terms in the expansions (8) and (9) will have the form 
(16a) whereas all odd terms will be of the form (16b) If, however, one does not 
restrict the expansion of expression (7) in powers of ν to cosine terms only, it is 
easy to show that analogous conclusions hold for artbitrary orders 
3.4 The Rb NMR lineshape 
The experimentally observed fact (Bhnc 1981 and references therein) that at 
certain orientations of the external magnetic field with respect to the crystal axes 
there are no odd terms in the expansion of the central 'Λ —» - xh NMR 8 7Rb reso­
nance frequency in powers of the incommensurate order parameter follows 
directly from the form of the EFG tensors (16a) and (16b) 
Using the formalism of Volkoff (1953) one can express the angular depen­
dence of the second-order quadrupole shifts of the 8 7Rb Vi -» - Vi transitions as 
Д = ν - v0 = K(X + Ycos2e + Zsin2e + Ucos4e + Wsin4e) (17) 
where the coefficients X, Y, Z, U and W depend on the orientation of the 
external magnetic field with respect to the EFG tensor (i e the crystal axes) and 
θ is the corresponding rotation angle For b 1 HQ one finds from (9), (16a) and 
(16b) (Rutar et al 1981) 
Xb = ^ - { 9 V â - I W V ^ - V ^ ) 2 + V2Z] - 8(a2+Y2)AW<t>} (18a) 
Yb = J M V X X - V ^ + 2(v2-a2)AW<t>} (18b) 
Zb = 7{-V x zV y y - 4ауА2со52ф} (18c) 
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Üb = -H^xa-Vzz) 2 - VlJ 
Wb = і-{(
 х х
-
 ц
)
 Х2} 
(18d) 
(18e) 
For a J. H0, on the other hand, one has in the same approximation (Rutar et al 
1981) 
X
a
 = ¿ { W ' x - Ч Ч уу- п)2 + Y 2 A W < 1 > ] - 8(V
x
2
z
+a2AW<|>)} (19a) 
Ya = ^{^(Vyy-VJV,, + 2( 2
г
-а
2
А2со52ф)} 
Z
a
 = | { (
 х х
- 4 „а)Асо5ф} 
Ua = l i ^ V y y - V J 2 - Y2AW<|>} 
(19b) 
(19c) 
(19d) 
W
a = | ( уу-
 г 2) Асо5ф (19e) 
The expression of the 8 7Rb ιΛ —> —х/і NMR frequency in powers of the incom­
mensurate order parameter for a ± Hg will thus be of the form 
V = V0 + іСОвф + — 2С05
2
ф + 
whereas for b J. Hg it will be of the form 
V = Vg + — 2С082ф + 
(20a) 
(20b) 
Here
 1а:Ая(Т1-Т)Р whereas V2 and V2 are proportional to A2«(T I-T)2P 
Since close to T,, V2«v1, the linear term - if present - will always dominate 
and will determine the NMR lineshape In the linear case (a 1 Hg) one obtains 
(Blinc 1981 and references therein) in the plane-wave approximation for the fre­
quency distribution function 
*,
Λ
 _ const _ const _ „„„„, 
f(v) = , = -1 —¡- = const 
αν/αφ 5ΐηφ 
1 -
V-Vn 
2η -Уі 
(21a) 
a lineshape determined by the characteristic edge singularities (Blinc 1981 and 
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the 87Rb й -> -'Λ NMR lineshape m the i-phase of 
Rb2ZnCL( (a) for a special orientation b 1 Ho where the linear term is absent and the 
quadratic case applies [equations (22a), (22b)J, (b) for a general orientation a J. H0, 
where the linear term is present [equations (21a), (21b)]. (The 'commensurate' lines ap­
pearing in the i-phase close to the i-c transitions are not shown) 
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references therein) at v=v0±V| The frequency separation between the edge 
singularities will be proportional to the amplitude of the modulation wave 
Δν = v+ - v_ α (Τ,-Τ)!1 (21b) 
In the quadratic case (b ± H,,) one obtains (Blinc 1981 and references therein) 
f(v) as 
f(v) = const const dv/d(J> | sin<J>cos4) = const V2/2 
v-v„ 
з/2 
(22a) 
The edge singularities are now at v=v() and = І)+ з/2 and the splitting is pro­
portional to 
Δν * (Τ,-Т)2Р (22b) 
This is exactly as observed (Rutar et al 1981, 1982, Blinc 1981 and refer­
ences therein) m both Rb^ZnBr, and RbiZnC^ (fig 1) 
The physical reason for the difference in the NMR hneshapes for a _L Ho and 
b X Hj, lies in the fact that in the first case the external magnetic field destroys 
the a-c mirror plane of the average structure (and thus the corresponding super-
space group element of the modulated structure), whereas these symmetries are 
preserved for b X Ho, ι e for Ho lying in the a-c plane 
The results (20a) and (20b) can also be derived directly by the same pro­
cedure as used in section 3, since the scalar field v(r) has to share the super-
space symmetry of the crystal \^1т^)- (г%) 
By expanding ν in powers of the order parameter one finds that all odd terms 
in this expansion vanish if in the average structure the Rb ions lie on the my 
mirror plane, ι e if yJ=
1/4 and this symmetry is not destroyed by the magnetic 
field In this case the Rb lA —> -Vi NMR hneshape will be characterised by edge 
singularities at ц and 2/2 over the whole i-phase, 1 e one singularity will 
represent a continuation of the paraelectnc line, whereas the frequency of the 
other will increase as (Τ,-Τ)2!5 
As can be seen from fig 1 such a behaviour has indeed been found for 
b X H0 over the whole Τ range of the i-phase Since the EFG tensors discussed 
in section 3 were experimentally determined only in the high-temperature part 
of this i-phase the conclusions drawn from them apply only to this region and 
could be the result of an approximate symmetry only, so that the low-
temperature part of the i-phase close to T,. could in pnnciple exhibit a different 
symmetry behaviour than the high-temperature part 
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The importance of the Rb Vi—» — г hneshape data for b X H0 shown in 
fig 1 lies in the fact that they exclude this possibility and demonstrate that the 
modulated structure of the i-phase has the same superspace group symmetry 
over the whole temperature range of the i-phase, and that its average structure 
has space group symmetry DJh - Pcmn 
3.5 Conclusions 
The form of the Rb ЕГО tensors in the i-phase of Rb2ZnBr4 and Rb2ZnCl4 as 
well as the observed Rb NMR hneshapes suggest that the superspace group of the 
modulated (incommensurate) phase is Ρ ™γ and that the space group of the 
average structure is D h^ - Pcmn with point group mmm This means that the 
incommensurate phase represents a modulation of the structure of the high-
temperature phase and not of the low-temperature commensurate ferroelectric 
structure 
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CHAPTER 4 t 
Propagation of electromagnetic waves in 
displacively modulated crystals 
В W H van Beest 
institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
The influence of the modulation in displacively modulated crystals on the 
possible modes of propagation of plane electromagnetic waves is examined The 
problem is attacked by restoring the broken translational symmetry in a higher 
dimensional space and then using the Bloch condition in this supcrspace The 
model is a generalisation of a model of Ewald Slowly converging summations 
over modulated lattices are converted into screened summations in direct and re­
ciprocal space The dynamical equation for this problem with the corresponding 
dispersion equation is derived Numerical examples are given for waves in the 
optical region It is found that additional modes of propagation arise when the 
modulation wavevector q is near a commensurate value q
r
 of a superstructure ol 
low index 
t Appearing in Physical Review В 
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4.1 Introduction 
In the beginning of this century Ewald1 - 1 developed a method to describe, 
from a microscopical point of view, the dynamical aspects of electromagnetic 
wave propagation in regular crystals. In his model, a crystal is thought ot as an 
assembly of polansable atoms, fixed at the lattice points ol an orthorhombic lat­
tice. Suppose an electromagnetic (plane) wave is incident on the crystal It in­
duces dipolc oscillations at the atomic sites, resulting in the emission of spherical 
dipole waves propagating with velocity с When these spherical waves are su­
perposed, new waves - in particular plane waves - may result, propagating with 
velocities different trom с One is led to the questions' 
- Which plane waves are dynamically possible? 
- How are these plane waves related to the incident wave' 
According to the F.wald-Oseen extinction theorem2-"' the induced field inside a 
bounded crystal splits into waves ot two different types. The first type consists 
of waves propagating with velocity с They are brought about by dipoles on the 
boundary and are able to cancel inside the crystal the incoming wave Outside 
the crystal they form the reflected waves. To each such a boundary wave, there 
corresponds a wave of the second type, called inner wave, propagating with a 
velocity different from c. Such a wave is connected to the incident wave by 
Snell's law. Also, the Fresnel formulae for reflection and refraction follow 
directly from the extinction principle Because of the breakdown of lattice 
translational symmetry in incommensurate systems, these questions are not at all 
trivial, and in fact one has to re-investigate the subject. 'I his paper will be de­
voted to the displacively modulated infinite crystal Although the formal theory 
developed in this paper is valid in the full frequency region where the electronic 
polansabihty is dominant, we will limit ourselves in the applications to the opti­
cal regime. A discussion of dynamical x-ray-diffraction effects at the incommen­
surate phase transition is given by Berenson and Birman6. 
To be more specific about the point where difficulties arise when considering 
modulated structures, one may consider the local electric field acting on the di­
pole at a particular atomic site r: 
E'(r) = E,„(r) + Σ ' Ed,p(r). (1) 
Е|
П
 is the incident field and is assumed to be monochromatic. The summation is 
over the fields of all the individual dipoles, with the exception of the field of the 
dipole at r. The omission of the latter is indicated with a prime at the summa­
tion sign. To obtain the elementary excitations of the infinite crystal one should 
put E in equal to /ero. In this case the exciting field is defined as: 
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E'(r) = hm [Σ Ed,p(x) - e(x,r)] (2) 
x->r 
where e(x,r) is the field of the dipole at г The induced dipoles are assumed to 
be linearly related to the exciting field E' Hence, for the dipole at г 
p(r) = a(r) E'(r) (3) 
a(r) is the electronic polarisability of the atom at г If no damping is taken into 
account this is a real symmetric tensor of the second rank It is important to 
realise that one cannot a prion take α being independent of the atomic position 
because in general lattice translational symmetry is not present Hence one 
should allow for a position dependent polarisability bor exactly the same rea­
son one can not suffice with the usual Bloch form pir^p^'" ' in the point atom 
approximation, with a constant amplitude p
s
 of the resulting dipole waves In 
stead, one has to allow for a position dependent amplitude However, one can 
restore lattice translational symmetry by embedding the crystal in a higher di 
mensional space, called superspace7 " The appropriate form of the resulting di­
pole waves thus should have a suitable Bloch form in superspace I his will be 
worked out in section 3 
In this paper only one-dimensional modulations are considered giving a su 
perspace of dimension 3+1 The extension to higher dimensional modulations is 
straight forward 
4.2 Preliminary considerations 
4.2.1 Crystal structure 
The induced microscopic field is considered to be a superposition of spherical 
dipole waves, radiating from the polansable atoms of a displacively modulated 
crystal The position of the I'th atom (1=1, ,b) in the cell labeled by η where 
η belongs to a three-dimensional lattice Λ, is given by 
r(n,l) = η + r, + ν,ίη) (4) 
The presence of the modulation function V) in general reduces the lattice transía 
tional symmetry of the crystal structure It may happen that V|(n+M)-V|(n) lor 
any МбЛ
г
сЛ, in which case the modulation wave is commensurate with Л and 
forms a three-dimensional superstructure with lattice Л
г
 For incommensurate 
modulations the three-dimensional translation symmetry is lost 
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The superspace formalism7 * has been developed in order to recover lattice 
periodicity in a higher dimensional space called superspace. First one embeds 
the crystal in a well defined way in a (3+d)-dimensiondl space, where d is the 
dimension of the modulation This space is spanned by a basis {ai.ai.a-i} of Λ 
and a basis {di dd} of a lattice D in a space V, ('internal space') perpendicu­
lar to the ordinary position space V, (also called 'external space' in this con­
text). 
r(n,l) e V, -> r(n.l.t) = (r(n.l.t).t) e V^V.oV, (5) 
where 
r(n.l.T) = η + г, + ν,(η.τ) (6) 
and τ is an element of V, A section x=constant of (5) determines a three-
dimensional modulated crystal It the modulation is commensurate, dilferent 
values of the intersecting x=constant determine dilferent three-dimensional cry­
stal structures, whereas an incommensurate modulation always gives the same 
three-dimensional crystal, but with the origin chosen at different positions The 
extension of the modulation function v, will be clarified below in the particular 
case of a one-dimensional modulation. The essential feature of the superspace 
formalism is that one constructs a lattice Σ in the superspace VS=VF©V1, such 
that the function V|(n,x) has the periodicity Σ It then follows that the 
corresponding set of positions r(n,l,x) also has such a lattice periodicity. 
Instead of treating the general case of a d-dimensional modulation, we shall 
consider the important case of a one-dimensional modulation wave, this not be­
ing an essential restriction Elements of the internal space V, then can be 
treated as scalars. The vector modulation function is written as· 
ν,ίη,τ) = f,u,(q (π+ι-Ο+φι+τ) (7) 
de f 
= V|(x+q η) (8) 
The vector modulation function vi(t), or equivalently the scalar function U|(T), IS 
a real periodic function with period 2π. For commensurate modulations in the 
point atom approximation there is an arbitrariness in the choice of the modula­
tion function. This is because this function is required only at the arguments 
(τ+qn) (mod 2π), which, for пеЛ and rational q takes just a finite number of 
different values For example, if q=ina¡ only |(т) and V|(x-l-ji) are prescribed. 
The value at intermediate arguments is not given by the structure of the crystal 
itself and one is free to choose a convenient smooth periodic function interpolat­
ing between these prescribed values. At this stage it is not necessary to specify 
the explicit forms of V|(x) or U|(x) Near the incommensurate phase transition, 
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ι e for temperatures just below T=T|, the function U|(t) is known to have in 
many cases a sinusoidal character, whereas near the lock-in phase transition to a 
commensurate superstructure U|(t) contains higher harmonics and may look 
more like a square well9 
In superspace, |(п,т) has a lattice periodicity 
ν,ΐη,τ+Ζπ) = |(пд) (9a) 
| ( п + т д ) = V|(n,t+q m) п,теЛ (9b) 
For incommensurate modulations, there is an infinite number of superstructure 
approximations The modulation vector q can always be decomposed in the fol­
lowing way 
Я = qr + δ (10) 
where q
r
 has rational components and δ has at least one irrational component 
with respect to the dual basis {a,",82,83} of Λ* Correspondingly, a vector пеЛ 
is written as 
η = N + m (11) 
with ΝεΛ
Γ
, the superstructure which is formed by q
r
 The vector m is an ele­
ment of Λ, inside the unit cell of Л
г
 Instead of (6), one can re-interpret 
г(п,Ід) - . r(N,ml,t) = N + r
m
, + ^ „ , ( 6 (Ν+ι-,^+φ,,,+τ) (12) 
with 
""ml = m + r l · ΦιηΙ = Φΐ + qr «"„ι 
Г.І = 4 . «m. = "I ( 1 3 ) 
Expression (12) is identical in form with (6) So by using (6), we are still free to 
choose afterwards a suitable basic structure for special purposes 
Frequently the modulation function ν^τ) occurs in the argument of the ex­
ponential exp(ia V|(x)), with a an arbitrary real vector Since V|(T) is periodic, so 
is this exponential and hence one has the Fourier expansion 
e'
a V
'W = 2 А
ц
(а,1) e'MT , (integers μ) (14) 
μ 
with the coefficients Αμ(8,Ι) given by 
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л / i\ I f -ιμτ+io |(т) 
А
ц
(а,1) = — J e dr (15) 
In the special case V|(t) = fi sin(T+q η + φι) one recognises in (14) and (15) the 
cylindrical Bessel functions 
Αμ(3,1) = y a Г|)е,ц(ч Г | + ф | ) (sinusoidal modulation) (16) 
Because vi(t) is a real function, the coefficients A |((a,l) have the property 
Αμ·(-3,1) = A.( l(a,l) (17) 
for any real vector a Also, from (15) 
Αμ(0,1) = δ μ 0 (18) 
The polarisabihty of the atom at position r(n,l,t) is given by α(η,Ι,τ) As al­
ready mentioned in the introduction one cannot, because of the breakdown of 
translational symmetry, a prion consider the polarisabihty being independent of 
the cell label η From lattice translational symmetry in superspace however, one 
deduces as in eq (9) 
α(η,Ι,τ) = α(η + ιη Ι,τ-q m) (19) 
Hence 
def 
α(η,Ι,τ) = a(0,l,t+q η) = α^τ+q η) (20) 
= 2 ai(v)e l v ( T + 4 n ) (integers ν), (21) 
ν 
the latter expansion following from the fact that α|(τ) has a period of 2π The 
expansion coefficients satisfy α|*(-ν)=α|(ν) Although not explicitly indicated, 
they depend on the modulation parameters If the modulation vanishes, ι e 
when V|(t)sO, only the v=0 coefficient remains 
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4.2.2 Hertz potentials 
The (induced) dipole fields are conveniently described by the Hertz potentials 
Π,, and n
m
 They are related to the electromagnetic potentials A and Φ via 
A - j ^ n , + Vxn
m 
Φ = -V П
е
 (22) 
With this choice of potentials, one automatically satisfies the Lorentz condition 
V AH — =0 The Hertz potential П
с
 has to be determined, for a given di-
C dt 
pole distribution, from the inhomogencous wave equation 
ΔΠ, - -Vf^n t = -4^P (23) 
с- Эг 
where Ρ indicates the dipole density Since in the present microscopic model a 
distribution of point dipoles is considered, (23) reduces, except for the singular 
dipole sites, to the homogeneous wave equation 
ДП
С
 - Л | Пе = 0 (24) 
С" Эг 
For non-magnetic materials one can take П
т
= 0 In this case the field E, which 
is identical to D since the waves propagate in vacuo, is derived from П
е
 = Π ac­
cording lo 
E = D = х хП = ( П) - ΔΠ (25) 
A similar expression holds for B, but will not be needed in this paper The 
Hertz potential of a single dipole p(t) at the origin is given by 
/ .4 [pWlru 
n
sl„g|e(x,t) = — (26) 
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4.3 Dynamical equation10 
Assuming a harmonic time dependence, the total Hertz potential in χ not at 
an atomic site is given by 
[p(n,l,T,t)l
r
., 
Π(χ,τ,ΐ) = Σ 
i
n
 |x-r(n, l , t) | 
1п|х-г(п 1 τ) I 
= Σ Τ / , чм PC"-1^)6"'"" W l t h σ = - (27) 
ι
η
 |х-г(п,1х))| с 
In this expression ρ(η,Ι,τ) is the amplitude of the induced dipolo at r(n,l,x) The 
exciting field obtained from this potential is, according to (25) and (2) 
Ε'ίη',Ι',τ) = Σ'Ψ(ηΤ,ηΙ,τ) р(п,1д) (28) 
In 
where the prime at the summation sign indicates that the singular term 
η=η',1=Γ has been omitted The tensor Ψ is given by 
inlx-r(n Ι τ) 
Ψ(ηΤ,ηΙ,τ) = (VV-ΙΔ)-^ — — 
|x-r(n,l,x)| 
(29) 
x=r(n',l',x) 
As Ψ depends on the atomic positions only through the difference 
г(п',Г,х)-г(п,1,х), we have the invariance property 
4»(η'Γ,η1,χ) = Ψ((η'+ιη)Γ,(η+ιη)1,χ-4 m) η,η',ιηεΛ (30) 
In particular, putting πι=—η', this allows to define a function Ψ' in the follow­
ing way 
Ψ'(η-η',1Γ,χ+ 4 η') = Ψ(ηΤ,ηΙ,χ) (31) 
Equation (3) thus can be written as 
ρ(η',Γ,χ) = α(η',Ι',χ) Σ ' Ψ(ηΤ,ηΙ,χ) ρ(η,Ι,χ) (32a) 
= α(η',Γ,χ) Σ ' Ψ'(η,1Γ,χ+ς η') ρ(η+ηΜ,χ) (32b) 
Ι η 
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The invariance of α and Ψ under lattice translations in superspace, expressed 
by (19) and (30) implies that the solutions ρ(η,Ι,τ) of (32) can be expressed in 
those having the appropriate Bloch form in superspace 
ρ(η,Ι,τ) = e's r ( n ' τ ) w,(r(n,l,t) | s) (33) 
with Γ(η,Ι,τ) given by (5) The vector s=(s,s
r
) in this expression is a vector in 
reciprocal superspace The vector function W| has the periodicity of Σ Hence, 
for each 1, it can depend only on τ+q η (cf (19), (20)) The argument of the 
phase factor is given by the following scalar product in superspace, expressed in 
terms of the scalar products in the two subspaces VF and V, 
s r(n,l,t) = s г(п,1,т) + s,! (34) 
The phase factor exp(iS|t) is cancelled when (33) is substituted into (32) Hence 
it is sufficient to consider only the set of solutions (33) which have a characteris­
tic wavevector s=(s,0), the other solutions differing from this set merely by 
phase factor Instead of (33) we thus put 
ρ(η,Ι,τ) = e's r ( n ' T ) W|(T+q η | s) (35) 
where W|(T | S) IS periodic in τ with a period of 2π This implies the Fourier 
decomposition 
W|(t+q η | s) = 2 w(lv | s)e l v ( T + q n ) (36) 
Substituting (35) into (32b) and replacing τ+q n' by τ, one obtains the equation 
w, (x I s) = e"'4 r ( 0 ' Τ )α, (τ) 2 ' e l s r ( n ' T ) Ψ'(η,ΙΓ,τ)
 W |(T+q η | s) (37) 
I η 
We now obtain from this equation the relation between the Fourier components 
With (36) the right hand side of (37) is rewritten as 
«ι W Σ e,VI[ 2 ' e , s ( r ( n l T ) - r ( 0 1 τ ) ) Ψ'(η,1Γ,τ)ειν4 a ] w(lv|s) (38) 
] ν η 
The expression in the square brackets for the moment will be abbreviated as 
[ν,τ] After inserting expansion (21) for the polansabihty in this expression, 
equation (37) becomes 
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w. (τ I s) = Σ Σ e , ( v + v ' 4 (ν') [τ,ν] *(lv | s) (39) 
1 ν ν 
Multiplying both sides by ехр(-і "т) and integrating over one period 2π yields 
w(l V' I s) = Σ Σ ο, (ν') ^ - J di e , ( v + v - v ) τ [τ,ν] w(lv | s) (40) 
I v v ^ -π 
After a relabeling of the indices this equation can be written 
w(lv I s) = Σ Σ αίΐΐι,νν,) D(lil2.viv2 | s) W(I2v21 s) (41) 
1, ν 12 v2 
where 
d e f
 1 7 ι 
I>0il2.viv21 s) = - L ƒ dx β ' ( ν >- ν ' ) τ [LVJ (42) 
def 
0(11,,w,) = α,ίν-ν^δ,,, (43) 
The explicit form of D will be given in the next section 
When the w(lv|s), with 1=1, ,b and v=0,±l, are considered as com­
ponents of a vector w(s) in an infinite dimensional space, (41) has the structure 
of an eigenvalue equation Thus a solution of (41) is recognised as an eigenvec­
tor of the matrix D'(s)=a D(s) corresponding to an eigenvalue equal to unity 
It should be noted that (41) is valid both for commensurate and incommen­
surate modulations However, even for the commensurate case, eq (41) still is 
infinite dimensional whereas a direct approach starting with the corresponding 
superstructure of index M say, would give a finite dimensional dynamical equa­
tion of order 3Mb In appendix в it is shown that both approaches are 
equivalent If the modulation is incommensurable the problem is, almost by de­
finition, infinite dimensional and can not be reduced to a finite dimensional one 
within an exact scheme For actual calculations one has to introduce a cut off in 
order to keep finite dimensional quantities This can be justified as follows 
The matrix elements α Ο ^ , ν ^ ) and D O ^ . v ^ l s ) essentially are the (V]-V2)-th 
Fourier coefficients of the polansabihty and the function Ψ ' respectively 
(cf (21),(42)) It no modulation is present, these matrices can be taken diago­
nal in Vi,V2 We suppose that these coefficients are significant up to orders m, 
and m2 only 
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а(11І2, 1 2) = 0 for І ^ гІ > m! (44a) 
Ο Ο , ^ , ν ^ I s) = 0 for Ivj-vzl > m2. (44b) 
For the elements of the matrix D'(s) one then has 
D'ilib-vivzls) = 2>(lil*viv)-D(ll2,w2|s) 
I ν 
= 0 for | v i-v 2 | > (mi + mj). (45) 
Similarly, the vectors w(lv | s) appear as the Fourier coefficients in the expansion 
(36). This implies that introducing a cut off value МЗ^пц+п^ for the v-indices 
corresponds to neglecting terms in the infinite matrix product of orders higher 
than M. Instead of (41) one thus solves the finite matrix equation 
h M 
Σ Σ D'(ll|,wl|e)-w(llv1|e) = w(lv|»). (46) 
l, = l v, = - M 
The order of the matrix D'(s) is 3b(2M+l). Non trivial solutions of (46) only 
exist when the determinant of the coefficients vanishes: 
| a-D(s) - I | = 0 (47) 
or equivalently, assuming that the polansability matrix α(ΙΙ',νν') is non-singular: 
| D(S) - 0 4 = 0 . (48) 
These equations are called dispersion equations, since they fix the relationship 
between the frequency ω (being present explicitly in D(s) and implicitly in a) 
and the wavevector s of the propagation mode. These solutions are the dynami­
cally possible plane wave solutions which were mentioned in the introduction. 
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4.4 Explicit form of D(s) 
The elements of the tensor D(s) are given by, according to eq (42) 
D(1,12,VIV2 |B) = y - ƒ d T e , ( v - - V | ) t 2 , e ' s ( r ( n l ' T ) " r ( 0 ' , T ) ) ε ' ^ - ψ ' ί η , υ , , τ ) (49) 
The summation in this expression is over all пеЛ, implying a summation over 
the modulated positions г(п,І2Д). with I2 fixed In case 1|=І2. the term n=0 is 
omitted By a generalisation of Ewald's method for transforming perfect lattice 
sums into two Gaussian screened lattice sums, one in direct space and one in re­
ciprocal space, one can transform summations of the type (49) into a (Gaussian) 
screened summation in direct space and a screened summation over the Fourier 
spectrum (a so called Z-module) of the modulated structure Simultaneously, 
the subtraction of the singular term in (49) is carried out elegantly in this 
method In appendix A, this generalisation of Ewald's method is treated in 
some detail The result is 
D(l,l2,viv2|») = - Ο , , Α , , Α Β , Ο 2 ) (50a) 
Q 4 - X + S. 
+ ^J-Xn*+s)t 4 B β ι"< Γ | '"η ,Α
ν ι
-μ(Η,1|)Αμ_λ(-Χ.ί2) (Wb) 
+ 4 = 1 ' f W d v e * e
l ( v
-
V
'
) T
 (50c) 
х Η( Ι ΓίΟ,Ι,.τί-Γίη,Ιζ,τ) | ,γ2) e , s ( r ( n ' · τ , - Γ ( 0 ' ' T ) ) e" ч n 
Here в is a real positive parameter which can be chosen freely to adjust the rate 
of convergence of the series (50b) and (50c) V is the volume of the unit cell of 
the basic structure The vectors κ in (50b) belong to the Z-module Hf associ­
ated with the modulated structure, i e κ has integer components (кі.кт.кч.ц) 
with respect to the vectors a/.ai.ai.q 
κ = к + μς = к,a,* + ^2 + k i a i + И (51) 
If q is incommensurate with Л", the components (к1,к2,к1,ц) are for a given κ 
uniquely determined The analogous expression for a non-modulated crystal is 
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,121$)= -ο,,,,ΟίΒ,σ2) 
<г-!k+s 
+ 4v Σ F(k+s)e «•' е ' к ( Г | ' - Г | ) 
V
 к«Л 
ι σ-
+ ^ Z ' J d v e ^ H ( | r , | - n - r 1 | ^ ) e ' 5 ( n + r i - r ' ) 
ν π η в 
(52a) 
(52b) 
(52c) 
The symmetric tensors F, G and H are given by (h= | h |, h=h/h etc ) 
= h2/a2 
h2/o2-l F(h) = J
1 / " , (I-h®h) (53a) 
G(B,O2) = - ? - ί γ2 e^'dy I (53b) 
VJTo 
Η(Γ,γ2) = (VV-ΙΔ) e-v2^ = 4у2[у2г2(гxf-I) + I ] е-Уу (53c) 
The prime at the lower integration boundary in (53b) indicates that, in order for 
the integral to converge, γ can only approach the origin in the complex plane 
from those directions for which the exponential does not diverge G(B,O2) can 
be easily evaluated in the limit o=ü)/c —» 0 
hm GÍB.O2) = —^—в3І (54) 
Note that G is real in this limit Within the same limit, the integral in (50c) is 
directly évaluable One needs the integrals 
X 
J v2n e-^dv = 7І^-Г(п+ 4,в ) (55) 
в 2r 
for the values η = 1,2 to obtain 
Н'(г,в) - J dy Н(г, 2) = \[(М-1)Г(1 ) + ІГ(|-,в2г2)] (56) 
The functions Г(а,х) are incomplete gamma functions, obeying the recursion re­
lation Г(а+1,х)=аГ(а,х)+хае~х In particular, for a=1/2, one obtains the com­
plementary error function Г( і,х2)=Vîtêrfc(x) 
If σ is kept finite, it is convenient to introduce a typical length scale a, deter­
mined by V=a3, and change the integration variable γ into the dimensionless 
variable у'=уа Then one can expand the exponentials in (50c), (52c) and (53b) 
into even powers of оа/2у and integrate term by term along the curve depicted 
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in flg. 1. 
θ 
"Γ" 
-¡Β «.*" # 
Figure 1. Contour of integration in the complex plane such that the integral appearing in 
eqi (51b) ami (A 3) converge 
Using (54) and (56) also in the case of finite σ thus introduces errors of the 
order (аа) 2~(аД 0) 2, λ^ being the vacuum wavelength of the electromagnetic 
wave. For optical waves in crystals this number is of the order 10~4-10~6, thus 
justifying the use of (54) and (56) in the optical region. 
We now investigate whether D(s) is hermitian The expression in reciprocal 
space, (5()b), is considered first. The relevant factor is: 
e'" '''
 Γ
' Α,,.^κ,ΙΟΑμ-νΛ-*.^) (57) 
Interchanging 1] with I2, V! with V2 and using property (17) of the coefficients A(1 
yields: 
e'"
 г г
 A* (-х,І2)А " (x,li) (58) 
which is the complex conjugate of (57). Hence, expression (50b) is hermitian. 
Next, expression (50c) is considered The relevant factor here is: 
H( I r(0.11,t)-r(n,l2,x) I ,v2) e , s ( r ( n '^)-··«·-'.·*» „"и " e^-*>)\ {59) 
Interchanging again the indices 1 and 2: 
H( I К0.І2.т)-г(п.ІіД) I ,Y2) e's ( Γ ( , , Λ τ»-Γ(0^·τ» e™14 n e , ( v ' - v ^ (60) 
From (6) and (7): 
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Γ(0,ΐ2,τ)-Γ(η,1ι,τ) = г(-п,І2Д+я ηί-ΓίΟ,^,τ+ς η)) (61) 
Using this relation in (60), we may replace τ+q η by τ and η by - n because in 
(50c) an integration over a full period as well as a summation over all пеЛ is 
performed Expression (60) then can be written as 
H( | г(0,1і,т)-г(п,І2,х) Ι ,ϊ2) e"' s ( r (" ' T ) " r < 0 ' ' τ ) ) e " ' ^ n e' ( v '-V 2 ) t (62) 
leading to the conclusion that (50c) is also hermitian Finally, we consider ex­
pression (50a) Since this is a diagonal element, it should be real for a hermi­
tian matrix As explained above, this is the case when a typical length scale 
a
3
=V of the structure is negligible compared to the vacuum wavelength of the 
electromagnetic wave, expressed by oa«l or c/cü»a We thus conclude that the 
matrix D(s) differs from a hermitian one only by a purely imaginary matrix 
which is proportional to the unit matrix In the long wavelength limit, this ma-
trix vanishes Finally, we note the following property of D(s) 
D(lIl2V1v2|«) = D( l 1 l 2 , -v 1 -v 2 | - s ) (63) 
4.5 Optical limit 
Equation (41) in principle determines the microscopic fields in a fully self-
consistent way for an arbitrary frequency ω and corresponding s In this para­
graph this equation will be studied in the optical region, where it is known that 
the wavelength of the macroscopic fields is very much larger than the intera­
tomic distances First a few remarks will be given on the averaging procedure 
leading to the macroscopic optical fields Next, the dispersion equation will be 
worked out for some special situations 
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4.5.1 Macroscopic fields 
To obtain the macroscopic fields one should average the microscopic expres­
sions over a microscopicdlly large but macroscopically small volume element 
The spatial average of a microscopic function g(x) is defined as 
<g(x)> = J g ( x > ( x - x ' ) d V (64) 
The weight function w(x) is supposed to be a smooth function, normalised to 
unity, and nonzero only in some neighbourhood x=0 that is large compared to 
the interatomic distances Consequently the function w(h)=(27t)12FT[w](h) is 
sharply peaked around h=0, with a width much smaller than 2jt/a say, where a 
is a typical length defined by V=a 1 
For averaging the total potential Π(χ,τ,ί), (27), one uses its Z-module expan­
sion (see (A 15) of appendix л) 
Π(χ,τ,ΐ) = Σ Σ Σ Zi*' 1 ' · 1 s,vq)w(lv | s) e 1 " е ' ( х + , ) x e """ (65) 
Performing the spatial average on this potential gives, omitting the exponential 
time factor 
<Π(χ,τ)> = Σ Vv(x+s) Σ Σ Ζ(κ,1,τ | s,vq)w(lv | s) e,VT e , ( x + s ) x (66) 
κ ν 1 
In the summation over κ, only those terms for which κ+s is within the range of 
the sharply peaked function \v contribute For structures with lattice periodicity 
Λ, where кеТЯ' has to be replaced by кеЛ*, this can be only the case for k=0 
To index the vectors κ in incommensurate structures, one may proceed as fol­
lows Suppose the vector q has been separated in a rational part q
r
, correspond­
ing to a superstructure approximation of the modulation wave, and a deviation δ 
from this superstructure, ι e write q=q r+ô Such a separation clearly is not 
uniquely defined In general this separation is connected to what is considered 
to be macroscopic In many cases one is physically guided by an observed tem-
perature dependence of the components of δ, the components of q
r
 remaining 
temperature independent By definition, there is an infinite set of pairs (Κ,μ), 
such that k-l^q
r
=0 Out of these pairs one can select those having k+μq=μδ 
within the range of the function w These pairs will be indexed with 'e' They 
still form an infinite set, but the number of significant terms will be limited be­
cause of the functions A
u
 E g for a sinusoidal modulation one has Αμ~1μ, the 
cylindrical Bessel function (cf eq (16)), which decreases rapidly as the order 
grows In general, the averaged potential thus can be interpreted as a 
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superposition of a (in practice finite) number of plane waves with wavevectors 
x
e
+s Instead of (66) we thus write for the macroscopic field < Π > 
<Π(χ,τ)> = 2 n(4 l , s ,T)e , ( x ' + s ) " (67) 
(«1 
From this, the optical field <D> is obtained using (25) 
<D(x,t)> = 2 [ |x E +s| 2 I-(4 r +s)®(4 E +s)] n(x F ,s,T)e' ( H ' + s ) x 
( χ ) 
= 2 D(X E ,S ,T) e , ( κ ' + s , x (68) 
( χ ) 
The polarisation of each partial wave in (68) is perpendicular to the correspond­
ing wavevector x t 
(x
e
+s) Οίχ,,β,τ) = (x
r
+s) [ |x t +s| 2 I-(x F +s)®(x r +s)] n(xt,s,T) = 0 (69) 
Alternatively, as already indicated in section 2 1, we might have started from 
the beginning with a description of the modulation with respect to to the basic 
structure with lattice Л
г
 corresponding to q
r
 The onl> necessary changes one 
has to make in the preceding formulas is to replace q bv δ, and re-interpret the 
atomic labels I—»ml etc (cf (13)) 
4.5.2 Examples 
It is instructive to specialise (46) for some particular cases We shall consider 
three different situations 
1) The modulation is incommensurate, but so weak that all but the v=() 
Fourier coefficients can be neglected There is only one polansable atom 
per unit cell of the basic structure Although this undoubtedl) is an over­
simplification of the problem, it helps to understand the structure ol the 
dispersion equation 
2) The modulation is commensurate, forming a superstructure of low inde\ 
There are more, say b, polansable atoms per unit cell This situation is 
essentially the same as for a perfect structure 
3) The modulation is incommensurate The modulation wavevector is 
separated in a rational and irrational part, q = q r + ô , such that δ is small 
compared to q
r
 Fourier coefficients up to v = ± l are considered As in 2) 
there is more than one atom per unit cell 
SS 
In all cases it is assumed for simplicity that the atomic polansability is isotropic. 
so that α is a scalar. Furthermore, in the numerical examples that tollow. the 
influence of the modulation on the atomic polansability is neglected at all 
For the situation sketched under 1), D(s) reduces to a 3x3 matrix. By as­
sumption, the wavevector s is such a small vector that, in (5()b). it is negligible 
compared to a reciprocal lattice vector кеЛ , except for the κ, ot the set intro­
duced before. Furthermore, in expression (5()c). one can in this limit forget 
about s at all, since the factor exp(is г(п.т)) only deviates from unity when η be­
comes large. But these terms in (50c) are unimportant because ot the screening 
factor H. Instead ot (50), one thus uses the long wavelength torm: 
D(«) = ~ Σ FK+s) Ι Α,,,ί-κ,-Π I : + ^ L (70) 
in which L is a 3x3 matrix, depending only on the lattice parameters of the 
basic structure, with Cartesian components (i.j= 1.2,3): 
4 = Σ ' r . j (* ) i A . . ( -*-n l 2 e- " """,: 
+
 £^?'н' і(и-в)-£і Г ч- (71) 
The prime at the summation sign here means that the terms with the vectors 
{κ,} are left out. Note that in this approximation the screening exponential of 
the κ
ε
 terms in (70) can be replaced by unity. The limiting expressions for G 
and H, (54) and (56) are used. The notation of the functions A(1 has been 
changed a little to exhibit explicitly the dependence on the amplitude of the 
modulation. In fact, wc have replaced Α^-κ,Ι) by Αμ(-κ·Γ). The terms in 
(70) for which κ
Ε
^0 arc expected to be very small with respect to the κ
Γ
-0 
term, because the argument of the function Α., is approximately zero and, from 
(15), А
ц
(а)—»δμ Q as a tends to /ero. For κΕ perpendicular to the modulation 
amplitude f these terms vanish exactly. Retaining only the term κ
ε
=0, the s 
dependent part of D(s) is given by the matrix: 
4π η 2 
V n 2 - l 
1 Si ^1^2 ^1^1 
S ι ST 1 — S T — ^ ^ З 
« *2 
SiSf ^2^3 ^3 
(72) 
in which n = | s | / o , and (^,$2,83) arc the components of the unit vector in the 
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direction of s For general directions of q and f, L is not diagonal, but, since L 
is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix S diagonahsing L 
2 ^ki L.jSji - Lkòk (73) 
In terms of the vector s'=S ' s, the dispersion equation reads 
1—S|" — S1S2 —SlSl 
— S|S-) I— S? —SiSi 
-Mi l-*i 
+ 
ί | -ν/(4πα) 0 0 
0 L
:
-V/(4nrx) 0 
0 0 ί , - Υ ^ π α ) 
(74) 
In the special case that s' is directed along the x^ axis two solutions are ob­
tained from this equation 
n,2, = 1 + I 
V/(4na)-(L,+ l) .0-1.2) (75) 
The corresponding solutions w(s') are directed along the X| and x^ axes 1 e per 
pendicular to s' Similar equations hold for s' directed along the X| and x-> axes 
The second index in (75), referring to the direction of s' can be dropped in this 
approximation since the expression for e g прч exactly equals the one tor n,-·. 
Cq (75) gives the connection between the principal refracme indues 
n,,(i=l,2,3) and the modulation parameters, being hidden in the cocflicicnts 
(L.+l) The form of the solutions n,2 is exactly the same as in the unmodulated 
case, where L.+ l should be replaced by the corresponding Lorentz coethcient12 
For a general direction s' one may work out the determinant in (74) Alter 
substituting the special solutions (75) the following equation can be derived (re­
placing for simplicity s' by s 
"¡•s Г 
n2-n? n 2 -
n,-s,-
n¿ = о " i f (7ft) 
This equation is nothing but the 'equation of normals* of Fresnel for the wave-
vector s For a general direction s, there are just as in the unmodulated case 
two positive solutions for n=s/a The two corresponding solutions w(s) and the 
wavevector s are mutual perpendicular So we conclude that, for the given si­
tuation, the modulation does not have a qualitative influence in the sense that 
no new, additional modes of propagation appear Of course there is a quantita­
tive effect, reflected by the fact that the numerical values of the refractive 
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Figure 2. Plot of the coefficients (Lt+1) versus the amplitude of the modulation in a sim­
ple cubic crystal structure for two directions of the polarisation f The modulation wave-
vector q is given by q=lßa^ In figure 2', the polarisation is directed along the z-axis 
(longitudinal modulation), in figure 2b along (1,1,0) (transversal) The amplitude f is ex-
pressed in units of the lattice constant a 
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indices are influenced by the modulation. To illustrate this, the coefficients 
( ί ,+ Ι) are plotted against the modulation amplitude for two different situations 
in fig. 2a,b. In both cases the modulation wavevector is given by q=0.3a3. The 
average structure is taken simple cubic. The x^, Xj and X3, or x,y and z, axes 
are directed along a^ »2 and a3 respectively. The polarisation of the modulation 
is directed along the z-axis in fig. 2a (longitudinal modulation) and along (1,1,0) 
in fig. 2b (transversal). The curves start at a value of 1/3, because the structure 
is perfectly cubic when the amplitude is zero. The matrix L 4 is already diagonal 
in fig. 2a. In fig. 2b, L^ is different from zero, but becomes diagonal in a new 
coordinate system that is rotated about the z-axis by π/4. The effects of the 
transversal modulation, fig. 2b, are weaker than those of the longitudinal one, 
because the interatomic distances change less for a transversal modulation. 
For situation 2), the perfect structure result (52) can be used. Again, by as­
sumption, the wavevector s is such that in (53a), it is negligible compared to a 
reciprocal lattice vector кеЛ*, except for k=0. For reasons similar to the ones 
in case 1), the long wavelength form of the ЗЬхЗЬ matrix is: 
Ddibi·) = ^ -ттм + ψ4ΐΜ (77) 
with 
кеЛ"
 m
 З я 
+ ¿-7=Z'H,;(r1,-n-rl2,B). 4 π
· ν π η 
(78) 
The bxb matrix Е(11,І2) in (77) has a 1 at all entries: 
EObh)= 
1 1 
1 1 
1 . 
(79) 
When (77) is substituted into (48), the computation of the determinant is facili­
tated by subtracting the first row from all the others, followed by a subtraction 
of the first column from all the other columns. After these operations E consists 
of a 1 at the (1,1) entry and a zero at all the others. Eq. (48) then looks like: 
F(s) 0 . 0 
0 0 . . 
0 . . 0 
+ ( Ь ' - /(4яа'))(11,12) = 0. (80) 
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The s dependent part, contained in the upper left 3x3 block, again is given by 
(72) Without expanding the determinant, it is seen that (80) again is a qua­
dratic equation in the quantity n2 (One may choose for example the Xvaxis 
along s) Keeping the positive solutions for n=cls|/a), in general two solutions 
will be obtained for a given direction of s, as should be the case according to 
classical optics 
For situation 3), it is natural to describe the modulation with respect to the 
commensurate superstructure Λ
Γ
 obtained when δ=0 If it is assumed that only 
the Fourier coefficients v=(),±l are significant, the matrix D(s) is of the order 
3b(2xl + l)=9b Here b means the number of atoms in a unit cell of the super­
structure and not that of the original basic structure The long wavelength form 
of D(s) is (cf (50)) 
0 ( 1 , 1 , ^ 2 | S ) = ^ " ( l . b ^ l s ) + ^ L d . b . v ^ ) (ν,,ν^Ο.11) (81) 
with for the s-dependent part 
Ο'Ό,^,ν,ν, \s)= Σ ПЩ+*Ж-»,(*М\ -ν (-χ, .У (82) 
( χ ) 
and for the structural part 
4 π
 з іГ 
+
 Σ
' F(x) e" ' " У 4 в ^ - ^ . . „ ( κ , Ι Ο Α , , - ν ί - χ , Ι ΐ 
+ ¿ Τ 1 = Σ ' ^ J dt e- , ( v '- v )tH'(r(0,ll.x)-r(n.l2,T),B) (83) 
As in situation 1), we retain in the s-dependent part D()(s) only the terms of 
order ~A(? Taking the cut off into account, the set {xE} then is equal to the 
set {0,±6} Eq (82) now is given explicitly by 
Ο'Ό,Ι,,Ο,Οΐβ) = F(s)®E(l|,l2) (84a) 
D'O.b.U | S ) = ¥(s+ò)An(ò,\l)Ai)(-ò,\2) (84b) 
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Ο ^ , - Ι , - Ι | S ) = Fis-^Aoi-ô.lOAoCô.y (84c) 
Ο^Ι-,,ν,,ν,^) = 0 ( v , ^ ) (84d) 
One secs that if the cut off is taken at Vo=0, then one formally is back to case 
two, although because of the presence of the functions A
v
 and the integral J di 
in L, eq (83), there still is a numerical difference between case 2) and case 3) 
with this cut off 
When the expressions (84) are substituted in the dispersion equation (47) or 
(48), these become, for a fixed direction s, polynomial equations in the quantity 
| s | The degree of this polynomial depends on δ, but is at most 9b (In fact, 
the degree is always less Compare e g with the dispersion equation of the si­
tuation 2)) This implies that there can be more solutions of the dispersion 
equation in the incommensurate case than in the corresponding nearby super­
structure, as already anticipated in section 5 1 To put it differently, the incom­
mensurability of the system allows for extra modes of propagation of light 
waves To avoid a tedious algebraic analysing of the dispersion equation, we re­
turn to the dynamical equation (46) and give a specific numerical example (For 
the wdvevector s along symmetry directions of the crystal it is possible to facili­
tate the problem by explicitly making use of superspace symmetry) The follow­
ing situation is considered 
- Orthorhombic basic structure, with lattice constants 3 ^ 4 0 Â, 32=5 0 Â, 
83=6 0 À One polansable atom per unit cell 
- I he modulation wavevector q is directed along 83, being close to q^Via^ 
With respect to the twofold superstructure corresponding to q,., the com-
ponents of δ vary between 0=0 1 in fig 3a and 6=0 0001 in fig 3f The label 
1 now runs through the values 1=1,2 
- The polansabihty α is chosen a=5 0 Λ3 The vacuum wavelength is 
^=6000 À 
- The (x y.z) axes coincide with (а^аг.яз) The vector s is directed along the 
x-axis 
According to (46), a solution w(lv|s) is an eigenvector of α D(s) with eigen­
value 1 The order of the matrix D(s) now is 18 In figs 3a-f, the eigenvalues 
of α D(s) are plotted versus the quantity λ=2π/| s | Only the eigenvalues within 
the range (—0 5,1 5) are shown It is seen in fig 3a that, as λ increases, all but 
two eigenvalues essentially stay constant in the given interval The to these con­
stant eigenvalues corresponding eigenvectors thus never become a solution of 
the dynamical equation The two highest eigenvalues however, depend strongly 
on λ, and it is seen that there arc two values of λ for which there is an eigen­
value equal to 1 The nonvamshing components of the corresponding 
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eigenvectors w are w(l,v=0), 1=1,2 These are equal both in magnitude and 
direction They are either polarised along y or ζ Clearly, these are the two 
modes of propagation which also do exist in the case δ=ϋ (commensurate super­
structure) The associated refractive indices of these modes are given by the 
quotient η=λ0/λ, where λ«, is the vacuum wavelength of a wave with frequency 
ω 
As δ becomes smaller and smaller (figs 3b-d), it is seen that some of the 
dispersion curves begin to 'move', while others remain fixed When δ has be­
come so small that it is at least comparable to or smaller than s, (figs 3e-f), it is 
seen that additional solutions arise Note that the transition from fig 3c-f is fast 
in the sense that the changes in δ are small Consider fig 3f, where delta is 
such that it is much smaller than s Four additional solutions are found Two of 
them are polarised purely along the y axis, ι e perpendicular to both s and δ 
The non vanishing components are given by 
w,
 y = ( W y ( l=l,v=l) , wy(l=l,v=-L),w>(l=2,v=l), wy(L=2,v=-l)) (85) 
and 
w 2 y = (w y ( l=l,v=l),-w v ( l=l,v=-l),w y ( l=2,v=l),-w y ( l=2,v=-l)) (86) 
From (35) and (36), it is seen that these solutions imply dipole waves with a am­
plitude that depends harmonically on the position coordinate The fact that the 
higher harmonics do not appear is due to the cut off at v = ± l The amplitude 
varies on the scale 2π/δ, which in this is considerably larger than the length scale 
2 J I / | S | on which the phase of the wave changes The other two additional solu­
tions are very similar to the ones just mentioned They are polarised dom-
inantly along the ζ axis, but there is a small admixture of x-components This is 
due to our specific choice of s and q, along χ and ζ respectively, and the fact 
(see (69)) that the macroscopic radiation fields are transversal to their wave-
vectors 
From the last example we conclude that in incommensurate crystals there can 
exist additional modes of propagation These modes arise when the incommen­
surate structure deviates only slightly from a superstructure having a small unit 
cell The region of incommensurability has to be comparable with optical wave­
lengths In other words, the wavevector of the modulation has to allow a split­
ting into an incommensurate component and a commensurate one, such that 
with respect to the optical radiation the wavelength of the incommensurate 
Figure 3 Behaviour of the eigenvalues of the matrix α D(s) for a simple orthorhom 
btc structure as a function of λ=2π/1 s ' which is given in Angstrom The modulation 
wavevector is given by ц=(^Л+Ь)а-\ The various values of 6 are 0 1 (a), 0 01 (b) 
0 005 (c), 0 002 Id) 0 001 (e) 0 0001 (f) The vacuum wavelength λ,, is equal to 
6000Ä The dotted line indicates the physically relevant eigenvalue 1 
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component is large and that of the commensurate one is small Whether these 
modes in an given structure are activated will depend on the actual parameters 
of the modulation 
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A. Appendix 
This appendix treats the transformation of modulated lattice sums from direct 
space to reciprocal space in some detail" Define 
10 x-r(n I T) 
Z(x,l,T|s,b) = 2 - 5
 e
.S r(„ I T)e,b η ( A 1 ) 
„ Іх-г(п,1д)| 
The position vector χ is such that the denominator does not vanish The matrix 
D(s) is expressed in terms of this quantity as, according to (49) 
ΟΟ,Ι,,ν,νζ | s) = - î - f dt е,(ч - 4 ' , τ e- , s Γ , ϋ ' ' τ ) χ (Α 2) 
2π Д 
hm (VV-IA)[Z(x,l,,T|s,v,q) - ò,, /(χ Ι,.τΚ) ] 
x->r(0 1, t ) " 
where z(x,li.t|s) is the term n=0 of (A 1) To rewrite the summand one uses 
the integral representation 
— = — - [ e " M + " 4 ' dv (Im(o)>().r>ü) (A3) 
Γ VJT il 
The primes at the limits of integration have the following meaning In order for 
the integral to converge, γ is restricted to a class of curves, all leaving the origin 
in a direction arg(o)--^- < argfy) < argio)--^- (mod π), and going to infinity 
with an argument | arg γ < -y (mod π) A possible integration curve was dep­
icted in fig 1 Next, the integral is split in two parts 
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Z(x,l,T|e,b) = J[...]dY = ƒ [ ..]dY + ƒ [...]dv. (A.4) 
The second integral is taken entirely along the real axis. It contains an ex­
ponential damping factor: 
χ x
 JzL 
ƒ [...]dv = - - Σ JdY o^c-r x " r ( n l T ) :
e
1 5 r ( n l
-
l )
c
l b n
. (A.5) 
The corresponding damping factor of the series in the first integral can be very 
weak because γ approaches zero. However, the summation in this term can be 
transformed to reciprocal space using Parseval's theorem: 
•y
 e
-Y ; x-r(n.l.T) : gis r(n l,T)
e
ih η 
η 
= Jd 3 r [Z ô ( r + x - r (n , l ,T)) e,b n][e-v:r:e,s ( r+x '] 
Π 
= J d ^ FT|26(r+x-r(n,l,T)) e ' b n ] (h)FT[e^ v ] (-h-s) e ' 5 x (A.6) 
η 
The first Fourier transform is given by: 
ГТЕо(г+х-г(п,1д)) e , b n](h) = 
η 
- ^ Λ ^ Σ Σ A¿-h,\)b(h-(k+m+b))c^e-,br'e¡h\ (A.7) 
v
 μ кеЛ 
In deriving this, one needs (14) and the relation 
Σ e , h n = - ^ 2 ò ( h - k ) · (A 8) 
пеЛ
 v
 кеЛ' 
V is the volume of one unit cell of Л. The second Fourier transform is: 
F T [ e - n ( - h - S ) = - ^ V ^ W - (A.9) 
2 - γ 
Substituting expressions (A.7) and (A.8) into the first integral of the r h.s. of 
(A.4), one obtains: 
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ΤΓ Σ А
ц
(-х-Ь,1)е ' , , т е- | ( х + ь , г
 с
'(*+ь+·)* ƒ ^ 6 4 ' (А 10) 
х о Y3 
where the Ζ- module vectors κ are given by κ=ΐ4+μς (cf (51)) The integral 
can be done, leading to 
?
 Γ
 , , 4π A„(-(x+b) I) 
0 J v » 3 . | x + b + S | 2 - o 2 
о - x+b+s 
e
 4 B 
e
, (x + b) (x-r,) e . S хе.ит ( A 1 ] ) 
The function ζίχ,Ι^τ | s) introduced in (A 2) is, using (A 3) again 
ζίχ,Ι,,τ) = e , s r ( 0 l ' τ , - 1 - f dV e ^ e - ' χ - Γ ( 0 1 τ ) (A 12)) 
ІГо 
This function has to be subtracted from (A 5), (A 11) in case l ^ b Breaking 
the integral at the same в, the upper part exactly cancels the the n=0 in (A 5) 
This will be indicated with a prime at the summation sign Substituting this 
primed (A 5) with 1=І2, b=V2q into (A 2) immediately yields part (5()c) of D(s) 
Similarly, (50a) is obtained directly from the part of (A 12)) with the integral 
starting at the origin To obtain (50b) one substitutes (A 11) with again ІИт, 
b=V2q into (A 2) Since the vectors κ=Ι(+μς in (A 11) appear as dummy vari­
ables, we relabel μ—>μ-ν2, implying κ—»κ-ν,ς Differentiating (A 11) and tak­
ing the limit x-»r(0,li,t) yields 
о - x+s 
4π ^ , „, , ,
 Α
 , .
 ч
 JB ιχ (r(0 1, т)-Г| ) ι(μ-\ )τ 
— χ Γ(κ+8)Αμ_ν,(-χ,ΐ2)ε e e (A 13) 
Кб
-
" ! 
An exponential factor exp(is г(0,1|Д)) is already left out in (A 13) because it 
will be cancelled in (A 2) The tensor function F is given by (53a) With 
г(0,11,х)=Гі|+ | і(т), the t-integration in (A 2) can be done Writing only the t-
dependent factor of (A 13), we have 
¿ Jdxe'^'V^V'^A^..,) (A 14) 
This equality follows from (15) Combining this result with the t-independent 
part of (A 13), one obtains (50b) 
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We close this section by giving the Z-module expansion of the function 
Ζ(χ,1,τ Is.Viq) which is mentioned in eq. (65). This expansion is obtained from 
(A.II) when goes to infinity. One obtains: 
Z(x.l,T|s.vq) = 2 Z(x.l.T|s.vq)e i"'+ s )" (A.15) 
κείϊ 
with coefficients 
Z(x.lд | s.vq) = £ ^ - - " 4 с 4 « V " - V , T . (A. 16) 
B. Appendix 
In this appendix it will be shown that eq. (41). which is an infinite dimen­
sional matrix equation for the Fourier coefficients w(lv), for commensurate 
modulations is equivalent to a finite dimensional equation for the function ν/\(τ) 
itself, evaluated at the appropriate atomic positions in the cell of the commen­
surate superstructure. 
Suppose the modulation wavevector is given by 
M, . M-, . M·, , 
4 =
 ΝΓ
31
 +Ñf"2' + Ñf1·1· ( B 1 ) 
M and M¡ are integers. It is assumed that M>0 is the smallest integer such that 
(B.l) is possible, i.e. Mj and M are relative prime for at least one value of i. 
The modulation thus implies a superstructure of index M. Next, we suppose 
that eq. (39) has been solved, so that we know the Fourier coefficients of Wi(x). 
Since 
q-n = q-N + q-m = q m (mod 2π) (В.2) 
we must now find the equation for the function 
w,(T+q-in) = 2 w(lv | s)e i v ( t + 4 ' n , ) . (B.3) 
V 
From (41) and (43) we have 
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W |(T+q m) = 2 е"<т+ч " " Σ Σ ^arfv-v,) »(Ι,Ι,.ν,ν, | s) w(l2v21 s) 
л Ι ν , I \ 
= Σ Σ θι(τ+4 nijôi,, e,Vl(T+q ""ΟΟ,Ι,,ν,ν, Ι s) w(I2v2 | s) (B 4) 
I x , 1
 1 
where use has been made of (21) The summation over the indices v, and V2 
'vields 
Σ Σ c
, X | , T + 4 n , |D(l1l :.V|V2 |s) w(l-,v2|s) = (B 5) 
= Σ Τ " ƒ dt' c'x τ {Σ е " < ( т + ч т - т »}[x'.v2| w(l2v2 |e) 
=
 S e
, l ( t + 4 m | [ ( T + q n i ) . v 2 ] w ( l 2 v 2 | s ) 
•^'„15 (r(n I-. T+q m)-r(0 I, τ+q m)) 
x ΨίΟΙ,,πΙζ,τ+α m) Σ ^ ( q ln+m)+T)w(l2V2|s) 
_ -^ w ^ ( Г ( > , + І л ^ Т +Я п»)-г(0 I, τ+q m)) 
m Ν 
Χ Ψ(01|,(Ν+ιη')12,τ + ς m) w, (τ + q (m+m')) 
The tensor Ψ is given by (29) The meaning of the expressions [τ,ν] etc is 
given just below eq (38) in the main text The last expression depends essen­
tially on 
r(N+m',l2,T+q m) - riO.l^x+q m) = 
= {Ν+ιη' + Γ,,+νιίτ+ς (m+in'))}-{r,, + V|i(T+q m)} 
= {Ν''+ιη''+Γι,+v, (τ+q m")} - {m+r^ + v Í^T+q m)} 
Here we have introduced vectors m" and N" by 
N + m + m' = Ν" + m" (В 6) 
where Ν" belongs to Λ
Γ
, the lattice of the superstructure The vectors m, m' 
and m belong to Λ but not to Λ
Γ
 (cf (11)) Defining the atomic positions 
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r(ml) = m + г, + ν,ίτ + ςηι) (Β.7) 
and similarly 
a(ml) - α|(τ+ς m) 
w(ml I s) = W|(T 1 q m |s) 
we find that (В 4) can be written as 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
Σ Σ
 ή
ιιΛιιιιι,α(πιΙ> ü(m,l|.in :l2 |s) w(m :l :is) -w(ml | s ) (B 10) 
The ЗМЬхЗМЬ matrix D(s) is given by: 
D(m|l|.m
:
l
:
|s) = Σ ' e 
N 
is (Nardil I ) rim I,)) 
κι \ - \ - r ( i l i 1.) 
(VV-ΙΔ)- | \ - N r(m 2 l : ) | ,< = r(m
:
l l) 
Equation (В. IO) is identical with the dynamical equation for a superstructure 
with Mb atoms in a unit cell, as had to be shown. Hence we have verified that 
eq (39) for a commensurate modulation is compatible with the direct approach 
starting with a perfect superstructure. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Group theoretical analj sis of the elementary excitations 
5.1 Preliminaries 
We again consider a displacively modulated crystal We will not restritt our­
selves to a one-dimensional modulation, the formal theory being the same as for 
more-dimensional modulations There is some overlap with the previous 
chapter, but, since a slightly different convention is followed here, some expres­
sions will be restated 
The position of the I'th atom in the unit cell labeled by η of the basic struc­
ture is given by 
r(n,l) = η + г, + v(n,l) (1) 
The vector η belongs to a three-dimensional lattice Λ, spanned by the basis vec­
tors {a^.a·)} I he modulation is supposed to be d-dimensional This means 
that v(n,l) can be decomposed as 
v(n,l) = Σ Ш е " " 1 (2) 
ч 
One can choose d reciprocal vectors аз+ ), (j = l, ,d) such that 
d 
4 = Σ m)a3+j (integers m,) (3) 
J = l 
Therefore, q is an element of a Z-module Û* of rank d It follows that the 
Fourier wavevectors of such a crystal are integral linear combinations of the vec-
tors a^, (μ=1, ,3-(-d), with {a^a^.a^*} the dual basis of Λ*, spanning the Z-
module OT"=A"®U' of the modulated crystal The rank of TO' is 3+d, but the 
dimension is 3 Indeed the vectors аз*+) belong to the three-dimensional recipro­
cal space Hence they can be expressed as 
•з+j- Σ OjA* 0 = 1. .d) H) 
1 = 1 
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For incommensurate modulations, the matrix a^ has rational entries only and 
the crystal still has a three-dimensional lattice pcnodicily (superstructure case). 
If there is at least one irrational entry, the modulated crystal is incommensurate 
and its lattice periodicity is reduced to a lower dimension. In the extreme case 
an incommensurate crystal may have no translational symmetry at all (aperiodic 
case). 
In all these cases the modulated crystal can be embedded in a higher dimen­
sional Euclidean space V
s
, called superspace, in such a way that ТЯ is the pro­
jection of a (3-l-d)-dimensional lattice Σ . The space V^  is the direct sum of two 
spaces. One is the ordinary position space V, spanned by the basis {аі.ат.а^} , 
called external space. The other space is called internal space, denoted by V,. 
It is a d-dimensional space with a basis {b,,. ..bj} orthogonal to V spanning a 
lattice D 
The internal space is the space of the initial phases of the modulation. 'Ihis 
can be made explicit in the following way To a vector q ot U as in (3) one can 
associate a vector q, of the lattice D spanned by the dual basis {b| bj} . 
cl d 
4 = Σ m i a i+i *—> 4, = Σ т Л · (5) 
j = l j - l 
One then extends the modulation function (2) to: 
(п,1,т) = 2 ^ ) с , ( ч п + ч ' т ) (6) 
4 
for τ an arbitrary vector of the internal space. Accordingly, the atomic positions 
become τ-dependent: 
г(п,1д) = η + г, + ν(η,Ι,τ). (7) 
The set of all initial phases is already obtained by restricting τ to the unit cell of 
D, in the same way as the initial atomic positions η can be restricted to the unit 
cell of Λ. A single modulated crystal structure defines a set of equivalent T'S. 
Such a set is discrete in the case of a superstructure and dense in the aperiodic 
case. 
The embedding of the crystal structure is obtained by extending the atomic 
positions (7) to superspace: 
r(n,l,x) = (г(п,1,т),г). (8) 
The semicolon separates the external and internal components. One verifies 
that such a set is invariant with respect to the discrete translations {ai,...,a1+d} 
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given by: 
3,;-ΣσΛ 
J = l 
(i= 1,2,3) 
a1 + J = (О ;Ь,) (j = l,...,d). (9) 
These vectors span a lattice Σ. As they are linearly independent, the dimension 
of Σ is (3+d). The dual basis {a¡,...,a^+d} is given by: 
a, =(a; ;0) 
3+j Σ ν » . ;bj 
i - l 
(i = 1,2,3) 
(•i+jîb,·) (j = l d). (10) 
Indeed ЧШ' is the orthogonal projection of the lattice Σ". 
The relations between the lattice bases (9) and (10) and the so-called split 
bases {a1,a2,a-!;b1,...,bd} and {a] ,a2,a-(;bi ,...,bd} lead to useful linear mappings 
Δ*: V, -* V and Δ: V -^ V, defined by: 
A'bj' = аз+, (j = l,...,d) 
Да, = Σ ОД (i=l,...,3). 
j 
(11) 
One then gets in particular for (5): 
4i-^A*qI = 4 a n y q . e D * (12) 
and for (9): a ^ a , ; —Ла,), so that a general lattice vector of Σ can be written as 
(n; — Δη+b), for any η εΛ and b ε D. (13) 
An important relation between Δ and Δ is: 
ΔΊι,τ = ΙΙ,-ΔΓ Κ,εΥ,, reVf. (14) 
It follows for the extended modulation function: 
v(n,l,x)= Σ 'і(АЧі)е 
q.eD' 
ιΔ q, n+iq, τ 
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= Σ f^'q.íe'4 ( τ + Δ η ) 
q 
d t Γ 
= ν(0,1,τ+Δη) = ν(Ι,τ+Δη) (15) 
The function ν(1,τ) defined in this way has the periodicity of the lattice D m 
internal space, which is nothing else but the dual of the modulation Z-module 
O" embedded as d-dimensional lattice in the internal space The Σ-lattice 
periodicity of the embedded atomiL positions (8) can be made explicit in a simi­
lar way 
Γ(η,Ι,τ) = (Γ(η,Ι,τ),τ) 
= (г(0,1,т + Дп-Ь)д+Дп-Ь) + (η,-Δη+Ь), (16) 
the last term being as in (13) Note that a value T=constant defines a set of 
atomic positions in a three-dimensional hyperplanc Identifying the latter with 
the positional space yields a modulated crystal In general different sections 
T=constant lead to different modulated crystals A given crystal defines an 
equivalence relation amongst the τ s 
5.2 Electromagnetic wave propagation modes 
We want to study the propagation of electromagnetic waves through displa-
cively modulated crystals from a group theoretical point of view within the same 
physical model of chapter 4, so again it is understood that we have induced os­
cillating point dipoles located at the atomic sites, each dipole being excited by 
the local field due to all the other dipoles We consider the x-dependent atomic 
positions (7) for a given fixed crystal structure Then, for each 1, the set of all 
atomic positions is given by 
г(п,1,Ті-Дп+Ь), any пеЛ, beD (17) 
The t) take into account the initial value of the modulation wave for the I'th 
atom in the unit cell of Λ Note that {τ,-Δπ-1-b} is precisely the set of 
equivalent i's mentioned above One recognises in (17) the lattice translational 
symmetry Σ, which could be formulated for the modulated crystal in terms of 
the initial values without embedding This fact should help the reader in the 
physics of the phenomena described in this section, which takes place in the po­
sition space, but nevertheless reflects the invariance described above 
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It is however more convenient to take into account the Euclidean nature of 
shifts τ of the modulation waves as a whole (rigidly for all atoms involved), 
these i's being considered as elements of the internal space V,, as explained in 
the previous section The l-dependenl initial phases q, t | then can be supposed 
to be included in the corresponding Fourier coefficients f|(q) in (6), so that fi­
nally the modulated crystal has atomic positions as in (7) The lattice transla-
tional invariance then takes the form 
def 
(п ' ,-ДпЧЬ) r(n,l,x) = r(n-l-n',l,t-An'+b) 
= r(n",l,x") (18) 
for all T" equivalent to τ (i e describing the same modulated crystal) 
From the assumption that the particular dipole at г(п\Г,т) is linearly related 
to the local field caused by all the other dipoles one obtains the equation 
ρ(η',Ι',χ) = αίη',Γ,χ) Σ'Ψ(ηΤ,ηΙ,χ) p(n,l,x) (19) 
In 
where α(η',Γ,χ) is the electronic polarisabihty of the atom at г(п',Г,х) and the 
tensor field Ψ is given by (O=Ü)/C) 
ш x-r(n 1 x) 
4»(η'Γ,η1,χ) = (VV-IV2)-f 
x - r ( n , l , x ) I / , w ч 
4
 ' '
 J
x=r(n ,Γ,χ) 
(20) 
The prime at the summation sign in (19) indicates that the singular term n=n', 
1=1' is omitted From the lattice translational invariance (18) of the atomic posi­
tions in (20) it follows that for the tensor Ψ 
Ψ(ηΊ',ηΙ,χ) = Ψ(0Γ,(η-η')Ι,χ+ΔιΓ) (21) 
Another useful property of Ψ following directly from its definition is 
Ψ(ηΊ',ηΙ,χ) = Ψ(-ηΊ,-ηΓ,χ+Δη+Δη') (22) 
Again because of the lattice translation symmetry, the elementary excitations 
have a corresponding Bloch property 
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p(n, l , t )=e , i ( n x ) u(r(n, l , t ) | s ) (23) 
The vector s=(s,sl) is determined up to a vector of the reciprocal lattice Σ" in 
superspace and hence can be chosen in its first Brillouin zone Note that we 
have used a phase factor with argument s (η,τ) instead of s r(n,l,x) (see (33), 
chapter 4) This has been done mainly to get a notation similar to the one used 
in ref 2 In the long wavelength limit where s is small, the difference between 
(23) and (33), chapter 4 is immaterial The vector function u(r|s) has the 
periodicity of the lattice Σ As this function is required at the atom positions 
only, wc can proceed with the following function defined on internal space V, 
def 
u(r(n,l,x)|s) = u(l,T+An|s) (24) 
The function u(l,t |s) has the periodicity of the lattice D in V, Hence it admits 
the discrete Fourier expansion 
u(l,x |s)= 2 «(ld*|s)c ,d τ (25) 
d eD 
Note that the summation is over the sublattice D* of Σ* This reduction from Σ" 
to D* in the case d=0 (no modulation), corresponds to that from Λ* to the iden­
tity, and thus to constant u(l |s), a well-known form of the Bloch-Ansatz for a 
discrete set of atomic positions 
Substitution of (23), with (24), into the equation of motion (19) leads to the 
following equation 
ιι(Γ,τ | s) = α(Γ,τ) 2 ' e " " Ψ(ΟΓ,ηΙ,τ) ιι(1,τ+Δη | s) (26) 
In 
In (26), there has been a relabeling τ + Δ η ' —» τ From this equation one 
derives the equation for the Fourier coefficients 0(10' | s) 
Σ Σ aOM'd, ' ) DO.kd.'cb'ls) u(l2d2*!s) = u(ld' |s) (27) 
l.d, l,d 
In this expression aOl^d'aj") is defined by 
aOM'd,*) = a O . d ' - d j X U , ) (28) 
and a(ld*) is a Fourier coefficient of the polansability α(Ι,τ) in the expansion of 
α like (25), DO^.di'd^ |s) is, for fixed 1- and d'-entnes, a (3x3) matrix defined 
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by (α,β=χ,>,ζ) 
D ^ l . U ^ d : |s) = - U d x e'·" - " ^
 S ' e
l ( s + A d
 »"Ψ,^ΟΙ,,ηΙ,.τ) (29) 
^ ' η 
The integration is over the volume Ω, of one unit cell of D in internal space 
The summation is over all пеЛ, the singular term n=0, 1і = І2 being omitted as 
indicated by the prime Because ol this omission, the matrix D(s) strictly speak­
ing looses its hermiticity, but this hermitiut) can be regained in the long wave­
length limit as well as in the Rontgen case (see appendix and chapter 7 ) 
From (29), one deduces the following property of D(s) 
D ^ U i k d ^ l s + h + A V ) = D ^ I . M d . ' + b ) ( α 2 4 ^ ) | 5 ) (30) 
where h belongs to Λ" and b" to D", so h+A*b* is an element of the Z-module 
ТЯ" In particular, D(s) has the periodicity of the reciprocal lattice Л* 
D(s+h) = D(s) h e Λ' (31) 
Eq (27) can be read as an eigenvalue equation in an infinite dimensional 
vector space 
[a D(s)] u(s) = u(s) (32) 
Solutions of (32) are eigenvectors of α D(s) with an eigenvalue equal to 1 Note 
that only the external component s of the superspace wavevector s appears in 
D(s) Eq (32) is solved by any function of the type 
u(s) = ф(5,)и(8), (33) 
where u(s) is the solution of 
[a D(S)] u(s) = u(S) (34) 
Since the vector s was restricted to the first Bnllouin zone of Σ , its external 
component s lies in the first Bnllouin /one of the three-dimensional lattice Λ 
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5.3 Transformation properties under symmetry operations 
Thus far, we have only used the lattice translational invariance of the modu­
lated crystal in superspace We now investigate the implications for the dynami­
cal equation (34) when the symmetry group is extended to the group of all sym­
metry operations of the embedded modulated crystal The symmetry group of 
the supercrystal, called a superspace group, is a (3+d)-dimensional space group, 
denoted by G
s
 The elements of G
s
 are of the form 
gs = (g,g,)= {R
s
|t} = {(R,R1)|(M,)} (35) 
where g={R|t} and g,= {R||t1} are Euclidean transformations in V and V, 
respectively The transformations g form a three-dimensional space group G 
The g, however do not form a space group in V, A symmetry element of the 
superspace group connects equivalent atomic positions in superspace 
r(n',r,x') = g
s
r(n,l,i) (36) 
This implies the following transformations 
ν(Γ,τ'+Δη') = Rv(l,T+An) (37a) 
n' + r, = R(n + r,) + t (37b) 
x' = R,t + t, (37c) 
It is convenient to define a lattice vector u(l,g)eA bv 
u(l,g) = Rr, + t - r, (38) 
This allows to summarise (37b) and (37c) as 
(η',τ') = R (n,x) + (u(l,g),t,) (39) 
It is sometimes useful to decompose the internal translation vector t, as follows 
t, = b - At + x.iR) (40) 
Here b is a vector of the lattice D in the internal space V,, At is the internal 
translation associated with the external translation t (consisting of a primitive 
and a non-primitive part) and x^R) is the internal part of a non-primitive trans­
lation vector being determined by the rotational part of g
s
 For pure 
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translations i,(R) can be taken identically /его. To express explicitly that the la­
bel 1 is transformed into the label Г by the symmetry operation g
s
=(g;gl) the no­
tation 
g: Г = F(1,R) (41) 
will sometimes be used. The transformation under symmetry operations of a 
tensor quantity defined at the atomic positions is given by: 
(}(Γ,τ'+ΔιΓ) = RQ(l,x+Aii) 
= R Q O . R . - V - y + A R - V - u O . g ) ) , (42) 
where RQ indicates the rotated tensor field. In terms of Fourier components, 
this reads: 
QO'd') = R Q a R r ' d V " 1 (Δ, ,(1·*>+4 (43) 
In deriving this result, use has been made of the following lemma: 
For arbitrary пеЛ and d"eD* one has: 
R-1(A*d*)n = b'(R-là')-n (mod 2π) (44a) 
or equivalently: 
d"-A(Rn) = d*-R,(An) (mod 2л). (44b) 
For a proof, we refer to ref. 1. Next, we investigate the transformation proper­
ties of the elementary excitations (23) under the symmetry operations (36). We 
have: 
ρ'(ηΜ',χ') = Rp(n,l,t) (45) 
which is, using (23): 
e
is' (»' · ι ')„'(ΐ '
ι Χ
'+Δη' | s') = e,s ( η ' τ ) ΚϋΟ,τ+Δη | s). (46) 
Eliminating again the unprimed η and τ and identifying s=(s';s l) with 
R
s
s=(Rs;R1s,) yields: 
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u'(r,T' + AnlR ss) = e- | R ' s ( u ( l g ) , ' ) 
x Ruíl.R-'ft ' + An ' - t -Aud.gí l l s ) (47) 
Substituting the Fourier expansion (25). using lemma (44) onte again, finally 
gives the transformation law for the Fourier components u(ld |s): 
u(rd- |R ss) = Ru(l,Rf 1d"|s)e- , R M u ( l g , , '1e- , d (Au(1«)+, ') (48) 
One now defines matrices r(gs,s) by 
Γ,ψΟ,Μ,Μζ |gs.s) = δΟζ,ρ-Όι,ΚΐΐίΧα,',ΚΓΊΐ,) R,,,, 
x
 g-iR^fud. g)l,)
e
-id (Δυ(Ι gl + i,) , 4 9 . 
Eq. (48) then can be written. 
u
a
(rd* I R
s
s) = 2 Σ Σ r
n
p(l'l,d b I g„s)u|,(lb I s) a,ß=X,y,Z (50) 
β I b 
In component free notation 
u'(R
s
s) = r(g,.s)-u(s). (51) 
The inverse of r(g
s
,s) is given by (assuming real s, disregarding the problem 
mentioned in the appendix): 
I V ( I | M , > > Ig,,!«) = Γρ,,ΟΐΙι,Μ, lg,.s) (52) 
The bar denotes the complex conjugation. Thus, the matrices r(g
s
,s) are uni­
tary with respect to the inner product <v.w> defined by 
<v,w> = Σ Σ Σ „(1Ь )w(1(lb ) (53) 
α I b 
Since u(l2,g) is an element of the lattice Λ, it follows from (49) that r(s) 
remains invariant when a vector heA is added to s = (s,sl) 
r((S+h,Sl)) = r((s;sr)) (54) 
The action of r(g
s
,s) on a matrix Q is (summation over repeated l.l'.a'.ß'.b 
and d*): 
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[r(g
s
,s) Q Γ-Η&^ΙαρΟ,Μι'αζ·) 
= г
а а
 (in.d.'b* I
 Е
„ 5 ) д а ρ (ir.b"d*)r№ ( у .did* I gs,s) 
= Raa % Qa ft (F- l ( l 1 ,R)F- 1 ( l2 ,R) .b , d , )e , ( d - d ) l 
χ e
- i (Rs+A d, ) u(F '(I, R) g)
e
i(Rs + A d,) u(F '0 R) g) /55л 
We will use this result successively for the dynamical matrix D(s) and for the po-
lansability matrix α defined in (28) 
In the case Q=D(s), a rather lengthy, but straightforward calculation shows 
that the r h s of (55) equals the dynamical matrix with s replaced by Rs 
r(g
s
,s)D(s)r-1(g„s) = D(RS) (56) 
We now restrict the symmetry operations g
s
 to the group G
s
(s), with point 
group 1(5(5), leaving the superspace vector s invariant (modulo an element of 
Σ') 
R
s
s = s + h(s,R
s
) h(s,R
s
) e Σ* (57) 
We can distinguish between three situations 
1) The vector s lies entirely within the Bnllouin zone of Σ* 
The vector h(s,R
s
) vanishes identically Consequently we have for the 
external component s Rs=s The matrices r(g
s
,s) commute with the 
dynamical matrix D(s) 
2) The vector s lies on the boundary of the Bnllouin zone of both Σ* and 
Λ*, 1 e we have s=(s,0), with s on the Bnllouin zone of Λ" 
The vector h = (h,0) now is an element of the sublattice Λ* of Σ* We still 
have that the ГЧ commute with D(s), in virtue of relation (31) 
3) Finally, the vector s may he on the boundary of the Bnllouin zone of Σ*, 
but not on the one of Λ* The external component of h = (Ы-Д*Ь",Ь*) 
now is an element of the Z-module 7Sl' According to (30), the matrices 
Г do not commute with D(s), but transform it into the 'shifted' matrix 
D(s+A*b") We can incorporate this shift in the matrices Г by defining 
operators S(R
s
,s) 
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SoßOlMlMi I R..*) = ßafle0l.>2)fi(«ir.«l2"+b·). (58) 
One then has: 
S(R1,s)r(gl,í)D(s)r-I(g,^)S-1(R,.s) = D(s) (59) 
def 
i.e., the dynamical matrix D(s) commutes with Γ' = SF. 
We only mention these cases. In fact, because the internal component of s actu­
ally has been eliminated, cf. eq. (33), we can distinguish only between vectors s 
inside the Brillouin zone of Λ" or on its boundary. This is also apparent from 
(56), which is identical with: 
r(g
s
,S)D(s)-r-4g s >s) = D(RS) g s e G s . (60) 
Consequently, we shall restrict the symmetry operations g
s
 to those having their 
external component g belonging to the space group of s. This group is denoted 
by G
s
(s). I.e. we assume that we have, for g,= {(R,RI) 11}: 
g
s
 e G
s
(s): Rs = s + h(s,R) h(s,R) 6 Λ*. (61) 
When (55) is used for the polarisability matrix α then, because of the delta 
function in (28), the r.h.s. becomes (summation convention): 
o(F-l(li,R),F-1(l2.R))Rea'R|)P'»a'ß'(Ri"1(«>l'-«i2·)) 
χ e
i(d2--d,·) (Au(F-|(l„R),g)+l,)i 
Using the transformation property (43), one obtains: 
[IXfe.sVaT-Hgs.s^pO^A-d;,·) = aO.d j ' -d^ô ,^ 
= a^faùfà). (62) 
The polarisability matrix α thus commutes with r(g
s
,s), reducing the number of 
independent components. Clearly, since α does not depend explicitly on s, we 
can use relation (62) with s=0: 
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r(g,0)ar- 1 (g
s
O) = a (63) 
This relation in general is more restrictive than (62) 
Finally we consider the etfect of complex coniugation From the definition 
of D(s) 
Ο,,,,Ο,Ν d, d : ! s) = Ο,φΟ,Ι, - α , - d , | -s) (64) 
This relation is onlv true when the imaginary part of Ψ in the definition (29) 
gives no contribution to the total summation as is the case in the long wave­
length limit, or in the Rontgen case (see appendix) Property (64) is described 
conveniently by defining an operator Ρ 
Ρ,,ρΟ,Ι, did,) = ò,(|,ò(l, l2)ò(d, -d^K,, (65) 
Here К,, denotes the anti unitary complex conjugate operator Property (64) be­
comes in this notation 
Ρ D(s) Ρ = D(-s) (66) 
If g,," is an element of G
s
 such that for the external rotational part R we have 
R s = - s we can combine (60) and (66), yielding 
Ρ r(g,-,s) D(s) r-'ig,- s) Ρ = D(s) (67) 
This relation may impose conditions on the elements of D(s) not contained in 
(60) 
5.4 Representations 
We now investigate the representation property of r(g
s
,s) In fact, when g,, 
and g
s 2 are two elements of the superspace group G s , one has 
r(g
s 2,R s ] 5)Γ(8 5 „s) = r(g s 2g s „s) (68) 
Proof The left-hand side reads (summation over repeated γ, 1 and b*) 
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r^OiLdiV I gsJ.Rs,is)rïp(ll2,b*d2* I b.j.s) 
= 6(l,F-1(lI,R2))o(l2,F-'(l,R1))ò(b*,R-21d1*)ó(d2',R-11b*)R2iaYR1,Yn 
e - i R , 2 R , ,s (u(\,g2),t, 2 ) e - i R , ,•> (ιι(12,Ε ι),Ι,,) 
- l d ; (Au(l,g2)-H ,) - i b ' (AuOj.g.l+l ,) 
e ,¿ e " 
= ô(F(l2,R1),F-1(l1,R2))ô(R1,1d2,RI721d1*) (R2R1)aß 
e - 1 (R : R,s+A-d 1 - ) (u (F -41„R 2 ) , g 2 ) + R2u(l2,g1)) 
- i fR^R^s .+d , " ) ( l u + R . j l n ) 
= ôilj.F-'ilLRîROJÔidz'.ÎR.jR,,,)-1!!,·) R21.aß 
e - i R s 2 l s (u(l3 ,g2g1),l ,2 ,)e-id," (Äu(l2,g2g,) + l l 2 | ) 
= rap(l1l2,d1"d2|g2g1,s) q.e.d. (69) 
The last steps follow because Rs,2l=^5,2^5,1 >5 the rotation and 
12І = ( 4 2І;*І.2І) = К-2 1 І + 1 2 the translation of the composite transformation g
s
,2gs,i· 
Furthermore, from definition (39): 
u(F-1(li,R2),g2) + R2u(l2,gi) = К г К і ^ + *гЧ + h - rh 
+ к2[гр-Чі,Д2) _ rF(l2,R,)]- ( 7 0 ) 
The second line of this expression can be omitted due to the delta function 
ô(F(l2,R1).F_1(li<R2)) appearing after the second equality sign in (69). What is 
left is just the function u O ^ g ^ ) . This completes the proof of (68). It follows 
from (68) and (54) that the matrices form a representation of the group of ь in 
the cases 1) and 2) mentioned in the preceding section. In case 3), however, (s 
on boundary or Bnllouin zone Σ*, with $,#0) this is no longer true. In this case 
the matrices Г', introduced in that section, with the components explicitly given 
by 
raß(li,Mi"d2*(gs>s) = OOz.F-^ l i . ^e^ .Ri -H ' i i -b ' iRoß 
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e
- i [ s + \ d )u(l ρ) - і (ч+d, ) 1 (71) 
do form a representation of the group of s. as can be verified by a calculation 
similar to (69) 
The representation r(g s) is reducible To obtain the irreducible representa­
tions (irreps) one may proceed as follows First we note that the internal com­
ponent of the wavevector s = (s,sl) appears m a phase lactor only 
r(gs) = e - , R 4 , r ( g s ) (72) 
I his implies that the irreps appearing in r(g s) are the same as those in r(g s) 
However these are the irreps of an ordmarv three-dimensional space group as 
follows Irom the following reasoning- I he internal translations (Ob), where 
beD constitute a subgroup Î, of CJS(S) An element ol ·£, is mapped by r(g s) 
onto the identity 
Г((0,Ь) s) = I (73) 
This is easily verified from (SI), by putting s=(s 0). u(l,g)=0. t,=b and using 
b d =0 (mod 2л) Writing a general clement g
s
6G
s
(s) as g
s
={r 1(0 b)} {R
s
| t}, 
one has that an irrep of G
s
(s) is also an irrep of the factor group G^sJ/S, But 
this factor group is isomorphic with the subgroup G(s) of the basic space group 
G (The subgroup G(s) consists of the elements geG whose rotational elements 
leave s invariant, modulo a vector of the reciprocal lattice Л ) It then follows 
that in the decomposition of r(g 4 s) only irreps appear of the three-dimensional 
space group G(s) and consequently the same holds for r(g
s
,s) 
By analogy of the theory of the classification of the normal modes of lattice 
vibrations, wc proceed by defining for each g
s
eG
s
(s) a matrix T(R,,s) 
T^d.b.d, d2 I Rs,s) = c» « Γ,,ρΟ,Μι d2 | gs,s) (74a) 
Wl t r - 1 / 1 n W i / j " 13 - 1 J Ν Γ. ΐ(5+Δ d | ) (Г, -КГ, ) - l d | t ( R ) /-,«,4 
= ò(l2,F 1(l|.R))ó(d2,Rr ' d ^ R ^ e e (74b) 
The last expression was obtained by substituting (39) and (41) into (50), making 
use of relation (8) and the fact that, by assumption, Rs belongs to the point 
group ol s The T(Rs,s) are completely determined by the rotational part of the 
symmetry operation They constitute a unitary multiplier representation of the 
point group K(s) of s 
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T(R
s 2,s)T(R s „s) = e " ( l ^ Γ( 6 2 , 5 )Γ( 8 ι , 5 ) 
= e '
s ( t +
" -
R
^ -
1 ) T ( R
s 2 R s l , s ) 
- « ^ ^ " τ ί ΐ ι , Α , . , ) 
» φ ί ϋ , ^ Κ , , ^ Τ ί Κ , , Κ , , , β ) (75) 
in complete analogy with the result for three-dimensional space groups The 
factor <))(RS τ R s i,s)=exp(i(s-Rs_2's) t|) can differ only from unity for a non-
symmorphic superspace group, and only then when the vector s lies on the 
boundary of the Bnllouin zone of the lattice Σ 
In terms of T(R
s
,s) the transformation of D(s) becomes 
T(R„s) D(s) T-'ÍR,,*) = D(«) Rs e Ks(s) (76) 
Again as with the matrices r(g,s), the internal component of s drops out of this 
equation, so that (76) may also be read with s replaced by s Similarly, we have 
for the polansabihty matrix 
T(Rs,0) α T-'ÍRs.O) = α R s e Ks(0), (77) 
where K,(0)=K
s
, the full point group of G
s 
5.5 Example 
In general, a solution of eq (34) must be obtained by a numerical computa­
tion However, for some highly symmetric situations the solution can be ob­
tained analytically Here we shall work out in some detail an example of such a 
situation and classify the elementary excitations 
We suppose, for simplicity, that the polansabihty of one kind of atom is 
dominant, so that we may drop the index 1 In addition, we assume that we are 
dealing with a scalar polansabihty The lattice type is orthorhombic, with a^ »2 
and a-i coinciding with the х-, y- and z-axes respectively The modulation is as­
sumed to be one-dimensional (d=l), with the modulation wavevector pointing 
along ai The vectors Δ*α*, with d*eD* are given by 
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Δ*«Γ = μς, with integer μ and q = уя^ (78) 
Instead of using the labels d\ we will use the corresponding μ The displace­
ments ν of the modulation are directed along the z-axis as well (longitudinal 
modulation) The phases d' t can be replaced by a real scalar μτ Eq (34) is 
written as 
2:[аО(8)]
и
р( ,ц)ир(и|>) = ии( | Ч ) (79) 
μ|1 
To avoid infinite dimensional quantities like r(g,s) etc, wc shall assume that 
one can introduce a cutoff value μ^  Γ,,^μιμι | g,s) then is a matrix of order 
3(2(10+1) 
The superspace symmetry group G, of this particular structure is denoted by 
the symbol Рттт(ООу), no 48 1 in the classification of ref 3 This group is 
generated by the transformations 
&, = {(m
x
,l)|0}, g
s 2 = {(m v l ) |0} . g s , = {(mz,T) |0}. (80) 
as well as the lattice translations 
a, = (1,0,0,0) a-, = (0,0,1,-γ) 
a, = (0,1,0,0) a 2 = (0,0,0,1) ( i i l ) 
I he external component of the point group thus consists of the elements 
К = {E,m
x
,m
r
m
z
,I,2
x
,2
v
,2
z
} (82) 
E denotes the identity and I is the total inversion To each element R of K. the 
associated internal rotation is represented by a number ε taking either the value 
1 or -1 This number is determined by the condition (see ref 3) 
Rq = eq mod Λ* (83) 
The values of ε arc given below 
R 
ε 
E 
1 
m
x 
1 
m
v 
1 
m
z 
-1 
I 
-1 
2* 
-1 
2
v 
-1 
2Z 
1 
The matrices Γ are 
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Γ«0(μι.μ2ΐ&,.8) = e ' '"Κ,ψ δίμ,.μ,) for R e {E,mx.m4,2¿} (84a) 
= e " " X | ( ό ί μ , . - μ , ) for R e {I . in z .2„2J (84b) 
where a denotes a lattice vector of Λ Suppose the wavevector s is chosen along 
the χ axis I he point group of s is 
K(s) = { E . 2 „ m 4 , m J (85) 
We first determine the independent elements of the dynamical matrix 
Using (60) with g
s
= R
s
= ( m
v
 ε=1), one finds that all xy- and y/ components 
vanish 
Ο „ ( μ
Ι
μ 2 | ί ) = Ο „ ( μ 1 μ , | 8 ) - 0 (86) 
and similar for the yx- and /y-elements Next, the mirror g s = R < ¡ = ( m ¿ , e = - l ) 
yields 
ί\,(μι.μ2ΐ«) = - 1 > , 7 ( - μ | , - μ : | 5 ) (87a) 
D<m(Hl'Hs) = Ο,,,, ί-μ,.-μ,ιβ) (o=x,y,z) (87b) 
Since s is chosen along the x-axis, we have that m
x
s = - s We apply (67) to find 
the additional relations 
Dxz№i.l*2ls) = - 0
Χ 2 ( - μ | , - μ 2 | 5 ) (88a) 
І>гш(Ці^2І8) = ¡ ^ „ ( - μ , , - μ , Ι β ) (a=x.y,z) (88b) 
Together with (87) this implies that D(s) is a real symmetric matrix Also 
0
Χ 2 ( μ , - μ | 3 ) = () (89) 
For instance, when we restrict ourselves to a cutoff value of μ
η
= 1 , which means 
that the indices μ^ μ2 run through the values -1, 0 and 1, the matrix D(s) looks 
like 
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1*2=-1 μ 2 = 0 μ2= + 1 
D(s) 
/ - 34 
b, 
I b4 
\ * \ 
32 
b2 
C2 
34 
зт 
b4 
b, 
CT 
b, 
b4 
d| 
b, 
-b4 
b2 
d2 
b2 
b4 
b, 
d, 
-b4 
b, 
Similar considerations hold for the polansability matrix α One finds the form 
/ Of) 
αϊ 
v 
«() 
«1 
«2 
«0 
«1 
a2 
«1 
Щ) 
«1 
«1 
0(1 
«1 
«1 
0(1 
«1 
a 2 
«1 
«0 
a2 
«1 
«(1 
": 
a, 
a,, 
The matnces Ύ^μχμι I Rs) introduced in (74) form an ordinary represents 
tion of this group (The s-dependcnce disappears in Τ because we consider only 
one atom in the unit cell of the basic structure) The character table of Τ is 
R 
3(2^+1) 2 ^ + 1 1 -1 
Τ can be decomposed into irreps as follows 
Τ = моА,, © (Mo+IJB,, ® Pno+lXAgSBg) (92) 
Here Ag, Au, Bg and Bu are the following one-dimensional irreps with the char­
acter tables 
K9 
R 
\ 
A
u 
B
s 
B,, 
E 
1 
1 
1 
1 
m4 
-1 
-1 
11/ 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
2v 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
Note that for Ц()=0 the irrep A
u
 disappears D(s) can be block diagonahsed by 
using standard projection operator techniques ν E g the operator 
PÍA,) Σ A,,(R)T(R) (93) 
projects out of an arbitrary vector the part that transforms according to A,,, and 
so on In this way, the following symmetry adapted basis ot the representation 
space is obtained 
e,(0) 
«χ(-μ)+6
χ
(μ) 
«:,(-μ)-β
ζ
(μ) 
«Ν(-μ)-6ν(μ) 
в
с 
е7(0) 
<\(-μ)-«ν(μ) 
β ζ ( - μ ) + β
ζ
( μ ) 
в„ 
ε Λ - μ ) + β , ( μ ) 
With respect to this basis, after normalising, D(s) is cast into the block diagonal 
form ( μ 0 = 1 ) 
a i + c i 
гь, 
34 
vTb! 
d, 
V2b4 
34 
y/ib* 
а
з -
с
з 
a,-c, 
B» 
3 , - 0 , 
VTb, 
2Ь4 a4 
d, гЬ, 
2Ьз а і+сз 
в„ 
а2+С2 V2b2 
V 2 b 2 dj 
Likewise, for the matrix α 
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αο
+ α 2 
Via, 
2СІ! 
«ο 
с ц , - ^ 
00-0-2 
Ofl-a j 
"О Vla, 
Oo+Cl·, 
a 0 + a 2 
V2ä, 
Vïâ, 
«о 
The factorisation of the matrices α and D(s) enables to find the solution in 
closed form (for Ho=l). For instance, let us consider the equation for the B
u
-
block: 
Oo + OH V2CX| •d2 + С2 іЬт 
V2b2 d2 
(94) 
where 
(95) 
U() = uy(() | s) 
u, = u y ( - l | s ) + u y ( l | s ) 
a2 = D y y ( - l , - l | S ) 
b2 = D y y (- l , () | s ) 
c2 = D y y ( - l , l | s ) 
d2 = Dy y(0,0|S). 
In the long wavelength limit we can separate the s-dependent terms from D(s), 
just as was done in chapter 4. In lowest order we get, putting k = | s | and 
q = | q | : 
32 
_ 4£ k 2 +q 2 4π 
~ V k ^ q 2 - ^ •· v ЧУ(-І.-І) = v 1 + L y y (-1,-1) + 
b 2 « ^ L y y ( - l , 0 ) 
4π 
C2 ~ TT Lyy(-U) 
k 2 + q 2 - o 2 
(96) 
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1 + L
vy(0 0) + -f-^ 
Here ί
ν ν
(μ1,μ2) is the yy component of the structural (= s-indcpendent part) of 
D(s) (compare with eqs (89)-(91)? chapter 4) In the s-dependent part, we have 
retained only the terms of order ~A(f~l 
Substituting (96) into (94) yields an quadratic equation in s2, which can be 
solved To get an impression of the solution, we consider the limit of a very 
weak modulation amplitude, and put с^, c^, bj and Cj equal to zero 
«0 
yielding the two solutions 
| = 1 - £ + ^ао-а '.-1)) (Uü=0-U'*0) (98b) 
The first solution is recognised as a perturbed solution of the non-modulated 
crystal (Eq (82), chapter 4) The second one is the additional solution 
When the modulation amplitude increases, both solutions get mixed and 
eqs (98a) and (98b) are no longer valid In a similar way one can treat the 
blocks corresponding to Ag, Au and Bg One finds 
Ag one additional solution ~ e7( — 1) — ez(l) 
Au one additional solution = ey(-l) - ey(l) 
Bg one perturbed solution ~ e2(0) 
one additional solution ~ ez(—1) + ez(l) 
Bu one perturbed solution — e^O) 
one additional solution ~ e g ( - l ) + e^l) 
One qualitative feature may be read from (98) In order to have additional solu-
tions, with comparable magnitudes of the wavevector s, the modulation wave-
vector q must be small Both expressions (98) become identical when q=0 
(Since then Ly v(-1,-1) = Lyy(0,0) 
To show that it is really the deviation δ from a superstructure that counts, we 
briefly give the results of the analysis for q = (ІЛ+о)а1* The basic structure 
(δ=0) thus is of order two The decomposition of Τ becomes 
d, ~ 4π V 
— к — + — I (0 0 ) = — 
к
2 _ 0 2
 +
 у
 Ь
» ^ у 
¿г 
d, 
" ι 
"η 
= 
" 1 
uo 
(97) 
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Τ = (2|.4)+1)(AU©BU) © 2(2^+IXA^Bg) (99) 
Let us take A
u
 as an example By means of the projection operator technique 
one finds the following basis for the dimensional subspace transformation ac­
cording to A
u
· 
1) e,(l, 0) - e,(2,0) 
2) β%(1,-μ) - βν(2,μ) (μ=1,..,μ0) 
3) β>(2,-μ) - ε,(Ι,μ) (μ=1, ,μ«) 
The labels 1 and 2 refer to the two atoms in the unit cell of the basic structure. 
Taking μ<)=1, a solution of the dynamical equations transforming according to 
A
u
 is a linear combination of these three basis vectors (not any linear combina­
tion· only that one having an eigenvalue equal to unity). Now from the 
equivalence of the atoms 1 and 2, the basis vectors 2) and 3) must have an equal 
weight in this linear combination On the other hand, the admixture of basis 
vector 1) must be approximalely zero, since it corresponds to atoms 1 and 2 hav­
ing opposite orientation of the induced dipole vector, which is incompatible with 
the long wavelength behaviour of the fields we are looking for. Hence we expect 
that 
e
v
( l = U = - l ) + ^(1 = 2.μ=-1) - β
ν
(1=1.μ=1) - β%(1=2,μ=1) (100) 
is the vector having an eigenvalue equal to unity for an appropriate value of s 
Indeed, this is what is actually found numerical. Eq. (93) chapter 4 
A. Appendix: Hermiticity of the dynamical matrix 
The matrix D(s) as defined by (29) has one serious drawback: It is not hermi-
tian Since the medium wc want to describe is sclfexciting, of infinite extension, 
we can allow for real wavevectors s only. However, as we shall sec shortly, D(s) 
differs from a hermitian matrix by a purely imaginary diagonal one. This is a 
great handicap in studying the transformation properties We note that this is 
not a consequency of the modulation, for normal crystals the same problem ar­
ises. 
The situation is different for a (semi) bounded crystal. Here one can allow 
for an imaginary component of the wavevector, describing exponentially damped 
waves associated with dissipative effects 
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Interchanging in (29) the indices 1,, I2 as well as d," and d, >iclds (since D(s) 
is symmetnc in its Cartesian components α and β we need not to consider 
these) 
ООгМгМ,*!«) - - ¿ - Jdxc ' ( d l - d : ) l 2 ' e ' ( s + A d ' ) ^ (0 l 2 , n l 1 , x ) (A 1) 
" η 
Using (22), changing the summation variable η into - n as well as in each term 
of the summation a change of the integration variable τ into τ+Δπ yields 
DOzMidfl«) = -^-Jdxe-' ( d - d | , τ 2 ' e " l ( s + A d 0 "ΨίΟΙ,,ηΙ,,τ) (A 2) 
This is not equal to the complex conjugate ot (29) because, due to retardation, 
Ψ is complex We write 
Ψ = 4 " + іЧ" (A 3) 
The part of D(s) associated with ΨΓ clearly is hermitian We now show that the 
other part, connected with Ψ' and called D', is diagonal and purely imaginary 
D1 contains the lattice summation 
./ .хллі. -ι sinfalx—Γίη,Ι-,,τ) ' 
y ' e l ( < + u d ) n ( V V - I V 2 ) -
 / ; ; / 
t\ Іх-г(п,12,т)| 
(A4) 
х=г(0,11д) 
When \\Ф\г, the restriction on the summation can be dropped I he function 
.^ 4.л л \.. sin(olx-r(n,b,i) I 
φ
 = Σ е
.(5 +д do „ ' *' л ( A s) 
„Тл !x-r(n,l 2,x)| 
can be transformed by means of Parseval's theorem into 
Φ = Jd 3h FT{2c , ( s + A d=) "ô(R-r(n,l2,T))}(h) FT{ s l n ( q R ) }(h) (A 6) 
η
 R 
The first Fourier transform, denoted by I, is a sum of delta functions in recipro­
cal space It has the form 
1
 = Σ Σ OiM'^Wh-k-A'd'-A'd,"-s) (A 7) 
d eD кбЛ 
The other Fourier transform, denoted by II equals 
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II = -=- -t fdr sin(hr)sin(ar) = - ^ - ô ( h - o ) (A 8) 
VÎT h η h 
Combining eqs (A 6), (A 7) and (A 8) we conclude that Φ vanishes almost 
everywhere 
Φ = 0 provided that | s + x | Φ a, x=k+d*+d2 e TR" (A 9) 
Consequently, the same holds for D' On the other hand, when 1і=І2, the singu­
lar term has to be removed from Φ We then get for D' 
DipaiM.'dz") = -loObl^^-JdTe"" ""'"ίπτ. (Э
а
д^-О
а
^)^^ 
= -і^аЧ^І^гЩЛ^йІ) (А 10) 
That is, D' is a purely imaginary, diagonal matrix, as had to be shown 
The presence of the imaginary part on the diagonal of D(s) is not compatible 
with the existence of a solution of the dynamical equation (34) with a real vector 
s I his is because when u(s) is an eigenvector of the hermitian matrix Dr(s) with 
eigenvalue 1, then u(s) is also an eigenvector of D(s) but with an eigenvalue 
equal to 1-ι(2/3)σ\ implying that (34) does not have a solution for real wave-
vector s 
This problem is avoided by assuming that the magnitude of this imaginary 
part on the diagonal is negligible compared to the magnitude of the real part 
This can be justified for optical frequencies (long wavelength limit (σ—>0) In 
the Rontgen regime, the procedure is different, and in fact not completely satis­
factory One first expressed D(s) as an expansion in reciprocal space (chapters 4 
and 7), after which a few dominant dominant terms are kept only The ima­
ginary part on the diagonal thus is silently removed this way The resulting ma­
trix then also is hermitian 
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CHAPTER 6 
The semi-infinite crystal 
6.1 Introduction 
The use of the infinite crystal to describe the propagation of the electro­
magnetic fields in a finite crystal is formally justified by the so-called Fwald 
Osccn extinction theorem One way to state this theorem is that at any point in 
the interior of a bounded crystal (medium), the incident wave, phase velocity c, 
is extinguished by interference with part of the induced dipole field, namely that 
part of the dipole field that consists of waves having also a phase velocity с 
The remainder of the induced dipole field then has exactly the same form as the 
field of the infinite crystal discussed before So, due to the extinction of the in­
cident wave by the presence of the crystal boundary, the dynamical problem for 
a dipole in the interior of a bounded crystal and a dipole in a infinite crystal is 
identical 
The extinction theorem was first established by Ewald in his thesis 
(München, 1912) for simple orthorhombic crystals Some years later (1915), 
Oseen treated the case of isotropic media A proof of the latter case can also 
be found in the book of Born and Wolf1 General forms of the extinction 
theorem were given by Sein23 (1970,1975) and De Goede and Ma/ur4 (1972) 
Clearly, there is an intimate connection between the extinction theorem and the 
existence of boundary conditions for the electromagnetic fields Indeed, for ex-
ample, one can derive from the extinction theorem the laws reflection and re-
fraction For a homogeneous medium this is treated e g in ref 1, for a 
orthorhombic crystal this has been showed by Ewald5 
In this chapter we shall treat the semi-infinite displacively modulated crystal 
which is bounded by a plane (h,k,l), with h,k,l integers First we shall derive 
the total field, at an arbitrary point x, as this arises from the oscillating dipoles 
filling the half space This will be the major part of this chapter Next we shall 
investigate how in this situation extinction comes about We shall work with a 
orthorhombic basic structure This is not an essential ingredient, but it facili-
tates the calculation (and hence the notation) considerably 
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6.2 Description of the system; preliminaries 
The oscillating dipoles are located at the positions 
гОіДд) = η + г, + ν(1,τ+Δη) (1) 
The notation is the same as in the previous chapters To express that the di­
poles belong to a semi-infinite crystal, the vectors neA in (1) satisfy the condi­
tion 
h η St 0 or hjn! + ЬгПг + ЬзПз ^ 0 (2) 
The vector h determines the boundary plane of the semi-infinite crystal In 
principle, we should make a distinction between two kinds of boundary planes, 
the difference between these becoming manifest when h is expressed with 
respect to the basis {aj*, ,a3+d}, ι e when h is written as 
h = (h„ ,h3+d)eOT· (3) 
with integers Κμ <Ж' is the Z-module of the modulated crystal For a main 
plane, we have that h3+ J=0, j = l, ,d and the (hj,!^,!^) arc usually small in­
tegers On the other hand, a satellite plane has at least one Ьз+.^0 In such a 
case we shall approximate h by three integers (1І),1І2,ІІЗ), but now they can be­
came very large So strictly speaking, we only consider main planes It is agreed 
that it is desirable to work directly with the Z-module vector (1), but at this mo­
ment we don't see a proper way how this can be done We thus write in all 
cases 
h = (Ь^Ьг.Ьз) integer h, (4) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that Ьз>0 
The total Hertz potential of the semi-infinite crystal is 
[p(n,l,i)]
ret 
Π(χ,τ) = Σ Σ 
ι {„) |х-г(п,1,т)| 
2 2 u ( l d ' | s )Z | (x ,x l s+A"d") (5) 
1 d 
with 
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ισ'χ-τίη,Ι,τ) . „ 
Ζ,(χ,τ | s+A'd') =
 Σ
 ί———^
 d
 > η . (6) 
( η ) |х-г(п,1,т)| 
We have made use of the Ansatz (25), chapter 4. The curly brackets indicate 
that the η satisfy condition (2). Because of this condition, the transformation of 
the summation in (6) to an equivalent one in reciprocal space is considerably 
more complicated than in the case of the infinite crystal. Nevertheless, it can be 
done, again making use of the Fourier transform 
V - à/ farA (0 < -*'> < f ) 
,
 x
 ±i).iRi ±i\2R, ±ЛэКз 
- ¿ Ш х?+W-o»
 d M M
^
 (7) 
Неге λ is а real vector with Cartesian components (±Х],±Х2,±Хз), where it is 
understood that the plus and minus signs can be chosen independently. The in­
tegrations over λ1,λ2 and Хз can be shifted from the real axis provided that the 
denominator of the integrand does not vanish. 
Substitution of (7) into (6) yields for the total Hertz potential: 
П(х,т) = Σ Σ "(W I s)e ,b' Т - Ц -ƒ - f í ^ - c f t (8) 
1 b ,d 2. i
2 J
 λ
2
-σ
2 
with 
β(λ) =
 Σ 6 ^ Δ ν ^ ) „ β ± λ ( χ - Γ 1 ) Α ( ) . α . ( ¥ λ > 1 ) ι ( 9 ) 
{η} 
The function А
ь
-(а,1) is a Fourier coefficient of the exponential of the modula­
tion amplitude function v(l,x) (compare (17), chapter 4): 
е
.в (і,х)
= Σ
 A ^ D e ' " · * (10) 
b'eD' 
with the inverse transformation: 
Ab-(a,l) = ^-Jdxe-' b"V' v( , '4 (11) 
The integration being over one unit cell, with volume Ω| of the lattice D in the 
internal space Vj. It is understood in expression (9) that the plus and minus 
signs are chosen in such a way that the given sum converges. We return to this 
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point in a moment 
To simplify the notation wc make the following replacements in (9) 
Χ-Γ| —» X 
S + A V - > S (12) 
Ab_d(+X.I)-»A(4:X) 
We are left with the calculation of sums of the type 
β = 5:e , < , s X )V*'A(+X) (13) 
(n) 
In order to satisfy condition (2) we can, for example, let n^ and П2 run through 
all (positive and negative) integers, selecting for each n1,n2 couple the integers 
П3 such that 
n 1 ^ [ - ( h 1 n 1 + h 2 n 2 ) / h 3 ] + (14) 
The expression [r]+ stands for the smallest integer larger than or equal to the ra­
tional number r Accordingly, the summation over the restricted η can be per­
formed in the order 
Σ - Σ Σ Σ (is) 
(η) η,^-χ г ь = - * пі=[-(Ь|П]+Н:пОАіі]" 
A final preparation is to factorise the function Α(λ) into products containing a 
single component λ. Since 
6 ' λ v(x) _ е Л 1 а І І ( і ) е А ! а , ,(х)еіХэаз э(т) , ^ , 
one can introduce functions Ab-(X1) etc , for each factor on the right-hand side 
It follows that Ab-(X) can be expanded as 
Аь(М= Σ Ьл№А*№)*ъ--
л
;-
л
,<Ь) (17) 
d, dj· 
Again for the sake of brevity, we will drop the irrelevant (for the summation 
over the n,) attributes and simply write at intermediate stages of the derivation 
Α(λ) = Α1(Ιϊ)Α2(λ2)Α3(\ί), (18) 
implicitly assuming a summation over the appropnate indices. 
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After all these preparations, the expression (9) is written as 
© = ^ ' ^ ^ ' " ' А ^ + Х О е ^ Л Σ6 , ( 5 2 ¥ λ 2 ) 3 2 η ! Α 2 (+λ 2 ) 6 ± ι λ ΐ Χ 2 
η, n2 
χ 2 е ,(55: ! :Х5)а'п'Аз(+Хз)е±1АзХі (19) 
п^НН^+ЬаИ/Ьз]* 
The last line is a simple geometric progression Choosing the lower line of the 
plus'mmus signs, this series converges provided that 
Imisj+Xj) > 0 (20) 
ι e in the complex plane, we can let λ^ move along a line parallel to the real 
axis but above the complex number S3 
The Пз-serics gives thus the factor 
ι^,+λ^,ΗΙι,η,+Ιι,η^/Ιν,]-
г-пг; Aз(λз)e,>·,x, (21) 
To perform the summation over nj and П2 in (19), it is necessary to know 
something about the number [-(Ь^+Ьг^Э/Ьз]"1" It is at this point that we ex­
plicitly exploit the fact that hi, Ьг and Ьз are integers 
For each ni and П2 we can introduce integers (NI,JI) and (N2,J2) such that 
n i = M i - Ji Ji=0,l, .hj-l 
n2 = h 3 N 2 - ] 2 ]2=0,1, ,Ьз-1 (22) 
that is, Пі and n2 are written as a h3-fold and a remainder Hence 
[-(hini+h 2n 2)/h 3]+ = - hiNi - h2N2 + [(hi Ji+h2 j 2)/h3]+ (23) 
The single summation over ni then can be replaced by a double summation over 
(NI.J)) Similarly, one replaces П2 by (N 2 ,J 2 ) The summations over N! and N 2 
can be performed After substituting (23) in (21), and using this expression in 
(19), one needs to evaluate expressions of the form 
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«J(X,x,s,a)= Σ ε ' ^ ' - ^ Α / ί λ ^ " · " j = l,2 
N = 0 N = 1 
. ,,
 ч
 -ιλχ . , , , ibi - |(S-À).1 
= A^je Α
ί
(-λ)ε e 
1 _ e i ( s + ) . ) j i . e " 1 ! · · - ' · ) · 1 
A /^  ч - ι λ χ , - і л а - i s a . . , , ч ι λ χ . і>.а - і я а л 
1 А;()>)с (с - с ) - А^-\)с (e - e ) 
2 cos(Xa) - cos(sa) (24) 
Note that this expression is odd in the variable λ. In going from the first to the 
second line we have made a definite choice of the plus/minus signs in front of 
the λ. Absolute convergence of the total series is obtained when: 
Im(s+>.) > 0 (first series) 
Im(s-X) < 0 (second scries). (25) 
Both conditions are satisfied when, in the complex plane, λ is taken with a posi­
tive imaginary part greater than the imaginary part of s. In terms of the quan­
tity 6. just introduced, expression (19) for 6 becomes: 
_ Аз(Хі)е -i(5,+X,)a,[(h,j, + hj,yh,]· -is,*,!, -KjHjj, 
и
 - . ,(s,+x,)a, ^ ^ e ее i - e
 Ji J : 
x е,(Х1,х1+]1а,,51-С1($з+Хз),Ьза1)о2(Х2,х2+]2а2,82-|2(5з+Хз),Ьза2). (26) 
The summations over ^ and j 2 both run from 0 to Ьз-1. The numbers | ] and 
§2 are defined by: 
h.a., 
% = ^ i=l,2. (27) 
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» 
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-λ 
.ί(·*¥" 
Figure 6.1. Path of integration and poles (29) in the complex \-plane 
-ACT 
о о о 
0
λ ™ 
Figure 6.2. Path of integration in the complex Xyplane, with the poles (39) and the 
numbers v^ (51) and (49) 
6.3 Integration over λ| and Xg 
The next step is, according to (8), to perform the integration 
¿ЯІ^^ ^ (28) 
The λ, run parallel to the real axis, subject to the conditions imposed by (20) 
and (25) First, the integrations over λ] and X^ w l " be carried out We shall 
look for the poles and residues of the function ΰ^λ,χ^,Β), j=l,2, making the 
appropriate substitutions for (26) afterwards 
From (24), the poles of Wj are given by 
λ = ± ( ь + — m) integer m (29) 
These poles are situated on two straight lines, parallel to the real axis and below 
the path of integration The path of integration can be closed along the path 
(—λ), encircling the lines of poles (29) (see fig 6 1) Because the function 
Ο^λ,χ,β,α) is odd in λ, this introduces a factor x/i A factor - 1 will enter be­
cause of the negative orientation of this integration curve Furthermore, one 
can always choose the imaginary part of о large enough such that the poles in­
troduced by the zero's of the denominator of the integrand in (28) he above the 
λ and hence are not enclosed by the path of integration 
The residue of Ο^Χ,Χ^,Β) in the poles (29) is easily foundt from (24) 
— 
Res(e„X=±(s+^-m) = -!-A,(-(s+^-m))e"'S+a m j = l,2 (30) 
' a a
 J
 a 
In this way, using (30) with the appropriate replacements in the arguments of 
öj , we obtain as an intermediate result after the λ! and λ^ integration. 
t The residue of a function f(x)=g(x)/h(x) in the first order pole x = a is equal 
to Res(f,a)=g(a)/h'(a) 
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-^т ί ί ί ^ — ^ Ц — r d λ . d λ 2 d λ , = — у у ί^—, г*—;—τ 
З т і т : ( ^ з ) А ( - Х
т | , - Х т , , Х з ) ,μ.,,, χ|+λα1 χ,-λ,χ,) 
><
 j.gK^+X,)«, e " W 
In (31) use has been made of (18) in reverse order. The function £ is defined 
by: 
τ Π ϊ - ! V V „'(^+^1)a>{|(h|j,th,|,)/h,]--(h,j l + h;j,)/h,} 
"Ч Ji l· 
X
 c2.-4(ni,J, + mj,Vh, ( 3 2 ) 
whereas the X
m|1 Xmi stand for 
4 = S J + τ 1 " 1 ) - ^ + ^ ) J^ 1 · 2 · (33) 
Note that they still contain the λν 
The integration over Xj can also be carried out by means of contour integra­
tion, but the integrand is much more complicated. In particular the function S 
defined in (32) seems to be a rather obscure function. For this reason we shall 
digress a moment to get a feeling of the character of $. 
6.4 The function J 
The most important property of £ for our purposes is that it has no finite 
poles. (Hence there must be a singularity at infinity, or ξ is a constant). To see 
this, we note that the number in the curly brackets in (32), 
с ( Ш = [(Ьш+ЬгЫ/ЬзГ - (hiJ,+h2J2Vh3 (34) 
is always a positive number less then one: 
0 « coito) < 1- (35) 
Hence: 
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I W * 3 ) I ^ΖϊΣΣ |e i a ' ( s ' + w "^e 2 , l | ( m ' J ' + m ^^ (36) 
"з j , л 
Writing λ' = аз(5з+Хз), it follows: 
iSm-nMl * Г2 Σ Σ e- I m ( X ' ) c ( )"b). (37) 
" Э j , J : 
There is always a number с, 0<c<l such that: 
|5W*3)I ^ e - I m ^ c . (38) 
This implies that there docs not exist a finite complex number λο such that £ 
diverges as λ' approaches XQ. Hence 5 has no finite poles. 
Special cases are: 
a) Ь з = 1 - > 5 т | т 2 ( Х з ) = 1 (constant). 
b) h1 = l , h 2 = 0 , hj^O. 
h2=0 implies that $=0, unless ¡nj is a multiple of hy. Assuming this is the 
case, then h ^ l implies 
j 2_
е
і(*.'-2лт,) 
Sm.mjfo) = - ¡ ^
 1_el() l '-2nm l)/h,· 
c) Х'=(5з+Хз)аз = 2ліпз with гпз an integer. 
<Ç (λ ) = — V
 e
2 3 t l ( m i _ m 3 h ' ) ) " ' h ' y ^'(πΐΐ-ηι,Ιΐΐ)]^!, 
h3 J l =o j2=o 
1 (mj—тзЬ1),(т2-тзЬ2) multiples of hj 
0 otherwise. 
6.5 Integration over Xy. poles and residues 
For the integration over λ3 in (31), there are two categories of poles. The 
first category consists of the poles determined by: 
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(ь1+Хз)а1 = 2π х integer - λ3 = Xmi = - ($,+ ^ m,) (39) 
a i 
and where гпз is an integer These poles are situated on a line parallel to the 
real axis 1 he path of integration is above this line (fig 6 2) (because of condi­
tion (20)) Note that this is precisely case c) discussed in the preceding para­
graph The residue of the integrand of (31) in the poles (39) is readily found to 
be 
, Μ-Κ,-h-K) ιλ,,χ, lXkX ιλ,,χ, 
e с e (40) a ,
 λ
,2
ι + λ,2+ λ,2-„2 
with 
h, = si + —(ki-MO/hi 
2
a i 
Xk, = s2 + — ( k a - k - ^ y i n (41) 
> = sj + ^ k , 
a 1 
But, from case c) of the previous paragraph, both (к]—кз^) and fa-kfo) 
necessarily are multiples of Ьз Instead of (41), we can write 
K, - s, + k, (] = 1,2,3) (42) 
where kj now means the components of a vector к of the reciprocal lattice Л" 
The residue (40) becomes 
ι A(-(s+k)) i(
s
+k)x ,.-. 
аз ( S + k ) 2 - a 2 V ' 
From (43), it may be anticipated that the contribution of the poles (39) to the 
integral is associated with just that part of the potential (8) that corresponds to 
the field of the infinite crystal 
The second category of poles is determined by 
λέ, + ^, + tí - °2 = « (44) 
Substituting (33) for Xm¡, Xm2 gives 
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(5,-1,53+ — m , - ^ ) 2 + (s2-Ç2S3+f^m2-i2X3)2 + λ | - σ2 = Ο (45) 
a, a2 
We introduce two vectors by giving their components with respect to the basis of 
units vectors {а^а^аз} 
. ,2л 2л „, 
k i 2 = ( — > — > 0 ) a, a2 
ξ = (І1.І2 1) (46) 
The components ξ, and ξ2 are given by (28) The vector ξ is related to the sur­
face normal h according to 
I = ¿ h/hj, (47) 
so ξ is also a vector normal to the crystal boundary Its norm is given by 
ξ = (1+ξ?+ξ?)'Λ S* 1 (48) 
The unit vector along ξ will be indicated by ξ 
With these newly defined quantities, the solution of (44) is found to be 
Хз =
 λ ± = - s 3 + i f (s+k12/h3) ± | { ( o 2 - ( s + k 1 2 / h 3 ^ } w (49) 
The subscript//indicates the projection on the crystal boundary For instance 
^ = 5 - i ( t s ) etc (50) 
In (49), it is understood that for the square root 
def 
vu = {o2-(s+k12/h3}?}* (51) 
the branch with positive imaginary part is chosen 
It follows at once from (51) that in the limit of vanishing imaginary parts of σ 
and s, the quantity ν 1 2 is either real or (positive) imaginary Allowing for small 
imaginary components of σ and s, the complex numbers v,2 he on the dotted 
curve in fig 6 2 (See appendix) 
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crystal boundary 
E * 
Figure 6.3. Construction of a boundary wavevector from a vector s. The latter is drawn 
such that it has its starting point at the point С on the dispersion surface, ending at the ori­
gin O. The circle drawn around С has a radius σ The boundary wave vector α is deter­
mined by its length a (cf (57)) and its tangential component, which must be identical with 
that of s (cf (56)). Hence the boundary wavevectors associated with s are CB and CD, the 
latter corresponding lo a wave propagating in the outward direction. 
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The residue of the integrand of (31) in a pole λ± is given by 
iS(^*)A(-X
m
 ,-λ,,, ,λ±) ,χ χ ,χ χ -,χ Χ ι 
• e e e (52) 2 ν
ΐ2 l - e ' ( s + > ) а з 
From (49) and (51), the argument of the exponential in the denominator can be 
written in the form 
(53+λ±)33 = doft (5+к12/Ьз) ± v12} (53) 
where dg is the length 
"•-T-W <54) 
Substituting λ^=λ± into Xm¡ and Xm , (33), the χ dependent exponentials in (52) 
can be rewritten as the single exponential 
^ ( λ , , , Χ ΐ + λ , η ^ - λ * 0 _
 e
10,2(s)X /jg-, 
with the wavevector σ defined by 
def 
a12(s) = (s+k 1 2/h3> /±v 1 2i (56) 
The norm of this vector is always equal to σ 
o?2(s) = (s+k12/h3>? + (v12)2 = o2 (57) 
as follows from (51) The o ^ s ) will be called boundary wavevectors Thus, 
waves with a boundary wavevector have a phase velocity с Geometrically, a 
boundary wavevector a is constructed from a vector s as indicated in fig 6 3 
The same vector o ^ s ) enters m the argument of the function A in (52) 
I his can be seen from its integral representation (11) 
• , ·, ι ι \ 1 f . - i b t -•(λπΛι№+λ
η
, 7 ν*(τ)-λ з(т)) 
Ab(^
m
, , -X
m
 ,λ±) = - ^ J d x e e 
Ω 
Ω 
- J d x e"'b V' 0 l 2 ( s ) V<T) 
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= Ab (-σ 1 2(.)), (58) 
following the same steps as those leading to (48) 
The residue in the poles λ±, eq (52), now is written as 
1 
2v12 
Ж^)А(-а 1 2( 5 )) е, 0 р ( ч ) х 
l-e , k 
Summarising this paragraph, we have found for the integration over ^ the 
relevant poles 
1) poles at Xj = X
mi (39), Residue given by (43) 
2) poles at λ3 = λ_ (49"), Residue given by (59") 
3) poles at Xj = λ+ (49+>, Residue given by (59+> 
(49±) and (59*) obviously refer to (49) and (59) with the appropriate choice of 
the plus/minus sign Figure 6 2 gives a sketch of the situation 
6.6 Integration over Xy. closing the path of integration 
Suppose the integration over λ-j is carried out along a closed semi-circle with 
radius R in the upper half-plane The included poles are the λ+ We demand 
that the contribution of the semi-circle vanishes as its radius R tends to infinity 
So we have to look at the behaviour of the integrand at infinity 
Using again the integral representation (cf (58), first line) of the function 
A(-X
mi,—Хтг,Хз), we can write down the relevant X3-dependent part of the in­
tegrand of (31) This is the factor 
g'cOi tíaAjgii v№>4 1 gil »λ, .gQs 
1 _ e i ( s , + > . , ) a j *• ' 
The first exponential comes from the function $, the second one originates from 
the integral representation of A 
Expression (60) vanishes at infinity when 
І χ + І v(x) + с(]
Ы 2)аз < 0 (61) 
The second and the third term of this expression arc numbers of the order of 
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the interdtomic distances So, when χ is considered on a macroscopic scale, the 
contour can be closed in the upper half-plane when 
І χ < 0 (62) 
ι e when χ is outside the crystal The value of the integral (31) in the outer 
space becomes 
Exterior 
•ΤτίτΤ-Ί^ = — Σ Σ (2πι) x (59+) 2n2J λ2-σ2 a,a2 щт2 
_ 2т 
a l a 2 
A similar reasoning gives as the condition for closing the path of integration in 
the lower half-plane 
І χ > 0, (64) 
so for χ in the interior of the crystsl One now has to take into account the 
poles λ
Πΐ3 and λ_ Because the orientation of the contour is negative, an addi­
tional factor (-1) enters One obtains 
Interior 
-Ц- Γ τ ^ τ ^ λ = — 2 - 2 (2π.) x (43) - - i - Σ Σ(2πι) x (59") 
= 2^:У к >' ( 5 + к ) ' + ( 6 3 " ) ( б 5 ) 
кбЛ- (*+кУ-</ 
Неге (63~^ means the same expression as (63), but in o ^ s ) - see (56) - one 
should take the branch with the minus sign 
The first term on the right-hand side of (65) is immediately identified as the 
corresponding expression of the infinite crystal (see for instance the appendix of 
chapter 4) It represents a number of plane waves, called interior waves, each 
propagating with its own phase velocity The second term also can be seen as a 
superposition of plane waves All these waves propagate with a phase velocity 
equal to с These waves are called boundary waves To each boundary wave, 
with wavevector 0(2(5), there is associated an interior wave with wavevector 
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do 
а
з 
_,
 Σ
 5(MA(-Oi2(s))
 с
,
Д |, (, ) x 
m. m, 1—e id„(Ì (s+k./hO+vij 
(63) 
s+k|2Ai3 having the same tangential (with respect to the crystal surface) com­
ponents Going to the limit of real quantities а—ш/с and <^, these waves arc ei­
ther exponentially damped (v^ imaginary) or they represent homogeneous plane 
waves (VJ2 real) 
We now proceed by discussing the fields for optical frequencies 
6.7 Optical limit 
As already indicated at the end of the previous paragraph, the nature of the 
boundary waves (exponentially damped or undamped) is determined by the na­
ture of v^ (real or imaginary), or equivalently by that of (v^) 2 (positive or 
negative) To discuss this, we first have to replace the components of s by those 
of s+A'to", in accordance with (10) So (v^) 2 actually reads 
(Vl2)2 = σ2 _ ( і+д + к ^ з ) ? (66) 
and it is understood that we have passed to real quantities in this expression 
Requiring (66) be positive, σ2, being a small positive number for optical fre­
quencies, must exceed the second term of the right-hand (Strictly speaking, we 
should first multiply (66) with the square of a typical interatomic length scale, to 
obtain dimensionless numbers, but this is irrelevant for the discussion) We first 
use this to simplify the function 5 
According to its definition (51), with again s replaced by s+A'b", 3(λ±) con­
tains the factor 
e
id„(i (s+Δ b +к,зЛі,)± , )c(j, jj) , 6 7 ч 
We now replace this factor by unity, since the argument of the exponential is, 
by assumption small in the optical limit (We do not discuss pathological cases 
where the vector в+Д + к ^ /Ііз has a small component along the surface, but 
a large one perpendicular to it) So in the long wavelength limit we may put 
Ы-І hi- l 
h i j,=o j =0 
1 т ^ т г multiples of h·) 
0 otherwise ( 6 8 ) 
So we can divide the factor )л
ъ
 out of the vector k^ The newly obtained 
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vectors will also be called k^ In the optical limit we thus have 
(vn)2 = σ2 - (s+AV+k 1 2>? (69) 
As in chapter 4, it is convenient to use a description relative to a nearby com­
mensurate superstructure (of low order) and write (one-dimensional modula­
tion) Δ*ΐΓ=μδ The right-hand side of (69) then can only be positive for 
k12=0 The condition to have an undamped plane wave then is expressed as 
σ
2
 - (s+μδ}? > 0 (70) 
If there is no nearby superstructure, δ large, then (70) can be satisfied only 
for μ=0 This means that actually all but two of the boundary waves can pro­
pagate without an exponentially decay, one inside the crystal (with H-VQO) and 
one outside (with -VQQ) We can write 
voo = ( σ 2 - ^ ) * = ( o 2 - s 2 + s 2 ) * 
= (o 2-s 2(l-cos 2e))' / ! = o(l-n 2 sin 2 e2) w 
= OCOSOQ ( n = - ) (71) 
σ 
Here we have introduced the angle θ between s and the surface normal ξ, as 
well as the angle θ 0 between OQO and | (fig 6 3) (Remember that, according to 
(49), aoo(s) and s have the same projection on the crystal surface, so that we 
have nsine=sin9o This however is not Snell's law, because we haven't spoken 
of the incident wave yet') 
It is easy to see how extinction of the incident wave can be achieved in this 
case Suppose D
c
 is the D-field derived from the dipole wave with wavevector 
Ooo(s) by the operation 'rot rot' There still are two independent polarisations 
possible The incident wave field is given by D l n i : Both fields propagate with 
the velocity с To achieve extinction, one puts 
D
c
(x) + Dlnc(x) = 0, χ in crystal (72) 
Thus, apart from a small boundary zone where one has the exponentially 
damped waves, the remaining field in the semi-infinite crystal is identical with 
that of an infinite one, the incident field and the boundary field cancelling each 
other Eq (72) establishes the dynamical situation For a given, but arbitrary 
polarisation of D l n c, this will require two independent polarisations of the 
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crystal boundary ,r 
СГ: 
mc 
Figure 6.4. Normal incidence on a modulated crystal with modulation vector δ parallel to 
the crystal boundary C\, Ci and Cj are intersections of the surface normal | with the 
dispersion surface % has been shifted m the figure for clarity Bj, B2 and Bi are con­
structed as in fig 6 3 Clearly, C|B|, C2B2 and C^Bj are parallel which makes the label j , 
indicating the sheet of the dispersion surface, of the boundary wavevectors superfluous 
Condition (70) is satisfied as long as the projection of the scattered vector 5,+6 on the 
boundary plane actually intersects the circle drawn 
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boundary wave D
c
 and so simultaneouslv two interior waves are excited I he 
wavevector of these interior waves are determined by the intersection of the sur­
face normal with the dispersion surface associated with the infinite crystal (which 
is of the second degree) Indeed, one can derive from (72) the laws of refrac­
tion and reflection of bresncl This deri\ation is identical lo case of non modu­
lated structures, so we shall refer to ref 5 for details 
It may happen that (70) is satisfied not only for μ=0, but also for μ=1,—1 
etc Instead of a single one, we then have a number of boundary waves, each 
being accompanied by an interior wave I he directions of these boundary waves 
in general are different Because of this the problem how to achieve extinction 
of the incident field is much more complicated This problem however, is quite 
analogous to the well known case of x-ray diffraction, where one also deals with 
a multiple beam interference field 
We shall treat the specific case of normal incidence on a modulated crystal, 
with the modulation wavevector q, or here δ, being parallel to the boundary 
plane (fig 6 4)) Condition (70) is supposed to be satisfied for μ=0,±1 One 
may think of the examples treated in the preceding chapters It was found that 
there exist six (two perturbed old ones and four additional new ones) indepen­
dent solutions of the the dynamical equation, corresponding to a dispersion sur­
face of the sixth degree We assume that these six independent solutions are 
known What we don't know is how (i e with which amplitudes) these solutions 
are to be superposed in order to satisfy the boundary condition of extinction In 
the language of this chapter, we thus suppose that expression (10) for Π(χ,τ) is 
a known quantity We may write the part of Π(χ,χ) consisting of the boundary 
waves conveniently write as 
Π ) = 2 Π ) ( μ ) β , σ ' χ j=l,2, ,6 (73) 
μ 
dropping all the irrelevant labels The index j indicates the sheet of the disper­
sion surface of which the vector s in (10) is situated The summation μ variable 
replaces the vector b* in (10) μ takes the values 0,±1 The boundary wave-
vector is now denoted as σμ This vector does not require a label j , as explained 
in the caption of figure 6 4 
By applying the operation 'rot rot' to (73), the corresponding D-fields are ob­
tained 
^ = Σο,(μ)β,σ»χ j = u , ,6 (74) 
μ 
Each Π^μ) is perpendicular to σμ The problem of extinction can now be stated 
as the problem of finding coefficients ß. such that the total 'boundary field' 
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Figure 6.A.I. Construction of the numbers v, determined by ν = σ —(ξ"+η ) For details 
see text below (II ) 
Figure 6.A.2. Situation which is to be avoided in the construction of the numbers ν When 
it happens that ν (the intersection of I and II) lies below the real axis this introduces diffi­
culties for the integration over Хз (main text), since the corresponding poles are no longer 
enclosed by the integration contour (fig 6 2) 
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cancels the incident field 
2 ρ,Ο,(χ) + Dlnt(x) = 0 (75) 
I 
Σ Ι Σ W K ) ] e10 x = - D i n c e 1 0 " (76) 
μ j 
That is, putting σ„=σ1Γ 
¿Р)О,(ц) = 0 μ=-1,1 (77) 
J = l 
¿ β,Ο,ίΟ) = - D i n c (77") 
)=ι 
Because the ОДц) (μ fixed, j = l, ,6) all are vectors in the plane perpendicular 
to σ(μ), the three vector equations (77) are equivalent to six (inhomogeneous) 
equations for the six amplitudes β ; Hence the ßj can be found, solving the 
boundary problem of extinction 
A. Appendix 
We abstract from eq (45) and ask for the position in the complex plane of 
the numbers ν satisfying ν 2 = σ 2 - ( ξ 2 + η 2 ) , where σ, ξ and η have small imaginary 
parts The imaginary part of σ is fixed and assumed positive Writing explicitly 
the real and imaginary parts, we put 
V = Χ + ly ξ = ξ! + ΐξ2 
σ = О] + 102 η = Лі + гиг ^ ' 
which gives the two equations 
x
2
 - y2 = σ,2 - oí - (ξί+η?) + (ξ|+η 2 2) (I) 
xy = σ,σ2 - (Ыг + л^з) (II) 
For a fixed pair (ξ,η), (I) and (II) represent orthogonal hyperbolae with asymp­
totes y=±x for (I) and y=0, x=0 for (II) The number ν is geometrically found 
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as the intersection of these two hyperbolae First consider the case when 
І2=Л2=0 (real ξ and η) 
χ
2
 - y2 = σ? - о} - (ξ,2 + η?) (Γ) 
ХУ = 0,02 > О ( И ' ) 
(ΙΓ) represents a hyperbola with branches in the first and third quadrant The 
character of hyperbola (Г) is determined by its right-hand If this sign is nega­
tive, (Г) is a hyperbola with diameter along the у (imaginary) axis When posi­
tive the diameter is along the χ (real) axis Assuming о^Ог, the maximum dis­
tance between the two branches in the latter case is achieved when ξ]=ηι=0, in 
which case ν = ±σ When ξ] and r^ run through all real values, the number ν 
moves from ±1» along hyperbola (ΙΓ) up to the point о (Fig 6 A 1 solid 
curve) Next, when ξ and η are allowed to have a small imaginary part, the 
numbers ν will shift from this hyperbola and lie somewhere on a curve encircling 
(IT) (Fig 6 A I, dotted curve) Now problems are to be expected when this 
curve crosses the real axis This is because we then do not have the situation 
that the poles ν of one branch are either above or below the line along which 
the λ3 integration is performed (see fig 6 A 2) From the geometrical construc­
tion it is obvious that this can only happen when a) (I) > 0 and b) (II) < 0 We 
look for a condition that makes impossible this situation to occur 
Geometrically, one immediately sees that the imaginary part 02 must be 'large 
enough' To make this more quantitative let us impose on 02 the condition 
02 > | ξ 2 | + |т | 2 | (A 2) 
This certainly implies σ | > ξ | + η^ Now for (I) we have 
x
2
 - y2 = o? - [σί - №2 + r,!)] - (I? + η?). 
The term in the square brackets is a positive number The right-hand side can 
only be positive for ξ,, η, not exceeding in absolute value Οχ 
( I ) > 0 = > l a i , I t i i l < σ 1 (A3) 
But in that case we have 
xy = 0^2 - (ІіІ2+Т|іЛ2) > σ1σ2 - Ι ξΐ I I 4,2 I " I I'll I Ι Άΐ I 
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(A3) > 0,02 - σ 1 | ξ 2 | - σ^ηζΙ = о ^ - | ξ , | - Ы ) 
(A 2) > ϋ 
That is, condition (A 3) is sufficient to ensure that the Хз integration can be per 
formed in the desired way In final results, where we pass to real quantities, it 
is always implicitly understood that condition A 3 is taken care of 
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CHAPTER 7 
7. X-ray region 
In this final chapter the dynamical equation appropriate for the x-ray domain 
will be given Wc first write down the dynamical equation once again (see 
ch. 4, eq (41), ch. 5, eq (34)) 
Σ Σ οίΙΙ,,ιΐΊΐ^ΟΟ,Ι,,α,'α; |s)w(l2d2') = w(ld"). (1) 
lidi l;d
:
' 
The label s=(s,S|) of the functions w has been dropped to simplify the notation. 
In (1), α and D(s) are given by: 
afllLd'd!*) = a i W - a J X (2) 
D
a
p(l1l2,d1"d2 |S) = I - I I + III (3) 
where the terms in the right-hand of (3) side stand for 
j
 =
 4π _ I'p.apCx+s)
 e
( 0 ' - x+Sr)/4B-' ^ 
V
 x e i n · | x + s | 2 - o 2 
Χβ'^ '^Α, , ,-^χ,ΙΟΑ^
 d,-(-x,l2) 
II = o(iul2)b(d;,d2)Gaß(B,o2) (4b) 
in = - ? - Σ' 7Γ J d T e l i d ; " d , ) τ J dYΕ σ 2 / 4 γ ! ж ( 4 c ) 
Η
α
ρ( Ι г(0,1„т)-і<іі,12,т) | ,γ2) e , s « - . M - K W - T » ^-d,- „ 
Expressions (4) arc easily seen to be the generalisations to a d-dimensional 
modulation of expressions (50), chapter 4. The meaning of Η and G is given in 
(53), chapter 4 Instead of using the function F of (53a), chapter 4, we use the 
expression 
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FDanO'+s) = I* + S|2ôap - (X + S)a(x + S)p (5) 
in order to show explicitly the denominator in (4a) Furthermore, in (4d), we 
have х=к+Д*Ь*е'3?*, with кеЛ' Ь ' Е О * The subscript D in (5) reminds to the 
fact that we applied the operation х( хП) = V(V П) - 2 П for obtaining 
the field D, which for x-ray frequencies in a very good approximation 
(IO"4 —10-5 or better) equals the field E Instead, we also could have worked 
with the operator V(V П) - (1/с2)П = V(V П) + σ2Π, which directly gives the 
field E Eqs (4) then should be read with this latter operator in the expressions 
for F, G and H In particular, for the term in reciprocal space, (4a), one then 
uses 
FE αρ(κ + 8) = σ 2 δ α|ί - (X + S )a(* + S)d (5 ') 
We recall that eq (1) was obtained by equating the induced dipole moment of a 
particular dipole to the local (=exciting) field acting on this dipole, the latter 
field being the total field minus the self field of the particular dipole Now it is 
well-known that for x-ray frequencies the total field reduces to a superposition 
of just a few (possibly one) partial waves, depending on the number of recipro­
cal lattice points lying near the Ewald sphere I his effective total field then is 
non-singular at the dipole sites, and it is put equal to the exciting field I his 
procedure implies that expressions (4) should be reduced in the following way 
First one selects, for a finite value of the convergence parameter B, the vec­
tor ч near the Ewald sphere, i c x + s | ~ a There still is an infinite 
number of these vectors, because the κεΊΚ" form a dense set in reciprocal 
space, but we may assume that (motivated by the fact that the x-ray diffrac 
tion pattern of many incommensurate systems indeed does show definite 
spots rather than a diffuse pattern), the functions in the numerator reduce 
this number still further to a finite one The set of vectors κ thus selected 
will be indicated with {κ} 
Next, we let the convergence parameter В tend to infinity The expression 
in direct space, (4c) vanishes From the expression in reciprocal space (4a), 
only the terms with {κ} are kept The other terms, the tail of the series is 
assumed to be cancelled by the (singular) expression (4b) This cancellation 
cannot be rigorous, but it holds as long as it is justified that the exciting 
field of a dipole indeed is given by the total field, when restricted to the 
partial waves with the wavevectors {κ} only 
So for x-ray frequencies equation (1) becomes 
4π . · FD(X+S) ncCi-r,) 
V ? 5 S e ( , , d - - , ) § |x+sP-a2e 
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χ Α
ά
; „ ( κ , , Ο Α , , - ^ ί - κ , , ΐ χ ΐ ^ ) = wdd'). (6) 
The quantity obtained by the summation over b.di will be denoted SK: 
Sx = ν Σ Σ e"'" "• Ab_d,· (-x,l2)w(l2d2·). (7) 
I. d;" 
It is the generalisation of the so-called vectorial structural amplitude, defined for 
non-modulated structures as: 
~κ
 ν
Σ * 'wW (7') 
where w(l) is the amplitude of the dipole moment of the I'th atom in the non-
modulated crystal. It has the interpretation of the k-Fourier component of the 
electric polarisation (see also Wagenfeld (1968)). 
With (7), cq. (6) reads: 
4π Σ a i M ' - d , · ) 2 . F D ( ^ S ) e m r' Ad|._b· (x,l)SK = «(Id'). (8) 
d,' (xj | x + s | z - c ^ 
Multiplication of this equation by the factor 
V e " , , , r , V - d - ( - 4 . 1 ) . (9) 
where η=Κ'-)-Δ*ο'* belongs to the set {κ}, summing over d* and 1, gives the 
equation for S
x
: 
Σ 
V Σ Σ «(M'-d, ·) е - ' О - Ь Ab,._d.(-n,l)Adi._b.(x,l) 
v
 1 d"d,· 
FD(x+s) 
X
 | " 12 „2 SK = 5 Л· ( 1 0 ) 
x+s -cr 
The expression in the square brackets can be rewritten: 
[-] = 4 r Σ Σ αΟ,Ο е-,(Л-Х,Г' Σ ^..^..^.(-η,Ι) Α,,,-.,,-ίχ,Ι) 
ν
 Ι d' d,' 
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= V Σ Σ a(l,d·) e-'í"--)r' Ab _„ _d (-(η-κ),Ι) 
v
 i d 
def 
= χ(η-χ) ( i i) 
When modulation effects on the polarisabihty are neglected, so that a(l,d*)=0 
for d'^O, expression (11) reduces to 
Х(Л-х) = ψ Σ a í O e - " - - ' r ' Ab _b (-(η-κ),Ι) (12) 
Inserting (11) in (10), one gets the simple form 
F D ( X + S ) 
Ι κ + s l Σ х(л-х) . „ " . ι 2 '^ = 8л ·4 ε {*} (1 3) 
This set of equations is identical in form to the fundamental set of equations of 
dynamical x-ray scattering for the non-modulated case, expressed in terms of the 
electric polarisation (see for instance Pinsker (1982)), the difference lying in the 
set {κ} and the definition of χ and S
x
 χ(κ) is identified (up to a factor 4π) 
with the κ-Fourier coefficient of a local dielectric susceptibility function x(r) 
In order to cast equation (13) into an equation for the Fourier components 
D
x
 of the dielectric displacement vector we putt 
F D ( X + S )S K | X + s | 2 S x - ( X + s ) ( X + S ) S x D_ = 4π -r—r- = 4π — 
def 
s r« 4π ——j SKl^ (s, = κ + s ) (14) 
The subscript 18
Χ
 means the component (in this case of S
x
) perpendicular to s
x 
Assuming a scalar polarisabihty, implying that χ(κ) is a scalar, equation (13) 
becomes 
t One has for the total Hertz potential the expression 
S , 
П(г,т) = 4π У =z—r- e l x r e l b ж Eq (14) then follows at once 
(x) I x + s r - o 2 
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Σ χ(η-κ) Ο
κ
,±5η = - J - j - Οη. (15) 
{»} 5 η 
Similarly, one can also express this equation in terms of the Fourier com­
ponents of the field E. Instead of (14) one writes: 
FE(x+s)SK o 2S x - s^Sx-Sx) 
E
x =
 4 π
 ι . 12 Τ = 4 π i Π 5 ( 1 6 ) 
from which follows: 
W S K = (s¿ - σ2)ΕΧ - Sx(Sx-Ex). (17) 
Equation (13) becomes: 
σ
2
 Σ χ(η-κ)Ε
κ
 = (s2 - σ2)Ε
η
 - s ^ E ) (18) 
{"} 
or, keeping the term κ = η in the summation apart: 
[σ2(1-χ(0)) - s2] - σ2 2 χ(η-κ)Εχ +
 S H ( S X -EX) = 0. (19) 
This is the fundamental set of equations as given for instance by Batterman and 
Cole (1964). 
Instead of the point dipoles assumed so far, it is straightforward to generalise 
the model to extended dipole distributions. Thus, atoms are characterised by a 
polansability function 
α,,,,,ίΓ-Γίη,Ι,τ)) (20) 
instead of α(η,Ι,τ) = α
η
j
 х
о(г-г(п,1,т)) used before. The Bloch Ansatz 
ρ(η,Ι,τ) = e , s r ( n ' l-T ) w(l,T+An) (21) 
is to be replaced by 
Р».і,х(г-г(п,1,т)) = e , s r ( n ' l- , ) w, i l+A.(r-r(n,l,T)), (22) 
with »!
 T(r) having the expansion: 
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wix(r) = 2w l d -(r)e , d ' 1 (23) 
Equation (13) remains valid, but in the definition of S
x
, eq (7), one has to re­
place «(Ы") by the Fourier transform w ,^, (κ+s) of W|
nd-(r)· 
def 
wld (x+s) = J d3r w l d-(r)c- 1( x + s) r. (24) 
Similarly, in the definition of χ ( η - κ ) , a(\d*) has to be replaced by 
def 
âld-(T,-x) = Ja ld.(r) e-'(n-x) '&τ. (25) 
Hence, for extended charge distributions: 
Х(Л-Х) = # • Σ Σ âld-(T)-x) е-^-к) r' Ab •_b-_d-(-(i|-x),l) (26) 
v
 1 d' 
One sees: The formulation of dynamical x-ray scattering for displacively modu­
lated crystals is identical in form to the non-modulated case provided one makes 
the appropriate substitutions for the structure factor, scattering factor etc. given 
above 
A commonly used simple model for the electronic polansabihty relates this 
quantity to the local electron density as follows: 
ai(r) = '-=- Q](r) (non-modulated case) (27) 
ur 
where Q|(r) is the electron density of the I'th atom, normalised as: 
¡ф)аЪ = Ζ, (28) 
with Zi the atomic number The integration is over the spatial extension of the 
atom Equation (27) follows by considering a system of oscillating electrons, 
with density Q|(r) being held by harmonic restoring forces. In the same way, we 
put for the electronic polansabihty of the atom centred at r(n,l,x) in the modu­
lated case: 
α- ι x(r) = Ο,,,+ΔΛΓ) = - ^ψ- ρ,
 τ + Δ η (Γ) . (29) 
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Неге бі
 т + лп( г ) = On ι τ ( Γ ) l s the electron distribution function of atom 1 in the 
cell η of the basic structure 
Οι.τ+Δ.(Γ)= Σ M ' ) е - " ^ " (30) 
d'eD' 
When the influence of the modulation on the (localised) electron distribution 
functions is discarded, only the d ^ O term is needed (compare (12)) In such a 
case we may put: 
Οΐ,τ+Δη(Γ) = Φ) (31) 
The total electron distribution is written as 
0(r,T) = Σ Οι
 х+д„(г-г(п,1,х)) (32a) 
η,Ι 
= ΤΓ Σ ( х ) е , к г е ' ь ' х (32b) 
v
 хеЖ 
with x=k+A"b*e1DÎ*, k and b* being elements of Л* and D* respectively The 
structure factor ρ(κ), is given by 
ê(x) = Σ { Σ ôid-(OAb--d-(-*.i» е " к г ' (зз) 
1 d 6D' 
with gid-(x) the Fourier transform (apart from a factor (2π)3/2) of the function 
Qld-(r) introduced in (30): 
êid-(*) = |o1d-(r)e-"' rd3r (34) 
Note that the expression within the curly brackets in (33) is the generalisation of 
the atomic scattering factor or form factor f^x) 
Q(x) = 2f 1 (x)e-" , r i (35) 
ι 
with 
f|(*) = Σ Ôid-(*)Ab-_d-(-x,I) (36a) 
d'eD' 
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= -¿-|dTe lx(x)e-''v(,*>e-'b* (36b) 
Under the assumption of (31), the latter expression becomes 
f,(x) = ftWAb-i-xJ) 
= A b ( -x , l ) J e i ( r )e -" , r d 1 r (37) 
ι e the expression for the non-modulated case times the function Ab'(—κ,Ι), the 
latter being proportional to a cylindrical Bessel function for one-dimensional 
sinusoidal modulations 
Expression (11) for the Fourier coefficients of the susceptibility reads, with 
(35) 
,
 Λ
 4π e2/m . .
 л
 ., . 
In many cases, it is sufficient to use the fundamental set of equations in the 
two-beam approximation (The set {κ} then consists of the two elements 0 and 
x) In those cases clearly one can proceed along the same lines as for non-
modulated crystals, making the replacements mentioned above (see e g Beren­
son and Birman (1983)) 
On the other hand, in the spint of the previous chapters, one can look for 
truly multiple-beam effects when the modulation wavelength approaches a com­
mensurate value Work on this subject, in particular the investigation of the 
line shape of the reflected intensity distribution is still in progress 
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STELLINGEN 
1) De aanpak die Jackson schetst om tot een zelfsluitende beschrijving van 
diffractieverschijnselen te komen is niet bevredigend In het bijzonder 
wordt met vermeld hoe in het geval van buiging aan een geperforeerde 
plaat de oplossing kan worden verkregen binnen een exakt raamwerk, 
inplaats van het door hem gegeven benaderende kader 
Jackson, 'Classical Hectrodynamics , 2nd ed Wiley and Sons, New York 
(1975), hoofstuk 9 
Baker and Copson, 'The mathematical theory of Huygens' Principle , Oxford 
University Press (1950,1953), hoofdstuk 5 
2) De verwondering van Berenson en Birman dat het Borrmanncffect bij 
hoofdreflecties op continue wijze afhangt van de temperatuur bij de 
faseovergang naar een incommensurabele kristalslruktuur behoeft niet te 
worden gedeeld In feite is met de bestaande theorie hierover niets 
anders te verwachten 
Berenson and Birman, Phys Rev В 28, (1983) 5724 
3) De basisvergelijking van golfverstrooiing aan gemoduleerde kristallen kan 
in een eigenwaardevergelijking worden herschreven De symmetrie in de 
superruimte leidt dan tot soortgelijke vereenvoudigingen als in het met-
gemoduleerde geval Vooral voor electronverstrooung kan dit van belang 
zijn 
Kogiso and Takahashi, 'Group Theoretical method in the many-beam theory 
of electron diffraction , J Phys Soc Japan 42, (7977) 223 
4) De vorm die Golovko en I^vanyuk vinden voor de componenten van de 
dielectribche tensor van ammoniumfluoroberyllaat in de 
incommensurabele fase, kan ook worden verkregen met behulp van een 
symmetrie argument in de supcrruimte 
Golovko and Levanyuk, Sov Phys JETP 50(4) (1979) 781 
5) De beschrijving van optische golven in een incommensurabel kristal 
vertoont grote overeenkomsten met, maar is met identiek aan, die van 
rontgengolven in een met-gemoduleerd knstal 
6) Om een computersysteem snel te leren doorgronden is gemakzucht een 
noodzakelijke karaktereigenschap 
7) Het is een illusie te denken dat het gebruik van tekstverwerkende 
programmatuur bij het schrijven van een publicatie leidt tot tijdbesparing 
Wel levert het een beter eindprodukt 
8) Het gebruik van woorden uit een vreemde taal om zaken aan te duiden 
waarvoor een dekkend nederlands begrip reeds bestaat of kan worden 
gevonden, heeft niets te maken met beroepstaai maar duidt op een 
zekere onverschilligheid over hoe het gesprokene of geschrevene bij 
iemand anders overkomt Vooral in geschreven taal dient dit verschijnsel 
met kracht bestreden te worden Hier ligt een duidelijke taak voor de 
redakties van vaktijdschriften 
9) Seksistisch taalgebruik dient, om emancipatorische en taalkundige 
redenen, met uit de weg te worden gegaan 
Joke Huisman, 'Taal over sekse, een soaolinguislische benadering' Publicatie 
nr 45 van het Instituut voor Algemene Taalwetenschap, Universiteit van 
Amsterdam (1984) 
10) Het aanhalen van een citaat uit een der betere literaire werken als motto 
bij een proefschrift, wekt de indruk dat de auteur dit werk ook gelezen 
heeft 
11) Een piano, voorzien van punaises in de hamerkoppen, is superieur aan 
een klavecimbel 
12) De stelling dat het bespelen van het orgclpedaal met schoenen aan even 
onnatuurlijk is als het bespelen van het klavier met handschoenen aan, 
geldt alleen voor orgelspelende apen 
J Molenaar, stelling 11 bij 'Bloch electron scattering in Dilute К and Си 
Alloys', proefschrift, Amsterdam 1983 


